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Thomas E. Dvorak (ID State Bar ID# 5043) 
GIVENS PURSLEY LLP 
601 West Bannock Street 
Post Office Box 2720 
Boise, Idaho 83701-2720 
Telephone: 208-388-1200 
Facsimile: 208-388-1300 
64301 l_l (10493-1) 
Attorneys for Tom and Julie Manning 
ocr 1 , 2009 
.J PtWIQ NIWArmo, Clurk 
By P. f:\OURNI'; . 
DEP1.m 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT FOR THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA 
THOMAS CRELLIN MANNING and 
JULIE ANN MANNING, husband and 
wife, 
Plaintiffs, 
v. 
WILLIAM J. CAMPBELL, an unmarried 
individual, and NAOMI LOUISE 
CAMPBELL, an unmarried individual, 
Defendants. 
STATE OF IDAHO ) 
)ss. 
County of Ada ) 
Case No. CV OC 0907350 
AFFIDAVIT OF ERIC B. NELSON 
COMES NOW, THOMAS E. DVORAK, who, being first duly sworn, deposes, states 
and avers as follows: 
1. I am a paralegal at the law office of Givens Pursley, LLP. I work with Thomas 
E. Dvorak who is one of the attorneys for Plaintiffs Thomas and Julie Manning in the above-
entitled action. I make this affidavit based upon my personal knowledge and to the best of my 
information and belief. 
000203 
AFFIOA VIT OF ERIC B. NELSON - 1 
2. I have had a number of years working in the title insurance industry. Specifically 
I was continuously employed in the title insurance business from March, 1977 to November 
1999 working variously as a title examiner, title officer, closing officer and manager of several 
departments for three different title agencies in Ada County, Idaho. 
3. My work included work for Lawyers Title of Idaho from 1977 to 1990 as a Title 
Ofiicer, Department Manager and Assistant Manager of the company. 
4. My work included working for Pioneer Title Company of Ada County as a title 
officer and department manager from May 1990 to June 1995. 
5. I was with Alliance Title from 1995 to 1999 as a title officer. 
6. I have been a paralegal since December of 1999 and have focused on and 
specialized in real estate related issues. 
7. As a result of my training and experience, I have expertise in reading and 
reviewing deeds and title records and otherwise examining and researching the state and history 
of title to a particular property. 
8. I was asked by attorney Thomas E. Dvorak review the title ownership of the two 
properties at issue in this case, the real property owned by the Plaintiff and the real property 
owned by the Defendants. Mr. Dvorak also referred me to a certain August 9, 1952 Agreement 
(instrument number 334924, a true and correct copy of which is attached as MANl\fING 000116 
& 000117) and asked me to review the ownership of the respective parties to that agreement and 
then trace the chains of title forward to describe how that ownership changed over time until it 
eventually resulted in the ownership of the property by the Plaintiff and the real property owned 
by the Defendants. 
000204 
AFflDAVIT OF ERIC B. NELSON - 2 
9. Mr. Dvorak also asked me to determine if there were any additional instruments 
recorded in the chains of title that purported to address access, other than that certain August 9, 
1952 Agreement described above. 
I 0. I performed this work by traveling to the offices of Alliance Title and using their 
title plant \.Vhich maintains true and accurate copies of the records of the Ada County Recorders 
office. 
11. If for some reason I could not obtain the record from Alliance Title ( e.g., if it was 
a bad copy), I later traveled to the Ada County Recorder's Office to obtain a copy of the original. 
12. Title researchers in Ada County routinely rely upon the records of title companies 
such as Alliance Title as being accurate copies of the Ada County Recorder's Office records. 
13. Based on my work done described above, true and copies of all deeds and other 
instruments within the chain of title for these respective properties are attached hereto and 
numbered "MANNING 00067 to 00127. 
14. I found no other instruments purporting to address access other than the than the 
1952 Agreement referenced above. 
15. In order to illustrate the chains of title back to 1950 for each respective parcel and 
for illustrative purposes, it is helpful to refer to two reference maps I created using the legal 
descriptions found in the chains of title and a computer program called Greenbriar Graphics 
Deed Plotter+ for Windows. The program will draw a graphic representation of a legal 
description that is entered into it. 
16. For illustrative purposes, attached hereto as MANNING 000065 is a reference 
map I created that shows the current configuration of the property as of September 1, 2009. Tract 
000205 
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4 is owned by Thomas Crellin Manning and Julie Ann Manning. Tracts l, 2 and 3 are owned by 
Naomi Louise Campbell, subject to a Memorandum of Contact in favor of William J. Can1pbell. 
17. For illustrative purposes, attached hereto as MANNING 000066 is a reference 
map I created that shows the configuration of the property at the time of the 1952 Agreement and 
specifically the property that was owned in l 952 by the respective parties to that agreement in 
that area at that time. 
18. As you can see from MANNING 000066, only a portion of Tract 1 and Tract 2 
were ov.ned by the predecessor in interest of Campbell, Frank N. Mattison and Ida Grace 
Mattison, at that time. 
19. MANNING 00062 through 00064 is a document I prepared that illustrates the 
chain of title for these respective tracts from January 16, 1950 for Tract 4 forward in time to the 
present and from April 19, 1950, forward in time to the present for this portion of Tract 1 and 2 
that was owned by the predecessor in interest of Campbell. 
20. 
Eric B. Nelson 
000206 
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CERTI~~TE OF SERVICE 
I hereby certify that on this ~ of August, 2009, I caused to be served a true and 
correct copy of the foregoing document to the persons listed below the method indicated: 
Joseph L. Ellsworth 
Ellsworth, Kallas, Talboy & Defranco P.L.L.C. 
I 031 E. Park Boulevard 
Boise, ID 83712 
Facsimile: 345-8945 
Attorney for Defendants William J Campbell 
and Naomi Louise Campbell 
MflDAVIT OF ERIC B. NELSON - 5 
Hand Delivery 
Facsimile 
Overnight Courier 
U.S. Mail 
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TRACT4 
TRACT3 
TRACT I 
TRACT2 
Title: Configuration on 9/1/09 for Campbell (1,2,3) & Manning (4) ! Date: 10-06-2009 
Scale: 1 inch = 50 feet j File: 10493-1.des 
Tract I: 0.080 Acres: 3500 Sq Feet Closure= nOO.OOOOe 0.00 Feet: Precision > 1/999999: Perimeter= 270 Feet 
Tract 2: 0.158 Acres: 6871 Sq Feet: Closure= n89.2000w 0.03 Feet: Precision =l/12496: Perimeter= 375 Feet 
Traci 3: 0.143 Acres: 6249 Sq Feet: Closure= nOO.OOOOe 0.00 Feet: Precision > 1/999999: Perimeter= 325 Feet 
Tract 4: 0.557 Acres: 24253 Sq Feet: Closure= nOO.OOOOe 0.00 Feet; Precision> l/999999: Perimeter= 691 Feet 
001 =/NE,NE,NE,33,4N,2E 01 l=N89.20W 137.42 021 =N0.06 W 62.5 
002=/S0.06E 932.9 0 I 2=S0.06E 50.0 022"'@0 
003~1N89.20W 192.0 0l3=S89.20E 137.45 023=/S0.06E 487.91 
004~N89.20W I 00 014=N0.06W 50.0 024"'/N89.20W 390 
005cN0.06W 35 015=@0 025=/S0.06£ 247.50 
006~S89.20E 100 0 I 6=/S0.06E 835.4 026"'S0.06E 247.5 
007=S0.06E 35 017=/N89.20W 192.0 027=S89.20E 98 
008=@0 018=N89.20W I 00 02s~,N0.06W 247.S 
009..JS0.06E 932.9 019~S0.06E 62.5 029=N89.20W 98 
0l0=/N89.20W 154.55 020'-"S89.20E 100.0 
000208 
MANNING000065 
! 
ft! 
I 
I 
(TRACT 4 PER DEED 296184 
(PORTION OF TRACT I 
DEEDB37l Pl5) 
(TRACT 2 & OTHER PROPERTY PER DEED B346 P224) 
Tille: Parcel Configuration on August 9, 1952 I Date: 10-06-2009 
Scale: 1 inch = 50 feet J File: I 0493-1 a.des 
Tract I: 0.301 Acres: 13099 Sq Feet: Closure= n00.OO00e 0.00 Feet: Precision> 1/999999: Perimeter= 624 Feet 
Tract 2: 0.557 Acres: 24253 Sq feet: Closure= nO0.0O00e 0.00 Feet: l'rccisio11 > l/999999: Perimeter= 691 Feet 
Tract 3: 0.057 Acres: 2500 Sq Feet: Closure"' 1100.0000e 0.00 Feet: Precision> 1/999999: Perimeter= 250 Feel 
00 I "-'/NE,NE,NE,33,4N,2E 009"'/S0.06E 487.91 017=/S0.06E 932.9 
002-=/S0.06E 932.9 010"'/N89.20W 390 018=/N89.20W 192.D 
003=/N89.20W 30.0 01 J=/S0.06E 247.50 0 l 9=N89.20W I 00 
004.,N89.20W 262.0 012""S0.06E 247.5 020=N0.06W 25 
005"-'S0.06E 50.0 013"'S89.20E 98 021 =S89.20E I 00 
006=S89.20E 262.0 014=N0.06W 247.5 022=S0.06E 25 
007ocNQ.06W 50.0 0IS=N89.20W 98 
008=@0 016=@0 
000209 
MANNING000066 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
INSTRUMENT NUMBERED )00)26 
April 
- lhoueand nillo bvlldrocl 1111d tU-ty , botweoo 
.,/ 
PETEii JEHSEH and IIINA JBNSEN 1 husband and wito, 
ol Boise CaunCJ of Ada Stato of Idaho, 
I.be PMtioa o! tbe 11m put, rind 
.-1wK N. MATTISON arid ID.I. ORACE MATTISON, husband and ldte, 
of Boiu Ada State of Idaho, 
tbo partie a ol lli1 ....,.,d part, 
WlTN&'llll\'TH, That tbe 1111d parties of lho llne part, !or llld ID C()n&ideniLlcn ol tho llilll of 
Ten and no/100 
considoration 
lawflll 111<1DOy or Ille United lltateo ol Am«ica , and other valuablo 
Oo~otyo( Ada , Btaw of Idaho, Co-'filt: 
Comnutnci.ng at the quarter corner conmon i.o aoctiona 
)) and )4, thence South 00'06' Kaet 932,9 raat to a 
paint, thonco North 89•20 1 Weat )0.0 tuet to on iron 
pin, the ftoal Place ot Beginning1 
Thone, NDrth d9•201 Woet 26i,o feot to an iron pln1 
Th,enoe South 00"06' Eaet 50,0 taut to an iron pin; 
Then<:o South 89•201 Kaot 262,0 feet to an iron pin; 
Thence North 00'0Q 1 Waat ~O.O toot to an iron pin, the 
Real Place of Beginning, 
Being aitua~o in the NEi of the BE¼, Sootion )) 1 Township 
~ North, Range 2 Beat, B,B,M. 
(U,a,I.R, Bt11111pa fl.65 Cancelled) 
(R,K,K, 4·19·50 
DOLLABS 
IOQdlhcr a11lt all a,,d alngular Ulo bellementa, liareditamanll and app~ tblftunlo bcl""8i"8 er In anywiuepJlGl'IAinilil', lhuonn!oo 
uwiravtlllollll, reuwndar and ,.main<hn,, nmi., lulllll 8Jld proOla tberool, Mid oil cot&to, riaht, title 110d inlorat.t In And lo U.. lldd propony, 
u 1Nlll ln Ja.w u In equity, of tho aid part i e II ol lhe llrlt Jllll'L 
TO HAVE AND TO HOLD, All and alnaular ilui alxJH manll<,oed end doacribecl prom;..._ \OSOlbo: with !he ap)'1irlalwlolo, 111114 
Illa pan 11111 o! the ...,,lld part. and c.o their hatn 111d ~ !Olliver, A-..! tha aal<I pan ioo of the fin,\ part, 
thotr 
their 
hen, the aid _..., In tho q•iel aad peao:oabla ,._Jon ol tho laid pud.ee 
helra and IIMi1II, opi111t Iha uld pert 1 ea al the ftrrt pa,rt, and their 
ol tho ...:ot1d 
helrl alld aplnal ell ..-d 11Vfrf ,,.._a 8Jld pnw ll'hllll!IWior, lawfwb, clalmlq or lo clo.im tho lll!De, lbail and will.WARllANT aod by 
tbOI0 ~ 1..,.,w D&FEJIID. 
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lN WITMEIIS, WIIEREOF, 'l'he aald part 1 H of tho Jim put ho Ve barou.oto ~t Uta1r 
Lba d.t.y ud Y'1111 Ont abovo mttai. 
STATE o•' IDAHO, 
Coallly ol Ada }·· 
Oo lhia 
Poter Jensen 
Hina Jvnnn 
d11 of April 
(WI.) 
(aaAL) 
(mlAL) 
(18.U.) 
ID tho year 19 50 , bolore "''· 
a:ald8tato 
tho u11deruig11od , a Nolal7 PubU. In a.!ld ror 
Pator Jondan ond Nin.2 Janson, h1u,bllnd arv:I wife 
known kl mo to bo tho pomon :i wt .... 1WllO 8 are au'-ribod kl Lbo 1rltbln ID11nlmonl, 1Dd ICIIJlOll'loda,xl to mo thal 
they ...,_..,led tho IIUllO, 
IN WITNESS WHERI.:oF, I ha•• berwokl oot my bud IJld anw.l my oif<elal -1, tho day w,d Y""' Jn this tortl&ato Q,-t above 
(SEJ,L) 
STATE OP IDAllO, } SL 
County ot Ada 
ol Id&ho 'l'itlo Co. 
day ol April 
Foo,,$ 1.50 
R. M, Kromer 
Notary Public for the St,11ta of ld&ho, 
Residing at !loin, Idaho, 
l hcrol,y cectl/y that \Lio in.trumcut wu Wed for ,_,-(I at Ibo Nqulllt 
at 5 6 minu141 put 2 o'clock P, M.,thlo 19 
, A.D.19 50 . 
- "'"4'1 
• 
• 
• 
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n • < "• • 
.... "·:. :·· .. ~ . ·- .. -~. , ... , . 
part, and. also tor the better maintenanr,e, suppor~.· protectiop., and liyel_ihbod 9f ~e.s§-id.p~rt:Y ()fthe; 
. . ·. . . . .. . .. .. . • ... 
second part, do es by these presents give, grant, alj~r~,·an~. ~~~firm unto th~ said·p~t_'Y .. , of_ tile secQni 
part, a.ud to her heirs and assigns forever. ·all of. the-,following. des~ribed real ~state; :~itua.ted_:in · .. 
. . . . .· . . . . . . . 
t'. : County of ·. Ada. , State of -Idahci, :t_o~wit: . 
at t}1e qlla_r'te:r. corner com:npn .to sect~o.rs )3 ~n;d 34.-in t~~~-hii: 
' . . . . . . •' ·; •. 
!.1 north,. r-anr;e: 2 eca:t of the Boise Meridian; _t}:lence ___ sou_th :OQ.0 0.{>' ·.e·a·st·· 
9;2. 9 feet to a po:!.~1:t, th~nce north li9°20t west 30.0 .feet' .to an ir_ori p1j:i~ 
~ . . . . . .. . . . . 
the _r't::!ll plt~Ce Of beginning; then_ce··north 89°20 1 W~_St .a.dis:~anc.e Of'.· . 
.?r·;.2, CJ fe~t to a.n ir"O!l pln; thence riorth .. 00°06 1 ~:e-~t; a di-sta.~c~ ·._of ·:'197_·~5 
f'cet t:o ~::. point on the sout11 bo,J_nd-ary · line of ;L~-t 't;e_n. of Peter- · Je~sen, ·. · 
'. 
Sabel l. v.i sion to t!:e Ctty of Bo.i se .; .thence -south 300201 7 . 
•· 
distaric.~- · .. .eia.s t a 
00·0 06 1 ' dis.tance c-J ~·· ~? (:2. n feet .to ::l ,.., 1011 iron p.ir::; th_ence south east a _:;,/ .) 
cf 107,S feet to the point af be~inning; and,· 
i\11 o'.' 1ots J., 2, 6, s, CJ A.nd-13 -oi' Pete:r Jensen :81,l'l;>di_·v;1.sion to the.City 
oi' ~.ioi.se as 88.i(~ 1.:>t,s ore m1111bered,and designated on ·th'e of_'ficial pl11t_-; 
. . .· . 
ct s~:;i,: sub·i1vl!1lor: now c,f P(;JCO.r,J in the office of 'the ·County Ra_.corder-
c~f thf· Count.'! of J\da, State of Idaho; 
000:2.12 
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1rt., and also for the better maint1.inance, support, _protection, and livelihood of~~ said pa.rt S - oi , ,,e 
-cond part, do e sby these presents give, grant, alien, and c9nfirm unto the s_aidpart.Y . · of the set:,•i1d 
.•. 
Lrt, al!d to her heirs and assigns forever, all of the-fpll~wing del,K:,I'ibec\ i-eal ~tat¢; sJtµateq {n 
the County of Ada , ·State of Ida.he>, to-wit: 
. ~ . ,: '. . : . . ' .. i ; 
L'ln:e;l.C l".'"lg at the quarte:r C Orner com::non t.o -sec tio:ns ,:n ·and . .34 1n township( 
north, ran13,c .2 trnst of the Boise Meridian; then~~ south 00°:06' e~at . 
;2. 9 feHt to a po:!.'.'.'tt, -thence north 8_9°2.0 1 west 30.0· ·:r.ee·t .to an :iron 
le :real place of beginning; thenc_e north 89°20 1 ·west a··d1°!3.-tance -o:t' 
;.'-: •. () feet t0 an iron pin; thence north 00°06 t west- a ,di_at.aric_~- .·o_f :197 ~5 
~et to a po.t n t on the south bound-ary line of lo.t tt?n of. Peter Jen se_~ 
ilidlvislon to the City of Boise; thenqe south 89°201 east a.distance 
f the Cc-unt:1 01' Ada, St.ate of +daho; 
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. . ·>~ l;l~iV~ ~ TQ :ffOLD1 ·Ai).:,~d .~ · the ·~d .p~, ~~~ ·- ~~ ·*e .. !-PP~rt~~~. 
·-~~cfµ:i~-~-~,;~y of the .~~d-~ .· :· b-er · ·~fill~BiMdgnafONYer,~··~ .~-~ta.·:~ll,ef.t.y · 
.-_cif,~e s~d. ~rulpart -y : . i/;nd :QQt in• any-wise .~miliunity pr()}'.let'ty... ' ... , .. '' '': .. ::'' :<·>' ... : ': '.. . 
. . . 
IN Wl'l'.NESS \WIEREOFi Tqe ea.id party · of'the fiist"·µa.i:-t .. h~ . · hereunto iet .his <hafui' . -: .: 
and ~t : the ·day.~C,. year first apove. wri~~ .. . . · · · ··· · 
SIGNED·:· 8EJµ.ED ~ND D.ELIVER:·~~ ~RESEN?E ·P:F' . .'i ··: .'h;~ ~· ·. _· > .. · .... ·: ..... . ···.·:' .· .. : . · .. ·· · 
. ·. . . . . . .. ... · .. U<4-, .. .. . .. . . ... . ... .. .... .... .. t!.., .. : .. {$e,il] 
· · · ...... ........... .. ..... .. .. . · · ·:· ·· · ..... ...... ........ ·,·: .. .. ...... _... .. ... . · ·· . e ter _ens en · 
.... _. : .. . ... .... .. : ...... .. · .. "'.""" ... . . .... . .. .. .. . ... .. . ... . . . .. .. . : ... . ........ ........... , .. .. .. [See;!J 
STATE OF IDAHO, 
County ot. ADA, 
On thi~ 
.. · - ' 7t'. .. _ 
~ - { ·. da.yof April ·, in the . yea~ 19 .51 , · before tpe 
the undersi~ned 
in and for the said State1 personally 0:ppea,red ._Pc.ter _ Jfineer~, 
, a N.ota.ry Public, 
known to me to . be the peT8on whose nn.me · subscribecf to the .within instrument. and 
a~knowlcdgcd to me that. h<' execut&l tJ1e s_ame. 
IN WITNJ,,JSS WHfCRJi'J.)Ji', I have he1·eunto 1,et rriy hand ai1d affixed my officie,I sea.I, the day and 
year in this certific;:.te first .abooJe written. · 
' • • • - · • · • ' I • • • 
S E .A -. L 
...... -4t..;_ ,,_ ,.:-.;. ... ·~-· •• · - • I' 
-,·-:. ·· .· . · t .. r · 
C .. ·:·::~.7(.~'"'<.:::-£.~-'" .- .__, 
•• - •••• - .. .. ' • ••••• • ••••• - - - . . .. ... .. . .. u • •• •• • , .. . -~ .. .. . . ... . ... . . .... -- · ......... .... . . . . ,. • • ~ 
N~t~ry -Public for ·. the State of .Ida.ho, 
Residing at Boise ,, Idaho·. 
000214 
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County of 
On thu. 
ADI,, 
7i 
.,.2· { dny Qf .. . , in the year _11? ;; 1 -, h< )t-(" rne 
· the tl.Jld ers i p.;n ed 
. . . . . . 
· . a Notary Puhlic, 
in and for the said State, 'pe'Mionally Appeared ~a t.e::-- · Jens8n, 
known to me to be the perMn w,hose Mme is subscribed to the within i1µ1trumeht, s.nd 
aclmowledged to me U10.t h£- e»ecuted the i;:in_\e .. 
IN WITNESS WHE}-Ui;fJl< ..... , J have. herennto set my ho.nd and affixed my--official seal, the day and 
year in this certifics-.1:~ fir-st above \Witten. . · · · · 
_- ,;._: ,~ ~- ·\_ .: r . 
·----_ .. ,.,. ~ ~ ' 
:"""I · - •• • - ' 
~-.: E· .:A L : 
-- -~;__L-.. _ _ :_- _: • I 
•, •-. , 
f-
u.. 
-. t, 
LI-
0 
6 0 LI.I 
,Z LIi 
0 
. I!. 
lj 
I 
I 
I 
I 
l 
I 
( .... ;~ c;.,.>~,;.__,.__.--.~ 
• . . . • . . . . . . . ... . . . . . . . .•. ' ......... ........ .... . .. ' ~- .....• , u, , , . ...... ,.,._ .. . ...... . -~-· .. 
· Notary Public for ~he State of Idaho, - ·· 
Residing at . Bo.ise . · ·,·, ldah~. 
! I 
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,nd 
in 
it: 
. ship: 
pin,:: 
: \ 
' . 
' . 
' . 
: : .,,,,.. 
r-. 
t,• · . 
. ,,. 
• . ,J,:;. 
.. ; . 
'. 
: I· 
On thib 
·-- . T<- . 
,,/ { · .. dayo'f 
. . . 
April 
in arui fc;,r .tlla·s.aid S!:,ate,_per1;1onJi.l,y a.ppea.r~d ~ete:r J'en~en·, 
knovin to·mo to br. the person whose name su'!;lscribed to the within 
acknowledged to me: tho.t h(• f:x.:icutl\d the same. 
. . 
· IN WITNESS WHERli.X)F, r _hnve h~l'eunfo ·set my hand and affixecj my official a. 
. ye-2,r in this .cortiticatc fi~t abov~ wrltte~1. · ·. . -.- :..,~"-. _, · ;.,_,_. . ~ . . r 
-<___ ·-'-~-;~ c..:..::_-:fS_,.,,,.. 
Notary Pub\L for the ;St. 
Residing at Bo'ise 
; ( . . . - - --'r ... ,~ ...... ___ .. 
. : l.~s~ ~ .£·~:0~~'.;:f _·.· ; 
. ( 
. ' I: 
. : 
. ' 
' ; ' 
t: 
-·C) 
..... 
O ._ 
. .' 
- .- ... . · 
: . -
· - , , ' 
_., ... , 
-~( . ' 
l 1' O') 
..-,( 
.. -
. .. ..~ . . ,,. ... ' -
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• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
·I 
' 
l 
( 
INSTRUMENT NUMDER8D )))J.41 
lllth dar o1 June 
one llMnlaAud nine bllNlrod ond , between 
Nina. Jenaen 1 a widow, 
o/ Boiee 1 Counl7 of Stale of Idaho, 
tlla put )' of d,o ftrlt put., and 
Frank N, Mattiaon and lda Craoa Mattison, husband and dfe, 
oJ BoiH, Councy of Ada, Idaho, 
the port iaa o/ the &ea>Dd po,~ 
WITN.l!ilm'l'H, That th aid par I y o1 the dnt port, lo: ..,d ia ccnalderatloil ol the 111111 o/ 
Ten end no/100 DOI.LAIi!! 
lawful tnallOY ol tbo IJnlt.d Sl&les ol J.111erie11 
ol tlJe .-Dd part and 10 their htln and &ll!iDI ronivw, 1111 o/ the following delcribed NI&! atac.a, lltuatad ll> 
the city of Boin, Coull!¥ or Ada , .U.le o1 Idaho, to-wit: 
Oo1M1enc111f. et the Qlllll'tor corner co.:omon to Bect101111 ,) and 
34 in 'fownehip 4 North, Range 2 Eo.ai or tne Boise Meridian, 
thence South O• 06• Ent 9)2, 9 faot, thence North 89' 20' 
Woet 192.0 feat to the reol point or beginning, thence North 
89· 20' Weat 100 teat, thence Norch o• 06• Weet as feet, thence 
South 89• 20 1 E&at a d1etancu of lOO feat, thenco South o• 06 1 
Eaat 25 ,t'eot to the real point ot beginning, 
I U.S,I.R, 51:limpa $.5S Cancelled) 
( J,c. 6/26/~21 
topther ~tb &II wd IUljjlllar the ""8mlllllo, heredi1111Dcnlo ud apl'llrifnlllCOI lheminta bolongfng or iu QDywilo appertalnin11, thaNYU'llon 
, ,u,d ~. n ...indar 1Dd remlllnduo, rent.I, ...,.. 1111d profibl lbmloC, Rad all 111181,8, ril:hl, Ulla ar.d lnteNlt in and tu tbG oald property, 
u ...U iD law .. 1n oqulty, of tbe lllld Jllll'ty Qf Iba I\At par~ 
TO If.A VE AND TO HOLD, All ud lll>illW the alwn 11>t111JoDOd and delalbed premll!II, taceUior wit.II liwt app~, 11111l> 
the p&rt iea ot U,e IOCQlld part, and ta thoir 
put, 
her 
their 
btlni, the aid ~ ID tho quut and pea(t6bl• ~OIi ol tho -.id part 1GB al Iba llllllODd 
~ and 4llilllno. llfPWl&t the wd party o! tllo Int part, and her 
boln IIJld "8Bin.tt oil ud over, poinon a.od penolll ,vb..,,....vw, la"1ull7 elalmiOfl orto altum tholBIDII, ahall 8Dd will WARRANT aad by 
thON pllllNIIIII forol'lll' DEFEND. 
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IN Wl1'NESS, WUEllli:01' '!"ho Mid p,s,L y ol tho 6nt part bu a J,.,.,.nu. .. 1 
the day aod :rev 8,-.t, above writt.1n. 
lliglled, ...,Jed and dell~etod i11 th• ~ ol 
Paul s. Boyd 
8rATli OF lDAlfO, 
Coulln w Ada , 
In lh yeu 15 52 , bo/ONI DIC, 
uld Su.ta 
}~-
On \hi.I 2i.tn 
tho undera1.gnod 
, po'10llalb IIJlllOOIW 
dayo/ 
Nino. Jenaen, a widOll, 
her 
lltna Jenaen 
JWlll, 
, • Notary Public In .i,d lo, 
[ or proved to me cm tno 011th of- • ·) Imo.,.,, lo D16).r:, bo lllO pt.111o011 wbalo 1111111(! 16 wbscribcd ID tl,o ,,\tl1in illlltwn.cn!, 11,d acknowlt,dgcd I<> ""' thot 
(SEAL} 
ll"L'A'l'E OF IDAJIO, } &l. 
CoufffTDFADJ., 
of Idllho Tltle Co., 
dt.1 or Juno ,A.D.1952 
hM.l l,50. 
Paul S, Boyd, 
Notary Public in aud few t.he Stat.fl of 
I!lallo, roaiding at _, Ada County tbore1n. 
• 
• 
• 
• 
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1 • · ·111: JJ.'iili(~~?,~-~ ootiRi· -FOR ,ADA::·e9~Y:,11 ·STA'llE :o~';~j\- .· .. 
2 ..... ·:_·: .. -~--~ ... ::-*·~~-~-~·--~--~--~--·, .··:_.-._.· ·:._:~ .. _:;,~,'::'··:_f:-::~·l<JI:;,· .. ·-:; 
' ·. . .. · . . .. '•" -·-w· ,.,;z··~",' · .. 
3!ln1. the ~tter .:or-· th$ Es tat~ ·-of. . . .· ·· .<-' ·.: : .g._::_~:;, /'· .. :i: :l;:· :.:. · 
41 . . ; !~~. G~~:~ .:MA~~;ts~r.j. . . : QECREE:·:JJS~-tisu~~;~~ii .: . Jl:~~ . 
TITLE To ccMMUNrnt• · .- .: ~~ Js . 
5! Deceas-ed. 
6!1 111 ________ , 
'I I. 
'r-, .,,:.i. b, .. rdQ s f:.:} . . ...... ,,. .• ,.
:C::'.:> ·:::'; . i. . 
<:.:>· o·. . 
!,.U.<l~ -,. .• 
!-'-. C ·.. . • . 
. < Q:: . . Q ·,., · .. I 
. fs. 8". ;!:J .. -~, , i 
. . a:: .'.1,,1..f ·-·- • I . I 
all The ve:rif'ied pet:i t5.on 0£ Frank Mattison prayiri'g_ 'f9l'1.:... a 1 ~-
!!Decree EstablishiJ}g f{e.~p~d .?,11 tle to Ocimmµn! ty Prqp~t':tf :'=.~ing_ ~~ 
91; this 19th d-sy of o_c-pob~:r,: 'i9Q5, ap.a .. : ~11- 'a.pp~at:1n:g t~'tr:'~. -~J,_{,an .... ' ·d.· i_··ifl,sai 
1 no:tice of such hea;r~g_ he.-s ·be,ep •gi yen fi'S · ~.eret~f!(?re··OJ~~e~e:~: by t~!l..:~. 10,,cou:rt and :l.n accerd.e.nee wj.th' ·:the statutes -of tb:!.'.S · State in' such <?aliJes 
·!rnade a.no provided .• an.d that so.id, notice was duly posted ·more than t.en 
njjdays be for~ the 19th t;ia;y of' Octob.e·r .... 1965, t~e dat~Ls~t for .. ~aiQ , .. 
/(!we.ring, oJ.1 of ~.1:rlJh·matters al>o.~e: at~te~ appeiar of· re.Q.O'ftf,:in, this·· 
12;icase and -e-vi:dence · llavi'ng been intto4uced in ·support· of sa.-t() 'pe,t:1,.tion i1and the cour-t having considered. tbe- .s·a.me finds·: : ·· · . ·· 
13
/\ That Fx-ank Mattison and Ida G~aee Mattisori. .. were m.arri.ed on 
ul!ApriJ. l~> 1922) at Burley., Idaho; · · · ·· 
1~ 
151! , 1l'hat the said Frank Mat.t:;i.son and. J;t:5& C(raee ~i;tiaQn.' li-vea 
i;tcge'ther f1a husband and ,df'e from the da.te of their said .marria.ge. 
161iuntil the death Qf the ea.id lda Grace Matti1t1(?n _and ~ha,t: <1:1:1~1:ne; ~he 
li(:xistence of their .marri~ige they acquired by· their joint. ·eftfprta. as 
17!ithe1T community property, certain property hereinafter more pa.-r.t_icu--
Elarly described; 
lSi; 
Thut, o.11 ct' tne property hereinafter described was acquired 
19'.iby the. sairl Franlt Mattison and Ida Grace Mattison) his wife, subs.e-
h]UE?nt to their ?.narriage and dur1:n,g their coverture ~~ tb.eir_ eommuni ty 
20i1rircpei·ty !J and was not a.cqu::tted ~y -gtft_; '!)equest, dev1s~ .. ··.or de~eent 
;1to d. ther of them, ncir was the aame aeq_u·irtd ·in ·'li-rbol.'e or tn p~l:'t with 
21\ithe proceeds of ·the separat'e property. of e..i.ther ~-C. th~rn .arua .thet said 
H:9:r·c1>e!"ty re~ne.ined at all tiritel! ·;tti'~i.r corornunity prop·erty- un.til ·the 
22!:ceeth of said Id~ G:re.ce M~tti::son; - · · · · 
ii .' 2:3': Tl'lat the e-aid Ia~ Grae:~- Mattison died int,~st.a~e cm or 
!:~bout;, th.e l7tn d~Y:\ i;>f .. A:U@J.tft,. l$l65;, .. lea-vip.g :11t~r ·surv.1:v11:ig: ~~r ·hu13ba.nd 
24i! t.h€: pet 1 ti.oner 'her.etn_, who. r~~ i;dec$ i\'i Ada., Count:h. :-t~e~p,,_.·toge_t.~er 
1!\'li th the· following nMt~d ·chi·la· all ove,r 'the ·age of: twi;!ill,ty:...oxie ,:years 
i• .(', • • 25;;0,i fs{;e: 
l: 
,l 
2s1; L 7$i ·~prthv:i:ew. Dx1ifro Q 21 ffi.wi n '11'.R 11 A~ -1'il'1i\'.it'l 
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:1: pecuasaa, l .. . ·· . Ji 
,- -.,::) ',::~;: II 
.·::~ :•; 
7, -~- ~ ;:;, !' -~-. j: fil ~.§., ~J . : ~ 
al! The verified. pet:I. t.lon of F't"ank Mattison pra.yin'i''Tori.-.a 
:1
1
necrce. 'Estt-1blishil}g ~e.co~d T.i:tl~ to conwiun:t ty Prppert¥ c9wing on 
9: this 19th day of -~_c_tobei-'.;.-' l-965, ~a-.-lt ·apt,.ea:r-ing ~na·t --~,t~d- · ],,~gal. 
/inotice. o.f etl.'ch h~_r~ng_ hrfs: b~e.p-··gi-v.en :a.a: here.~O'f_9!-e· 'Qr~-l;'~"J:_:·l>f_ -t}g_~ 
10rCourt .. and in aec·ord·e.nee wi'th -the-~statutee ·of .th1:a·.stat-e.1n..-.sU.ch·-c·a·ses 
;ima.de 'antj p'rov:t.ded·-, -an4 ·tha_t eat-d·_no:tite yas-.-duly ~o~'ted. m_ore thrµi' ·ten 
11\/days befor-~ th,e 19t.h day of Oct;o~s.r_; -1~65, U,i_e :da.t~ __ f!~t,.t~r--_~.e.icl_· __ . 
Ii.nee.ring, all of ·wh.1_cp-·tn:(l.t.ters- e,.'~ov,e,._:s·ts.ted. -~ppe~l" -lSf',. r-e·~9_rd _:i?f ~hi~:·. 
12(: case ano . ev id en'c e, ha. ving .. been .;4:lt·rog_\(t\'~ ~ - i·n. · .. eupp·ort .- o·r · -sa.-1,4 -:'I,:a t'i t-l o,i 
/:and the Court havirit 'c·on.siaere<l ·-'the·· same find~--:' ·- · -· · . · .. _ -· ·_ · · · · · · 
u:I 1
, 'fuii t. Fl"'ank .Ma. ttison an~!" .Ida --<lrac:e Ma tt:i sori. -werEi" marri"~d Oil 
14.[jAp:t·ti 12, 1922·1 a.t Bur-l~Y, Idaho;· · · 
Ii 
15ii Tha-t the ·so.14 Frank M.attfa_on and Ida Qt~~·e -Mat'ti·son lived 
\!together 1-10 -husband and wife from th~ date --~f ,·.the:1::r:_ae.id_. l'.I\ArX'ia~e 
16ijun.til -the death of the .so:id Ida OTa.ce M:att-Uon a-nd tna.t our:1,.ng· tne . 
\ EXi $,ten<;~ Of the.fr rr.a,rri:?lge· t_hey-. 8.C.Q.Uir.ct:l by: t}'leir- jciirit , &:ffo'rt_-B :-a~ 
l7iltheir carnmuni-ty· property, certa:l.n property. herc:tno.fte;r mo're ·.J)art'.i-c\:1-i-
har1.y described;- ' · : -.- · · 
18
~ That all of th~ property h6reinafter described ~as nc4uired 
19!lby the said Frank Mattison ilnd Ida. Grace Mattison, hia wi.fe, eubae-
::quent to their 111ar.rio.ge tll).d 9U·t-ing their co,verture a.a their co.mm.unity 
2oifpropert~ ,· ana_ ~ea not a_e~\llre·q ·\>y:_·-g.ff-t_, ~q_m3st·.,. devi·l:!_e., .-.. Q_r '-dl~s_cent 
I: to either .Pf_ tn_eiu,- ·-~o~. wa.~ _ the._:~~~~- ·acquir~-a- in-·_who_~~,··.:--o'." ,i.? ·-p•::rt · w~t_h .. _ 
21
1
i the p_rooe_ed_s_ of t1:>.e s ep_a_rat~, _P_ropet>_tY ... Pf. e .L t;~e-~< pi' __ , ~h~~ :an_d.-_ -ths t ~aid 
-l!H'operty re_tne.ined .et all .ti_rn_ea_-_:thei_r ~ornin~r-d.-ty:·-prop.~~y--_~t.1'1_ the 
22!,death of said :Ida ~:raee J,(att1.~:Wn·,;. ·.' · .. · .. ·-' _ · 
lj . • - ' : . - - . ' . •; '• ··, ' ~ . . ,, . . : ·. . . . ... -~·· . - ' 
22,i] 'l'b.9-t it.he iie.id_ -Ida Grac_e <t,1"-·t;t'ia()n··'d~i?.d int.e~!Ca·te. _Ot:l -or 
1iabout the f7th ·day:'-of. -A~ga'sJ,y ~,_65'-~:.··l~a\i',mi(.}l~i"--_~u.~,y_iv-i.~: l',:,;_:-_ husband _ 
24 ,·the ·pet1 ti.oner tte~~n:.- · ·-who ·::reis_des ·-1n-·· A~·a'· C()_w~,ty;._, ·. l;4eh,~ ,-:_,to·~~-~er · 
with the ·fo-llowJng ,re.fu~d -chi·lc, .all· -ovet- _ t~:e agtf· of· :t.wetlt-y .. ene. yea:rs · 
2s1[of age: · · 
' 26! 
... 
. J·aek :De~_ .M.1:tt1-s~, ·7Sif ~orthv±-e:w/,DrJ..ve· · . , 
.. _, -~:->:- .. -·: :_, ·. _ ··:,-_·- f1,f1n_ ~~~~~--~-/:I~:~~-:;.·· _. ·-
TM,t .. t·he_ .eaict:· Fri~_-_c~t~t~:~~ ~f,i~~;. :$\t~v~)v44·-.j~µ.jl,:wd -~f;.-
28 the satd Ida ·lt-ra·ce -Ma.tttspn·.:an_d ·.thtf;,a~-:rvivo·t··oJ;": t·-t_ie:·:~1~'1'._'Chinfium·;. 
i ty ~ is ent i tl:ed· -iin.lle·t-·" the: -'i~.iu's(o:e-:.-tije St:,i:.te -cit ·.--Id'~_- ~t.o-,'.'thj3° ··Wno):e 
29 of the eai<i --:cemmuntty .. pr-6perly.--_hfilre~fterldesc·1:1'l>~:4'\~id.· :t#' :all .. of 
·th13 cominunl ty_: ·.nq,·~·-:rty: of' the -_-'sa,id·_ ·Frarik ·Mat tiaoi) .$if :):d~ ·.Gre.o e . · 
/30-Ue.ttison• · · · · ·· · · · ·· ·-.',· ·, · ,, ·. 
31,
1
1. · . :· .· , ~~--~~ :furthex- a:,-pp~~~--111.·~----~~~t -~m-xt~~ ~9-~A: · __ .-q:~y·.:(lt·.:~ie.t>:~~,t- . 
. 1965., a-aid pet·1 ti:eit~r .e~-liti~- :~- ~~v.&ntpey ·:~d. _A}ipr~i~'.~-~1_1--t_~-t9 '·ti~·/ . ·" _-- . 
32 jtri?d.e of the sid.ij·_ c~un!ty · prdpe.~;y. ~uly. vorU'ie"d by·. the. Q~tll, ·9t :J~.lJ.~-~:. :i 
l 
,- . -.,.:,,.:· 
. . .-. 
.·· ..... < . 
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o;,i•d P.~ti:ti<>hJo':, ;o:r. ia·l;!. ,th.e ~•.tat., .or iialil·>'o~!'"~'ed:, .:'l.nc,;1.(/-Mpi(\~e ~. '..··. , .. :~ 
ool1l/Jlllni tY, property set· t<1:i:th'- 1'11; .. ~ill ,lAl;l,t',on,:,_.,;,;4_::tli..a-,,.1!~ ·:~v~, ., .. -.,.~ 
2 tory and APe•s.-!.-.6'\lent •was mo.def· "''.ll®<>ffll\1~1'-'"''-'t:ll~~.,. ' ll."*~~-1<\h»;-.of· · · ,· ·-, 
1}):>e atatutaa or ,the ~~at"~ :_lif ·J:~l\\1:;·'~d )lf.8. :1;)1ly.:t1}!\it'.·~ ~~}'\4i,'9#t} t-
3 on ti\• ] t h . ,d~y Of , • Octol>er :. ';,,~9.1$5:; -~~-,I; :11,llSll~$J'~~;,§.~llt :'tli.~,r!·~t-, ';,,. 
woe f·il6. · ~!l th1:s .(,!ot;r.t at. tjji,·-,a:am. ~"1'•!,. 1;1h~CJ\.:s.a1-a·'c!llly -~•:•: '!,y,• °th.e ·. ~, 
4 Judge of ·this. ·<loj!rt .ow.y certitJed ·on4 in,iileO ; fp.rtMiith'/.tQ··:tha" l'~" · · ,·<:! 
Collector of the s·tot~. ?f ;~f!Qoi . . . ·: : . .· . , ~--·i.i.{ : ·.• ·)'?,. 
ti And ·it 1'urther .-appe4.r1ng_ tl1~t th1.•· -CRilrt hn,<1 __ h~F_et~_f!>re --~: 
6 mu.de tl{\d ent·ered ·1:tn ·ot'd~r '"·f i ·~tng, ~t)l~ olear ~-~ue.· Q.f ·.~e.. }.n"f;,~reat in -· 
e&ld property beins :tra.n:~tQtred· ~o· tl)6 pat 1\ioner ~n th.ta ¢'-~ae aJ1..;I :·:;; 
• 1 t appearing that no ta.xe• a;, du~ '!"a _;,~al?'l• _fro,,_ ~a1:<!.--e#.tate pr 
1
1 frot!l any heiro of .. ~aid de·c.ettoed .under the 1!'ranefer and frih~r1 tan<Je 
8
1 
Tox Ac t ot "this Stat.ej . · 
gi '!'hat all -prooeedinga hercei n h~ve beei'I regularJ.y· :·had ·:6nd 
lO tered 1n said Ci\\~& an?. ! t oppettring to the Court that a~l ·the .a.lle-
gat;tona in the pe-tition .. are true s 
.· '~ 
.. 
.•... 
.,_. 
i, done accordin(l to low, ·and no .obJ<!ctiona ·havi11g baen 'tile.~: or oh-ll . ·" 
11 !!OW, THEREFORE, lt ·is hereby ORDERED , _AD,11/DO~ ~d DjtOB!$D ·. 
12: and thl.o doe, ORDER, ADJliP!!E and D~!ll!E, tb.at· the oaj,d_ l'r&nl< l!attriiol\ 0 I: nnd Ida Gr•ce l!attfaon wore duly nu,r-i:-i ed !'hd ~ecllll\e hue.band _and w_1,te. 
13!1 on 01· about t))o 12th day of April , l9'J21 at Burley, ld~hoJ ·-1;hat aJ.l 1! of' 'th~ property fl~re1n deacr-ibed wes a9quire:d 'by ~h~ during f.hoir 
u ~ coverture a & th.efr ootnn\Wfity property.; .t))nt the se.mo was, . du1:4.ng i their ent,1 re married li fe ·and at the tim& ot the. d'Etath of .the 13e1d 
155 Ida Oroce f.1a.tt1son, the community 1n·operty of :t~e eaid l.d& :ora.co . J.tnttison, deceaaeC, and Frank Mattlnon, her ·.buaband; that t h~ s aid 
,.~ Ida Oroce Kattisoo di ed inteotato or, the l7th.'day of Aus;lls-t, 1965, 
( ,trH1 tnat the &e.i.<l i"i.'1:lln1. Ma.;.il~~:, '!.!pc~ ~o -de.at~ ·"'!: i:-1'• 00'td 111A ' 
111 Or.ace Mat tiaon, became the s ole owner t n tee · or thoae certs·:t.n 1.a.r\4B 
t o.rHi 1,ora(,ma_l property i,n Ado Cou.nty, Idaho , more particularly de&;-
iof r;J'ibvd as tollo-..u, ta .. wit : 
19/, ,llEI, J_:. PROP£Rfi 
20'; 
' 
·, 
2 1, 
Commenc ing at the Quai:ter Corner common to Secti ons 33 and 
311; thence south 00° 06• Best 932,.9 feet to o. po1n.t; -t hence 
llorth 89' i o • West 30.0 ttet to 1111 iron pin, t h<t ·r.eal place 
ot beg1nn1ns; thenc, · llorth 89" 20 ' lle•t 26l1. o l'j,et to an 
iron pitJ; the.nee $(:)Uth 00° 00' East 50.0 feet to an :tron 
!)in; thence South 89° 20 1 ·Ea·st .262.0 reel> 'tO an·:1ron:.p!r\; 
thence 'North 00° 06 1 Ua&t 50.0· feet t-o an irC>n pj,n, '(:M 
real place or b(;()',.innH~e, bq.1.ng oit~ted 1n the No r'!ih«a.st Qua r ter of the .sou~l\eaot ·Qilart~·~·;W-!!tS.!!.tl .of·. S~ctlen 33,,. 
Townehip It- North, Range 2, E_aat·--ol' the' Boiae Mar1tt~an, .. A~!l 
County, Ideho:1 al3o · · . , · · 
.. 
1 
COOl!D?rtCil\a at the Qll&rter Com~f ~O~lliloit ·t!> Soctf ons· 33 e.nd Q Q Q 2 ;l 
-,Jt <I'"' m ...... .,..,. ... ,.Y'- Ji to:ra...+.h 1f•n·o·,.. ., Tt!oa t; · "~ : t:.h-. Ro1 l'. f\ -~•4r.1.di.ari J ~ 
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-• 
. Apd 1 t ti.art her appo!lri)\g t~t tt>h court l\,;J; he, • .• 
6 n~u.de and entered an order ·f1x1.rig·· tbe ei.ur va l ue or 'the ·in Lei• .. t:ttld property b9:t.ne tral'\atc,rred t,, tho· pet-1U .oner .1n ~t:b1• c.eues r 
1 it appea:ri ns thot no . te,,c.~,· a.re due . and 1u1ye.ble rrom ~id' e.stQ.°'l! ., 
fyom i\ny heir-a ot a!l).id d:ecea:aad· under -the TrtmOter ,in·c1·.l'.flh.-r1,tor,c, 
e Tu Act of thia StnteJ · · 
'nlat a l l prooeed)lngs I\Ue:111 bo,ve bean regujljrl.)l "'4d and 
• done aceord:ing to la•, and no obJec ti.ona hAving: bean· tilei1 tor ·en-
10i tered 1n aaid co..,..o o.nd it oppeo.?'1.ng to tile CCW't that all 'the ·alle-
gations 1n the pot1'tion ere true; 
11 
I NOV' 'l'IIEl\XfO!IE, I t i o bortb)I ORDEIIED, ADJUlXlliD. and DlCIIJID 12 nnd this doe, ORDER, AllJUDCJE end l))i()Bl!B tho.t the said Prank MatU1on 
· nnd Ida Orace Mo.ttioo.n ->iere duly 1MLi'r1.ed •nd b~c.ame hu•_bi.nd ·and 'wife 
13 un or about th& 12th de.,y or Apri l, 1922, o.t Burley, lOabo; ·t l>at all 
· of t he proparty herein .d•~uribod '!0:• acquired _by_ them d11;101. their 
14 coverture a• t heir COlll!ltunl:llY.· property i thllt the same l!.•• , du;r1ng 
<he1r enUre married life arid a.t t.tio t:S.ioo ot tl\o death of t),e ,atd 
15 1<!4 Onie• l~tt1eon, tho .coir.mu\l.ty property of the said Ida Grace 
' Matti.eon, dctcoaeed, and Pl'Bllk 11att1101\, her h\lebandJ tno.t t he eaid 
,.J Ide Onsce Mattioan died 1nteotate on tho 17t h', day or ilugu• ti 19~5 , I ano t.nat. bu.t 181.U ~1 .. r.i. --~u~c.~, l;pC.."'l ~O' de.at~ ~~ t:r• .... ,4 Id" 
11e Grace .Mah1aon, becai.:e the i:ol e owner i,.-, tee ot- thoee certain landa 
E and peraonat property 1n Ad• County, Id.aha., m.o.re pa.rti.a.ularly de 1-
18f Cl"lbed aa tol.lowo, to- w'lt : 
19, _BFJ>t PllOPE!n'lr 
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Routeho1<l f'un11shihga 
1964 ·Dodge 44o·automob1le 
Stook: 
Ce~ti f i cat e No . NY ·38916 
Cort1f 1cete Nq. NY 44?5D 
Certi fio~to No , i;}':,.till:?49 
Ce rtl.f ).cute l\o, 1r--.zj5;il, 
Cer~1l'i cate No ... N ·?351!} 
Ccrt1r1cate No. ij. 23Slo 
C~rt~ r~QQ~O tto, N a;.:s5~3 
¢• ~ ~..LC'-a•t• No~ »Y ,3~.917 
.. %.PPA•ti-••• G•u• 7.,.n....,.ry•9a,o,-. s 
O• l"t .t,.;t':t,.J,-•tO Ne>, •NC
0 
5-87~9,0 
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20 
21 I ! 
--·-•-.01 
Oh0clc\na; account, fil:;Gt Secur-,:tty .:Sanl_c _of_ I-dahC?, .Br·· 
I.da,ho 
s,;n,j_ngs ace bun~, Fi re t F'eder~l Savings- f.; J:,oan . .A_s-soc:i.a.--
ti on, Boisei ld1'1ho · . -.. -_· " ·. __ -·:.-,_ .. ·· ·.· 
. ' . '· ... - ,, ' . 
Checking, account;·· Fi~·st Sec\:ir'it?.-~\1' of I~o.h);>,· __ Bo·1st1:~· · 
Idaho · ·.·~ 
·! 
l 
Rous·ehola fUl'n.1.Bhinga 
1964 Dodge 440 automobile 
Pcnrit.01..l. Ccmp~ny; Common Btoe.k'; 
. . . . 
Te...--u-ie s.sl:!e .Gs s Tpat-l~ru:as_i'On ~ 
Cert1fi~ate· N~·.; 
0
NC_··.5·8~6q6' . ' 
. ' . 
t~orrison-~ud~~n. Co.·;· ·_JAc·+ ;_ 
' ' - . ~ .. 
:•·, 
\;:· . ;: ~ ·.. . s . 
100 .. ah&~ee,· ' . ·. 
,,00 ~ha;re'a 
10Cf .e,hai"ea 
. ibO,·_elj~e.s· -
.. loo>·s.nn.re.s 
·. lOu ~-titii"Qii .. -
'100 · · ai-iar:eE·· · 
100. an_a.~·e:E{· 
100. -sl:iares 
-.-,, .. 
I 
i 
I 
· . . , . 
. ' . : 
,, ·,.,: 
'• .</ ._'.-
.• ·_1:J 
,· . '' 
' .. , . .. ,· ":: . 
' :- ·. ,:•,1 ·: .. · ,:_ :::, 
..... 
,. ••••• •• J,. 
~ .·· ,'.. . ' :::·.\·-·0::::~. 
. · ... . ·· ,· ' ... -· : 
: .: ' •' ~· .. ' . - •, .· .. '. •, } 
' . ,.• .. ;; ., • ·-. _ _.:, .! .. / :-.. ~.<.:::: 
:. ··-:. · .. :·: _ _.'· :: ~:_" · ~<:.~'::r . ?Ji~0?~f '.-.:<\::/-}l,.~l:~~j:l~-1(·~~.1~;:~::·:i :_ 
----,-------.--------,----,---,--,--......,.._ . ...,..,...,..,.  WA~~~t.~~ll)Di,' ·<·· \ ::~ -- .. 
-. •• J -~ · \ , _- · •• • • 
J<'or Value ~e~ii~~-- ... : ,,r: · ,· '· -. \ 
' I :: ' •, ' •' ',• .' 
.. _··: ·:·_-.· __ -.·.: : __ ·._.:'t_)l __ r_.,-N .. --_·;-? ·eN-~E~ __ .. ,-- ·-_-~. -_. :_.w_· _ _ -i'_d_o __ :_~_:: ... _·-~.-.·/j_:i _:_ :_:_":_,:_'._,:_ . . :,}_:'_.'._·,: ·· ,·-:·: ···,-: .. :-- .' ·, ·, ,":. .... ~-, . ._, 
. - - - --~·,>~-.. .-·. , ..-·,_,';_.;· ):\;~{:\-:.~:"_' 
do~s -helzj>y--grant, '~arg'ain/_$~11 ~,i~,r~onv_ey'.°uhtq· '.' ., -, ... ,-_,:_· .. -·. __ :·~:--. -·1 
. .. . ' - ~ ' . ·~.~:·;'.· -~ ).--.~ i --~-: 
.;L-~~-k :D~. :r"'lA~T.ISOr~ .. ifnd .... ,, ., ,·: - -··' ·· 
-BA.R:13ARJi. t-1}1.l'TfSOl':/ ," · ia:u~I:w(id :~n.d "wife_ _ .; ·.--/-: __ . .::"''·' 
the grantaes , .th.e -fo1l~wing" ·descri_b.ed ~re~,- :in ... ·._"M_a-:-·'--::., ....... :.0.0.~ty_. Icla;p,_Q,(t<?·.\·j/~)?t,: 
• ~. _· ' . r. 
,: 
Co_mmenc.irig .at t)1e .~uarte.r ·ccrM:r common to_ Sc.ct.ions. 
l3 and -34~ then~e South-_0° .o&• ·Easf 93~.~ feeE··t6 ... a . 
. point I' th~nce 'North :89<?-20 t 1/e. st· .192. 0 feet I thenc_e·-_NOJ::th 
000-6' - ;.;est - 25 feet ·to. th·e . Reul Pl.ace· o°f ·Beginning, . · 
Thence cont1nufng-No.rth··o.i;>06' 'Nest·a distim·ce·of -10 
fe~t, thence North~s9020J:West 100 fe~t, thence 
Soutb ·Oo06 i East. 10 ·feet,·- then.Ce ,·$outh _.09° · _2Q 1 'E~rst_ 
a distan~6 of._100 .feet to the heal ?2ace ~f B~giri~-
ning. · 
3~ing s ;l. tu u"te in the N'S>,; of tb c 'S_El;;, 'Sec-ti on- 3 3; 
Town~hip_4 North, Ra~ge 2 Ea~t, B.·B.M. 
TO ~VE A.NT:> -ro ~OL:c> tho ... o.td.. p,ro.ru.ia.a.... wJ.th. \,,.:.\.ol.- o..poui.~..,,u.n.::~ un'C-n ,:.)\.a a.a.id. Cru,n'(;;.u.o o ~ 
4,:;:; _-_ c:.. ~ -.r h.m.L...,,,._ ,_..,.o,. ~-llilrT,II.A ~,..ora...,er. A,ro.d,. t::l1.G ,,.,._,'11 0'1('n. ..... ~or c1~ m. h..a~l)by 00-...-..-ri.<;. ""...O- .4.ll:l.a.J( 
wl..c-11., U"ll,o .... ,a. ("C.)le-t ... n~,..,._ ,. ,c"lr,11.-.-t:: o ,-,.o :::l. ,_ ~,- ~---- 1..,.-. ,-o.. -J,,.lr',r':l,y-.\a.. ,._,._, .a.-....r,JI ~""QJTl.l•O""' J Cl')..,.'-~-;:,,,-~-~' 
,s__..,...._ -1• ).pa- .... ~~- .... -.- - ~ -
~-........- r ,-"I ..... .ir-.·v~'ri. ?' • :II..,_, &.u' 
• --~~ e..:-,,s::?~ 1.:x ecc me 
.J--,_._· \ 
;>.: ~ .,._ 
--- -· - ------------ ·--- ,, ____ ·--' : 
--·---- -·········---· .... ,-·-· ,.,-r_v.,.., ,., .... vo-1',.o. c..•;J'-Joo....riCl"""w" -::..· •• --'"'--.;;:1.,.___ 
~.::. .. ~..:.. - •u.,.•-~ K">~~h~J.., &...~ :.:..~ ;:! .. -~~~~N~.!~-~ _...:..::~.-\l1~ 
-~-::;-;::~, ~ -~--~:.~-' -,e~. 
.,;:;......_T,;i'"""o-, wr.11.-.:r,,,..o~ o~....,,-J!-,1...-'lrt.· u.;.;,;.~~ .. ----: 
..-.~~~ "!:.,.·.:-=....."':" .. :.-~-·-·:::-r~::~ .. ::A:.~:.~~~:~_..,. ""-:-c:--~a1d ---:-~ . 
-· >............... -t·'-···-- - ... , .. ,..-c.. ~--"ll<", ...... L...~ ••••• • -
"""'''-'· • ,,..,... ..-::::r..c._. ~-- p'J6 ""3,,,1'-....,..--""'---' -~·~ ~.!"-,~~ J"':.. .. -~-~ --· .. h,.,. ...... :--..... _ .. a.- ~-.... ·~ . -- .:--- •: . ~ 
. ·:·:><·( ~ 
Cominencinq ·at tt1e quarter· ~ox:.rw.r common· ·to s~·cu.01,.,; 
33 ;.md 34 , · thenc-q ·.south· o0 "06 1 ··cast. 932.9 ·t.ee.t ·to o 
point 1 "then.~~ Nor.th 89°20.l · .•le-st 1-92. 0 · feet\ th--encc. 1·-H:;-.~: 
OOQ 6' ."i.(~ 5 t '25 ·. f e.<f~ .. ~O · t).) e. ~e-al · .P.lac.e· ·of ·.·I?,egi-n.il;i.:.pg·-j . ·, . 
Thenc0 c;ontin~ing North :-000.6·1 :;'.lest a .. di-s·tanc;e of"" Ht: .. ··. 
feet' th enc? -Noi:-.th .·s90.20 1 __ :,Jest 160 :fe~t I .·then·oe:.·. '. 
So.ut,h Oo06' Ea.st ~O fe_ei:; 1 them::e South -~9"?- 2:o,.- ~.ast 
a distunc~ of 100 fee~ ·to the ·~e~l ~ia~~_. of B~gin~· 
n_ing. ·· · · · · · · · 
Being situate ln . the NE¾.of th~ SE¼; Sectio~ .JJ,~ 
Township 4 N6rth, R~~ge 2 tast, B.B~M. 
TO HAVE AND TO HOLD tl:11~ said premises, with Licit- appurtenances un.to the s~id ·o.ran~~s·, . 
t~e.iJ'." heiri,i and assigns forev·er. And the sai_d Grantor does hei-eby covenl!_nt .to _and 
with the said GranteeS , that 5 he · ·b the .owner in fee simplE: llf si\i<l l)rcmises; tlul.they:llre free.< 
lrom all incumbrances 
~ '• i·J. 
- .' :._;~ 
·1 • • (. 
: •: 
.i>:i~ 
-,:- ..... 
' -~' J-' I 
'·:: ?¥ 
·····., 
', .-.~~; 
. . ,• ~ 
- I :~: 
_·,.:·;_. 
and that she will warrant and _defend tho same from all lawful claims whatsoever. 
Dated: 
..... -------·--""------------··---
iTAT~ OF IDAHO, COUNTY OP ld)},. · 
Qn this J clay o! .M.:irch , 18 68 
,ctore 1M, a not.e.ry public in and for u;d Stell:, perironelly 
,ppea~ 
11Ji'11f A 
Notary. :Public 
. ~oi.se ·,J'dah~ 
·: "\ 
."." ~ 
. '-... ~· 
. ':' 
'•',·J 
. •":' 
•• ,1 
·:,-:-·,1-· 
' 
• 
?52:1:)l J 
.... _ .. -.. . . - . 
WA[tJtANTY DltP. , 
f'w v,1,,, ••••v..o tlWI• lo'. IIJ.i'l'JIJY, ol'""' et ~ Wiii ' •lf..s Uli 1.,:"''"'' 
. , 111• MU ii/Ill .. r-,..,,u •• t,r'lj)tft1: Ord ~u. U, ." .. iU~l, IM'l\ r <,( ~ )/4 
l"\.\.ro., - - IIJ.1 Mio ftHI '•:••t'llW l "'l'fl'lt, 
i~ il_'.IW!I,_..•, .J.11 l1o11'4q •ril'l, 1/f.lJ,lO!, HII Viii\ l Vl'""I \ ,,s, 
Cl!r.t.l'l>( 11, Fil,;$: 1,1111 W~II 'I, 111 .... ~.1, 
l11m11•M 10J 11'11', or 1u, .. , 1,/• tvv:.~_;, , tu.1,.. 
'l"OIIAVl!A"-U'i"OMOLnU..••~ pr ......... Willtt ti,.1 .. .-•.f'\of'\.h, .,,... II.• - ., .. ,_. , , 
U.U 1-1,. , .. ~ii-, f-..,- Ae,4 IN .... ,:, .U I - .. •• - """,t iu.i. ......... uu .. - .. --~ '-'-l' ... ~- .... • ...... ,r- ... , ..... "-:,_  ,_ __
. _ .. _,,,., ..... ,.~ 
., ••4...1r --- ~ 
~ ., ... ........ 
·"' ........ -..... 
. ----~----
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aa.n o• IDA)IO. C(XJlln"I" t,:> 
0.. Lllu :f<. / CII'/ ar i)7', ,I.!'° • I,(.~ 
1,,1,"" • ._ • -UIJ 1...:.i:. IO .... 1111 •""" Iii.I.lo;-, µr<• 
.... ~.., . .,_,_. 
;:;t.\c.k. '-D. /~ ;~, -, · 1 .5 tJ /\I 
I ~ •• ,.,_ 
·--- -------------. 
.. 
" 
L 
•.P! 
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WAUl!ANTY nEW 
... L..-. •.. """"'---~ .. ,...,---,.••la 
NIIIII C. IIOIU.b •IM LU:lf IIOW,U,~ HCIILC'f,I, Ml"IM*IJ •*' 1tlC• • .,iw,.• 
.,.,,.,u .,.,,.., hi l1Jt1 llet\11 U .H Joen, ls,u•• JJ•lilv 
!!'- ,.,.....,i,.,: . ... ,..,.._ .......... ,,... ... ~ JltL____ ,,.. .. ,,~ , .. ,.,.. l;a, ...... 
, :11•0) I I 
c~-uc . ha u t.lic , -...,ur <-••••' Co.,,M l• Je<1.••• n 
, ,., 1, , ta ,..,..,ht~ • ,..,t.11 1 • ..-,- t i t1l •' ,,, -.,..-N.-1"'1fln u, ... ._.,JI .... 11.u Hl ,f lff'L :..••t. • t~ 
c.oan, 11N et Jflll lu-u t ; t .11-c• *"' u•-f.t• ""'r 
ltJ, t f .. t ,. lh fN\ poht e< ...... . U lliNAOI j,,'9r\:h 
H ·1t• •ut IM tut· U..u llelli ,.,., h n: JS ,.,..a: 
tkn u INI~ et•Jt• (,.1 • •I•l••<• •' lft r••r: 1.••lfl'"c 
Sevri- t •u • ln1 U led to ,ti. ,ul t•IM i,r ._,i.,, 111, . 
1!:!•ss1 11 , 
, ~ 11.c.\•11 . , d11 111 U11u.r c•r11n co•i,011 t o !:.cu••• u 
u, H . ,110110 tewtt, H "o&• 11:nt tu ., '"'' ''° • ,..lu. 
• • Lq Ml,~. c,11,. , IIM oC IOt~ , , ,-, : -~-~e u ,,~ 1ru• 'tu i a , .u fe• t to u ,,.. ,i, , ~ ,.,., ,,~• 
of M1lnlq1 t••IK'.• NorLI> l t "J•• w.,, lJt .,\ t .. , t• 
- h•• JI•; U..Oc• '-t.11 to•tt• fu t M, e lffl l•.,. hu ,'--: "~ -.vi• u--n• , .. , u, . .., '""" u •• lrN ,w: , .... 111tn • ff"'ot• , .,,, H ,e t.11 u u ,r.a 
, .... , .. , .. , , .l.c.• ., H-(1.•Lai, 
ki'"I: •1l•t• ill tM JIii J/,t el t ~ all t/<l, ,.c•lo.r> U , 
-:-.. 11,1Mp • "'''"'• ll tn1• 1 ,., 11 1, 1 . 111 •• All• l,ew•tY , l ;lJlbo . 
To1c1liu wlU1 • I l a11.d , 111cuhf lM ,.,,_.,.- , lwr ,,;dl\-UI~ 
•ni eppuru..-nr." tl!•·rogfttu ,,t-11l111 Ot I• • •)"WIH 
a n,e, u lnU11. 
$\t.!IJ« t \e • U H to••'- •~ rJaJtu •f .,,., •f r«e.t• ,. 
.,..._.1..a,  •• , ... 1ut4 
,,, 111,1,K .u111 n, IIUIJ•w _...,...._, •• ..., _. .. ...,. ,-...,_. • 
u..1, ..... ,... ...,., ..._ AMI ~ ..W ,_.._.,,, • • .,_,_ ,_. t.. .... 
_. , .. Mc~ . ... tW 1 e:ra • -• , :.,... _..,. "' ...w ,........,_ '"'°' .... 
,.1,....,.• •01t_,_.,....,.,,. -· • '-<•ll' nin--•111. ti••-* n41 :i,n.ih.-.ic11 r, t•r 
, .... ,C.,t su, . 
-, I.AM • r•II' • • rn11I • "" 11.,,.,. 1M ••11111 ~5~•1"'-"''-......___, 
n.w Jw"' 11:, u 1•. ~ 
, ,. ' 
- •{:. C /\ .J. . .,_ ... 
·---- - .,a a:,-i'a,.., 
""" .. , ........ ,...,ff._ ,ID,! 
..._ .. , .... r t4 •-' .llfM ,..,., 
~-· -.-..... ~--... --..- "-
-
C:ll!STIA l TNOr,cAS aa, fUlAH V, 
Tiff~: ,i~1t1114 n il v lf•, ~ , . 
·,-, jl ':: • 
--.... ,.. , • .,;_.,.__. "°" H ..- I I f 
~:.."'"' ,,.\lo_ ... _ , - .. 
_ ..... , •• l111., r-.... -
-.£.:.I .. ;,,,. .. ) > i ~.,-. ./ r. _ ... 
~·! ... .. • ... 
~- .:.,., ... 
,,. .,~ 
---.r.~"'-Li<- --
..... ,. .. ..,,, ... ._..,.. '"",., ~---, _~_,,, ... , ......... 1 .. ·•• .. , • 
,._ ·--- ,1 f 1::1 :•.;[;_ ,:t.t Q. 
.. ~-.~t p,,......... ; , - -,'; ... 
'- ,3...J... .... ., tv.,i~,,,,,~.J. 
"' 1:J .... ..- ... ~--· ... 
.,_ .. ... . 
-~--
\\. , .. 
··--~-. ... ,,,:,,, 
.., w L-----------------'------~ ... ---
.,.. ... "" 
nno229 
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W,\HHANT~· Ot:ED 
,h, 1•r:,11\W' • ti., Uta hort1'J yr:\al. l.lliY\: if\. 1•:U 11fr.C ,-.,n, ..,.,1., 1.1~ •. 1,, 
( 
,:u~:sr,~ 11 .. TlVl'"L' z.h••• i:-,:1 ...·,,1 ,._ ~a1t-~:~~, 
!u•! .. 1,,,..,, ,:.,,-,d ... ~ !' .. , 
t:~•"•i 111( 11t thu quar-ttl' lcOc"•l•'r ,._,VI In Su,,1 :11•,.~ 
'<) ,,.iJ 1~, tlwn,•,, &o,.1th O"llli' l:Jl!ll lj 'll.'1 f1,M. l •I ,, 
pol11t, t1a•nc1· Nnrrh R".14 )0' r:'.i·"~ I 'I~ . C rl•1•,. rh•:11"" 
.:o.-['h 0110b' tlr !l" l 2!> fr.,t l"11 th Mu;il l'Ju .. ,- ,1( He• i•1i, l11;1. 
Tllro,n~ r-or1rlnul1•Q llorth OUon• l'.l,,,., ;, ,JJ~ta"·'•· .. 1 \LI r,,,.,. 
rhar.,.::e ,torch a•1°211• wc-,ct l.00 fc•ct. thi,n,·,• su .. tll o' OIJ ' 
t1:.t lO f•et, th•n•·" ~,rh " 11°:w• >:.~t ;, Jl•t.i . .. ol 
l Oil feet ro i: ht' ll(Qn L Pl u,, or nl!R r nn l ''!I· 
n,•1tlhf\ nltuatcs ln t11c!lt!~ or rl'lt• !ii;~. s .. ctlnn \1, 
"COW<11-hl(l ir i.•orrn, lton1t•· ~ c .. :.t, 11. ILl'I. 
TO JIAl'J:: l\r>(J 'I'll ll()Lt) \I... Id 1~11Li...,I\. i t~• 1, ,r ~I• .t'··- 1r,• ..,,,,. 11 ., • ~ l .. . <r,:,, I , 
rhtir ~elf)i( ~rid ilTJ-. , ~ Aatl! ,,,, ~:.~ <::r...hh,,' J •• ,,. 1~-, , }.·. , •• " • ·_. · t •• n, 
with ~ .,:ailJ t.~--i .u1t~ , tU I a, h,: ) ~ 1l"6'1\l· r 1u f ,-!n ! .. , .r I r,. ,n, - ·: •h.~• •t..•., ,:. ,. n , .-
'"'"' .JI lMi_ff\llhl11". 
o~~: ~'JIii' l(J , l'l1'/, 
liT.IT,!: IW IIIAIIO, ~.c:!\"Tl oi', ,;..,., .. ' 
t'--, .• r- ~r , 
1 
• 1• 1 '. 
._,,'lf"ll, .n, 11~1...-,...,~wlll -,_.. t_ f>, -.:...·_,.-~ .JIJ 
w,,..., .... : i'(:•rbo ~::, t lA l't l"on, 
... ,•. 
. ' 
,. 
~ /, ... -. . . . . .... ... 
.1-,,..l,;\·, ..  , >1:.ri ii.•,. 
j :-r.,"' :; ,,, •u•h· , , ,-:, r,· ••• 
I , I , ,f) l •t ) I ,f • , 
I " f..10 : ,-.1 1;:.: ._i; ;. ·r.,...1.; , II 
..... • ..:. j .. . 
·1 ... .,, 
·~-.. ""''· 
, /" ' 
, , •( .• . .,/ 
· .. .,,. 
, .... .. . 
,":· -:- r-~:·J', 
., 
:··1·,.r.1-r / ,.:. \ • • r : , 4 
• I U, ..-c, L ,-;.:, 
t. ;.; ,"!: _·/ ~-~ ·-
I , 
i 
1 · 
I 
I· 
I 
I
-,. 
' .. 
. · .. ·., 
1- --~. 
l 
, ?-
'., 
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•• 
.. 
, .. ,,.,. 
" 
, .... -. .. ~ O"III&. ,.._....., _ _.,.., (Jlfl,., 11~.,. ""' lll.\:-1 "· 'lr\t.OOr 1111.i 
)I.\Jf;JUM1£ X. 'IAUIOf, I~ Ol'III stN, ~-1.i;.t,J;l"-"V, .I-.. 
1'0 ltA Vf: ASfl 1·1) !lf)W) U.. ,.1,1 ,,.llli>w, ,.h)I IJoo,t 11111"'"'"'" - 1111!• l U u,tll '1ta!ll4"1!1, 
t lK•i: ).o!n,111>111,ui.itn1 !ou 't .... ,\1111 l!w whl ii.-!_,,. .. 1 .. ,,i., -·•"• '" i1.ci 
..id•lb,.....C~11h,o l.: . u.i., tl,o '} l\1t.· ,i.. .... ur11 111 1 .. ,.,,.....;t1, .. t_..,!\t,~!.,.· ,t-,11Urf4"•rn 
!,- ,11,,....m1,n""" <:~X't'l)t 1.a,:ci; !nT f\l; .\ ti.Ill.I: 11 ,11n•,ilK•1, 
, 
,, 
I! • 
run Oi"~ r:.-.-scf• • 
..... """" 
:·, ,-... 
I 
...,_..-._,--,.~ .. ouM--.....--,._ t 
- ,~.c. Hot4\.tt W "-ilr~ 
,~~.l?I t~cer. 
_ ....... .,. t,,·t,,- ·--1i:it 
..... .._ ... ,~-~~""----·--
--- -::l.eji_, ·-~ .. ~ 
: ... ·j.::,... ,,.. •• 
------·· ---·---
' ... ... -·· 
-· ............ ., .. ,. ., 
. '·- .. ·• ... 
• ·: ... - .• .:.;:;a 
\.,~ ...... ---· 
( 
. , 
., .... . . . 
~:---
. 
' .. ' .. 
• • 
f,",'~t A,u,, 1·i1·rtn Till~ Gr,mpw111 "' Ir/a~" 
MA 
c o.r..- 1v: u\.1 nL r;1.:: "":i.tt,:r •·u ri\ r , :u.1111r.>11 L~ Sm;tlc,1,1 )) .:.11, J J,\, Jn ~.n:.lal.p 
:-1 li:::lt th , 11.l:",Q<= 1 •~at ot 1 hc IIOl ,s• Hor1dP.n, t:hal'lcc .!lll\l\.h 11°•r,· l'.u,a ·rn.•, 
r .... 1.. w J(lg 011 l ,t-: 1.·':! l'ltor U n• ul 10th ,a., .. ut: chont.:c Hi>r t.h ~~":to" WCl(t: 
l~i.U f..t~t · to tnu .-o,;I p:il11t c.C lr,q!no.1.,~; Lh<Yncc? tturLh ll9°20• ~/Out LIi(/ 
(.cat : tl\ltn.=u lfOrLh nuot>· w ..... 1. 'J', l<.1u.:; 1 1.henc• !leut.h 11~0 ~0· r.nar. .:i J,vconc• 
of LOO fo•t.; thcM'.u S~U\ 0°06' ~:J :1') r~ct 1.0 r.h1:: , c:ol p!.!l.nt ot \M.,glnnll'IIJ. 
c-nctny at 1:h<1 quirter c-,~·11,u c.:onaon t:i ,;cc l u)nN l) ,1,u.J 3r.. 1.1wne<1 i;ooi.;h 
0l'0 Oti' t'..l:ilt 'lJJ. 9 foot to :i. (X'i.nt, T><.LIICJ on th•! t:CnNc llrn, or Joni Snout, 
thonco Nort.l'I &9°20' l<in•t l:',', ~:. facrt. \,.1, ,)n 1,0,1 pil\, th11 rcll J ;iluc1.1 oC 
l>e91n:-:l"R • t.1\41nce Noc th ogu.>o • w.a11t .ll,. 4!io fG-,c t:v lln J.rU" C'" 1 chcnc:a 
SOU':h 00 06' Eotot ~.O taec to a,n irol\ pin; cru~nco 6Dut.h 09 ,a· c .. :.t ~l).4~ 
!.<let t o <tn iron p,ln1 thar,i.'Q Horch ()0°0<>' .,_.,t. :;o. O tuet to nn lron p1n, 
i;no flW .l pl.l1..-c ol lJo.:<11n111w,. 
~UlV 1"1tuoto 1n thu Mr. 1/.; ol 1:t-w, s.r: .V•. soe<lu11 J!, i-o-.n:,!'lip" H:>rc-n, 
IU nqa ~ ~:.rt. D, ~- , _.,I.la county, Jdll.hu. 
't,,.,,,thc:c with D,I ! nr,,J Jllngul,lr thLl l .un,,;i,N!ni::.i, )w!"< . • lllu_,,tu ""~ .,,,pu.ct.ln.ln\;C• 
c.J11,.:ounto bo.lGn~ir-9 Ot' .l.n u,:,wioa nppu,1.r. ll'lil19. 
:lUrJJ\.'C'T 1'0 thllt.: t.·,,rt..Jin J.yro,lJ-r'tt, 1oi:,ud11r) Au~uq; 9, l')>',I, ..i11·Jc:r Intrr.ru:t111nt 
1,/0, :Jt9~-1, at OF.tic.:IUl Ho~o:;,1:i: ot A~1 Couiuy, l<l!Jh<I. 
.J 
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fQ,.tlllt.Jf L ~UIOt • .O JlliUJOU8 l. 'DltAIO't', __ ti,a_.. .,_, ... uo, 
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1--,,,-.J ) o 
l.'-tw\iiu; ;I\ t !otl 'I\IM:'l.llr r11rn,Jr "'"°'"'" 1..r, :<:.i,,.i.,:- I) .a:o,I u,, ~-11:!y ~ 114"1.h, 
!'.,1,,lll<'? "•• ~ •: 1M ltt!J:1t·11t,•l ,U,11, !" ~" ~l.'Y', Jd,o?>O; 11,.,,~., :;:c,,,_\,, 0"<.4• l';U\ · 
•lt.·~ '•"'"• !>etai: •• \l.u c1111(.(IP .u,,.. or {'01.'6 v1.r-.'l'-1\r,i,ro;')- .:o,·1.l", ~21~• u.,u l9?.C> r-i.: 
io •.b• u;..•d !'16lll'. •~ ?l~P.in+1i11r.1 l ,,_ -.·..,..u, t:11")1)' -;,,-er.t. U4 t-1 .L._.: 1:0,~I, • 
~'li•H ~~ fnrl.; W "n.o r.1111 ~1\ ~'°to' r~w1.., • <!'~~tonv. ..:- too r,uf \i-n 
l:o<cl.l• (~ • tA'.l )S !"COi. \0 \.!:<, ;:.,~ l'Cll"I.. o! lll\il nn.1'11,; , 0:-.UpL ~Hu, ~'4 l!,)-,hl 
\li1;'1>\,M llf" 1'11)1. 
~' lh 
Cc»wnt\,\; • "' 1111, .,,,ncr t-Ol"11,;:- e- 1.-.) S.-::,1..i """' )) """ )1,, f~llf ¼. !i~l1,, 
• ll•"t.~ l f.u ... ~t i r.c UOJ011·!'(or11fhn to l:t~ ·Co,m\y, iit.,l:.v: 1.M,iro S...l t. OO"Qt.• ti.in. 
'11?, ; t .. t.· \o·• ~'; o.t11111 o,, .\.!,11 teo,i. .... tto .. -.)r. :011, S1.~ 1.; ~·1 l/llof'IJ> k~o· 
~·1,• \. l Slt~SS fffl.' 1.0 61'1 t.'Cln j ,l1t, \IIV fllllll ' Jno;I, . .. ! &,,,\!1!11/ir.1 , U ,._-:,t 1:0,,Ll) ..,,.,,~, • 
• .,.,._ l)l,'6 ! .. t 1.0 An J.rOll 11ill· t.l(Jflr-~ !lo .. •.l; ~ · i;,.,,~ ~.o t•11\. to :ro h- r.1.,1· 
\fl'-ell'" s,,.,,,,, &t<'?.0' 1\-',:i~ ln,1,~ fer._ lo on ,,...,.. n:,., t""""'' l\c;rl.l, 0$lf'l'lt.'' "C,:l\. i.:o,l> 
f 1111\ u '"!.' lmq,111, ~NI ;,'11/li. r ,;.,., "1 n.,flin(l!n,:; T..,:61•t !>itch l'o6 :f.w.l ,i;'-4'-t.1 t:f • 
lr;i,y.. • • 
TO IIA\'f. .\SO fO ltot.n u,., uid l)ttll'IL""' .. ,u, lflo" 11;,1..iu-- ill!II> " "' ,..,,.a ~:,,.m,.. • 
IUI 1>,* •,1,M,i..,.,.. f tifth•r AnO <llr-•~'-'""''~ll ,i. lri,1,lof••.,.. ......... ~..i 
-..11• ,\.t ,..,1, 1h"~ ; ,u1 1,,. !lit<$- :,. ,.,., ,,..,, ..4 _..;,..,..lfl,...;.;1_...,~ .,..,,... 
'''"" • II lm--1 1'1\.n,1<.,. • 
-~ 
. 
... "' 
., ,,,., . . ·~ ,..-. ~--· . ~---. .·.. ., . 
• •. ,~• , ~.: ,• ,,1 ... , ,,j "l~t' ,,,.;, o ~: • ' ..... .,, - .. \.\ ~ 11,~,_,-, ;AmJJf 
, .... . ·~ ·~--.... • • ~ ·· ~ ~-.. .. . .... ,,. •" 0. • 
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'.-· .... 
WA~~-.DEED 
FOil VALUE RF.CElVED.~arcdynn D. · 11.ochai-oiel. al~o ~now-a of 
on \Jn111Hr1t4 peuon ·And Cl1nnca ~thtl'M1. da.o :,kno\JO t>l rocord 
Al\d tt.ria A. Rotl:an,el, hual>.aod and "tte ·. · · .. · 
.1 ht rnntor 1, .da ·l\c,cby rr.ul. wornui, ult •l>d ~nvcy unto 
IL, 
Ancl,opy Hu~ HcQuun •ad Yilc.)ci ),jc_Quun, hu_al,•nd a0J 11He 
wh111e ,u,nnt addrU$ I.I -
· · · ·1002 -Horth 1hr Strut · &oiu, l<leho 83102 
.record 11~ t1ucoi)l1\11 'R:o~hu 
01 Curtnce a, !loch•rmul 
t~ fr.11011,1)111 cltiorlbe~ premlJu, la __ A4A _ ....... .. Cou11t.Y Jdoho, ~ wit ; 
SEt ArtACl!fO 'tlalllllT WA'' 
SUaJECr ro, 
G10&r2l ca~es for the y1ar 198), tn •ccruina lien 
Sp•cia1 A6ia1s~enc3 ot tht City of Aoi,o 
~i•na, l.avies and .u,t&a1Wnt£ ol th& Norchu•ec lioist S•"•r Di,crlct 
TO HA V£ ANO TO HOLD the uid p~m~, wilh 
tneit ht~ and .s&l,PU (ortver. Alld lhe 
with lht &&Id Cran~ . 1hA1 c ~ y • u the owners 
ire ,_ (rom all lllcumb~ 
their ,ppurt,nancu unto Lhe uill Cranlce, , 
uid Gn.nt.or• do hrraby covt11aot 10 and 
in /tt .&implo ol S&ld p~miu-s: !hat thoty 
tn.d that they will l>'&rnnt and dafond the um• from all l.lll"ful claim, "'ha~v,,. 
$TA'].£ OJ."~.,.2t~HTY or Sant-4 Claro} 
iJ. U.i, 25th 4•Y oJ. N~r , It 86• 
bofor~~<. • cour:, ,..w, ((, •nd lo, .. !d SwLI. 
...,..,,.u'r •PP.••"' Hllrcclynn :), Rothn111tl 
and Claiance Rocbonae\ ~nd H.atia A. 
11.o<honiel 
kMWT' LO Inf "° be lbo pet'IO.\ £ wlvra.t l')UH I Ira 
"° .,,. lA.lc. t ~~ 4 t . .. ! .., .. 11,c,it..1 "'1114 wlu.in ...,u-,,~1nd~l 
..eG~ed(..._ ~ -~ '.-~ 
SUSAA IQ\JK>.L\ How,y l'w/{r 
R«Ni"'1 .. Hr.n. View ' "-""' 
c, .. .., I,ypi,,. Q/l7/% CHHotn(a 
-~ C\.O, O(l«Nll 
•KQ>,c,:..-.. 
'°"'· Mc> ,,,~- 000245 
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• 
' 
( , 
,~u 1: 
COioWINCI ... At tN (IIJM'f M «'t,NH ,(Df90! If tU110. H .... l-', '°"""'"If' 
t, HOolfH• , U,l,Kf. , •• _ .. u, •on, ..... ,,,1,., .. , ,..,. COl,IW1",, IDNIO, TWUfU 
·.,oul i, .,,c f"A S1 tJ t , t • , e u, '111111,- Clpt THI Chff U l l fll:f 0, ,.," lflflt1 1 
,TflUlc:l 
Nlllnl U•Jt• - 11 111, 1 PUT 10 lit( · UA&. • OIJi'1 (Ill I U f MNloJ,1 fl'lto<f 
,._Of U ' U • • tt I U UL'\; tftbCt 
M01 rM t • I,, 11t U U H O r" tl<lt IIIQ. 
~,-.. "''°' f.At t . OUTMCf. o, n o , .u, , IMf.CE 
SOUJK o'-o~· CAU u, ,rn 1 0 INI! • CAL ~,., 0, IE4111.111tt,, 
.... 
~I~ Al tMt" ....-10 tM• t t. ~ 10 WCl l OM-t 1, .....0 )', ' °""""l tt 
Iii tf01;1 .. , .. .-«-.J l 4U, l OIU•ICll&IAJII, 44 c.o,,,.-1, , 10 ... , tM,Ct 
IOUTl1 H•o,, (,,\IJ 1)1, 1 Uft 10 • flOl llfl, H I '< o,,o ' "'' ttlfTLIIU~ o, 
101H '$ 1~.ct1J ll'IIJi(i: 
,.T'"I U•Jt• ""'1 Ull.n • lft 10 AH l ~OIII l')/rl, IN! U •L , oon Of 
'9Rl * l fC a uiu.c:1 
..... flt tri"' t411 IJl,lJ rf_U tO _.., 110 • 'I"' { • Ol.."Cl 1,1 1)), -. t •flf) J 
"'"'" . 1ou11t. ot•,,, 1.•.n u . a ,.,, to °" r1.o• "''"' ' u,c,,,cr 
IJXITM lt' tf' 011 01,• ) n tt 10 ,.,_ 11.C.O "'°"f fllll i<t 
IIOAtl'I ft '46' ii'lll )l,t Ult TO "-°' lltOJI "'"• '"' -~ '01tr1 Of H Cl••f N;, 
<..ut' I Olt(,t •,O 101\0 11~ 1 1 0,, 1,1,1, , 
,_ TU,( 1 ~ 1..ANCI l l fV"ftlt l~ 1rlf Nl).UIC-411 11• OI' tMt 1-0'llfl!l'~t t/\ Cr 
I I U IOW H t IOlt!ftMlt ~ #Ol fl'I! IU.HGt f il> l f , I OISt ~ .. • 101, ,., JIIOA c.o~n, 
~ 1 ~Ill: , Alf,ltUU.lll.1 OU .RIIIO Al flOLLOli$ t H C.l•HI°" ,At IMt f •S1' 
ti• , _P <JI I • LO UO 1°'9 UJ TKVIC.t 
IOllnl ..!'''' _tur .c.-. ntt UST u • o, , , 10, n c "°" u • our-ct Cl" 1Jt, • rtt t ~ r-t11tc 
· ''''"'" u• u• .. ,, " out~« o, "'· " ,u, ,o ,., , ,_~ JOO,.,, o, 
ate 1,n11 '5 1 ,.._r,,cr 
tfOI.HI *9' 10 ' -el1 1,ouo, o•o\• t.u r, 
'°" ,.., O • H • U... t 
lfOl,IN r••• 4 1 f', 
,. ouu.,c:c 
• OBU...Ct 
-' OUf a<I 
" on•....c.c 
o, u o.,o ,,n, n-tel<t 
OF l!. t ll1!1 J t,C-i<'f 
o-- ut. tt ru,, '"'''"'' 01 ,a . I- , u , to,,., • f""-
6 
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(/) 
Tltl~ t'l lo Ho . : n'll•18HJ 
FOR \/ALU£ RECEIVED 
J\.altl~ny lluk HcOueori and Vikki L. HcQue&n, husband ind "It& 1~J~oo10s0 
QRANTOA(t). aoe,(00) Mrel>y GAAm, BA>IOAIN, SELL &lld CONVEY VI\IO 
W! l lla,,. J. C•,,.pbel t ~nd tilcbelle IL cao,pb<'ll, h1.1£bind and "I, .. 
GRJ-NTEE(6J. Wll()S.: Cll,,01\l a.coreu JS'. 
tile loJiowtno daicribe<l 1ea1 o,o,wty in 
2002 North llgt SLrnt, !ioi~~. l<laho 8)102 
Ada Coun1v. S1a1e or ldahO. 
more pa, 11cu1a11y aescri~ as IOIIOWS. 10 wit 
J\.lt.lcllod borato &nd •ada a part hereof by relcronce flbrkcd ~, "exhibit A" 
TO H.A\/£ AND TO HOLD tne sa,d o,em,ses. with their appu1u1nances urno Ille saio Gran1~e(s). o11d 
Gr~nla&(S) h0h$ a,I\O 8"81G"S lorew,. ~ In& £.ai(I c,~nlo,(~l aoos(do) I\C,eoy co,,,,n•M 10 ana wiu, 11\e ... ;.i 
G,an1ee(s). INII GranI0,(~l tS/&Jt 1110 ownet(SI in ree $,tnplc or s~,<1 p1a,,11su: II\&! Wd premis~ 410 treo //am eU 
encumbrances. EXC(PT lhos.e to wl\ich U\IS conveyance •l expreSSJy mace svb!eer and tl\OSe rnadt. sofle, ea 01 
aooe ny lhe Granu:e(-S). and Sul>totl 10 rese1va1/Qn11, 1n111e11on3, <ledfca1'°"s· -men/5-. 1i911~ ol way an<S 
a9,o~m.,n1s. (•I ~ny) ol 1ecoId. ~d Q41J\.Q•aJ laau l>tlO auessmenrs. (it,c1uekll9 iui91l10I\ ar.d u\wity a~s6.r"C\Ulls. ii 
any) lor lhc c,,,,C1\t vaa,. wh.~l'I ••e no! vet duo •n<J oavaoie. u.i:s 1ha1 G,a,101(11w.nwa,, .,_1 flN:l dclcnd ~ ume 1 
irom all lawh.;I ctarms whai.soever. 
Oah>d. April 29, 199) 
....... A~fb.~n1.~.t.k.lrJ<ffe11.~ ... 
Anthony ttark !JOueen 
STATE OF .. .lJl!lh9 .........• Cbuntyol ..... .fl!!~ ..... , ........ . 
On 11>/a •• • 2.9 .. ........ dOy61 .. .N,.rJ.I.. ...... ..•.. ,, .. ., •..•. , ... . . 
In <I'll~· 01 .. 199;1 .. 1>4/c,,1 ma. tho ~ndo111g,o6, a llolary 
Puol~ ,~ 41>4 IOI ,ola $1a,o, pOJW>ntllY ,o~rod 
•.• .A.Dt..hOJ>y;. ~ck. lic.Q.uu.o. . .and. ,\I.UtU .. L ~ . .He.Que tr 
/ 
.. 7/.4it::i .. ·.~.'7.lJ'-.~<-i!/:r... . ..... .... . 
V1kld I,, HcQuco11 
j 3 J 2 0 O 'l 
OC>!~E ni1)0:: &. ESCROW 
t, )/\ : . .. .'. ' . I .;_ tO I< 
J. OAV111 :;:, ::,RRO I<! 
ilE"CORD~?. BY~ 
~ ie 
' 93 APR 30 AM 10 35 
0 Boise Title & Escrow, Inc. 
000247 
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£XltlllIT "A" 1539001051. 
PARCEL I: 
Commencing at the quarter ao.l·ner collUQon to sectio1u, 33 and l-L 'l"owni.hip i 
North, aange 2 east, Boise Met'idi11n. Ada County, Idaho; I.hence 
south o '06 • E:as t 932. 9 feet, being on the the center liue of 20th Streo t; 
thence 
North 89'20' West 192.0 teet to the R£.l,L POI!'lT OF flECH!OHNO; Lltence 
North 89'20' West 100 feet: thence 
North 0'06' west 35 feet; t/1ence 
South 89'20' East a distanc~ of 100 feet; then~~ 
south 0"06' East :is feet to tha REJ\L POINT or ar:orN:vrno. 
AND 
Co11U11encin9 at the quarcer corner common to Sections JJ and 34, Township 4 
North, Range 2 East, Boise Meridian, A<la County, lclaho; thence 
South oo·oo• Eai;t 932.9 feet to"' point, belng on the th., <:"entP.rline of 20th 
ST.reet; thence 
North 69'2D' Wost 154.55 fe~t to an iron pln, THE REAL POINT OF 8BGINNING; 
thence 
North 89'20' W•st 1J7.42 feet to an iron pin {farroerly 137.4~ r~ntl; thonnN 
snuth 00·06' £11st 50.o feet to an iron pini theuce 
south 89'20, Bast 137,45 to an iron pin; thence 
Worth 00'06' \,IP.st 50.0 feli't to an iron pin, 'M1E REAL POl:.JT OF R~GINNtN<;. 
E:XCEPT DITCli AND ROI\P RIGH'r OP WAY, 
PI\RCE'L lI: 
A tract of land situated lo the Nnrth•nst l/~ of Cha Southaaut 1/4 at 
sectlon 33, Tovnship 4 North, RanQe 2 E~st, Boise Meridian, Ada county. 
tdaho, ~ore particularly described as follows; beQinning at the tast l/4 
corner of said sa~tion 331 thence 
South 0'06' Bast alono the East lioQ ~f ~uld s~ctlon 33 a dlstance of B3S. 1 
teet; tllence 
llorth B9'20' W~st: a dist.,nr:e of l9J,00 feet to t:he REAL, POINT Of D£<H);NINO: 
thenc-e 
North 69'20' We~t 
south 0'06, East. 
south 89"20' East 
North 0'06' West, 
a distance of 
a distance of 
a distance or 
a distance 0£ 
100.00 feet; tllence 
62.5 fe•t; thanc9 
100,00 r.aat: thence 
62,5 feet to THE REAL 
EXCEPT Dr'fCJ-1 ANO .ROAD RIGHTS OF' WAY. 
POINi' OF &EGINlHNG. 
000248 
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Title Pile No., S~J~]Ql42 
FOR VALUli R£CE\VED 
Auth~oy Nark HcOuGen an.d Vlkk( L, Me()~een, huaband end wl!~ lSJ90010SO 
GAANT~!l). llou(dol llefubY GRANT. SARGAIN, SELL and CONVEY UO(o 
Wllllaai a. Cupboll and Hlcholle a, CUlpbell, b~1b11nd allll wlf• 
OAANTEE(6), vwl\olll OLtlfllnl addle~ II: 2001 North tl1t 8trwt, Bol1•, Idaho 8l702 
CM. lollowing deacrlbed 1111 prOl)Gr!y In Ada Couniy, siaie or 14ah0, 
mC1re palllcu1a,1t do&cTllle-a ai1 loll{;IW6. IO wt 1. 
Att~ch•~ hereto and 111de a ~art ~erao! by refertnce 111,arlcad as "Exhibit ~· 
TO HAVE ANO TO HOI.O ll16 6111d l)J8tl'UU . ... in lllelr ,oounenanG4$ UOIO 1n1 said O,anlee!1). and 
o,antev(•I no1ta 1"4 u,,on1 10,,.,.,. Nld lhe uld Gran101{,\ ooe&COOI "411Qby co-.,Qn.an1 I.O al'ld \1/llh lhe uld 
CJrato111e(sl. 1h11 Gr&n1o•M w11a lt\41 own11/II !n roe ,~le or uid p,emlsaa: 11\aJ tald ~ramllles 1111 ltu f1om all 
ancumbran~s. EXC4:PT lllo&a 10 which 1nrs oorweyan<:e is &•,:11eti;ly rnaaa &11b1ocl arid lhO~ fll8de. ,u11erea o, 
00na tly lhl C.rame&{s). and wb)tlct lo r~1¥11lona, rNIIICl•~. 01dlcellon&. c-or,emonl•, flijhU al w•v end 
llilreiomcnis. (~ any) of ••cord. 11\G g•n•••l LaxH •nd N:141UfTWOl'\L&, (llle!udtn11 le11g111011 ar,d utllhy ,neumeou.. II 
any) lor lhl wt,./\l yea,. whlc~ ,,. /\Dl I'll~• aod 119yable. uod It.al G.-..~10,(&1 wdl wamnl llnd d1lend 11,e ~m• 
1,cm all 14wkil cloun& 111ha.1aoe1111r. 
5'!'A11! OI' .. lll.t~ ... .... . ., C:011•r,01 ..... 14,. .. ,_ .. .. ... 11 . 
01111>1, _.ii ..... - ... ... ,., .. ALU'.U- ...... - .. .... ... ~ .. , ... _. 
In lllt wear ol -lG93-, 1>110ro IMI, Ult .. 0,11111140 , • liollf)' 
Pilbll< loo MB tor WIii Malo, "'1Cn&lt, •opo<and 
. _ .&n ch41l)' .. Ha di.. Hc4u,t.a.o. . A.II.cl. .. V,iklr.l.. l, ~ , )lcQIIC I c 
~~own o, ldtAIIIIMI 10 ,u l~ 111 tho~-.. , w114o, A..,.,. 
-,- .. .ll~ .. 1,~~f¥1~ 1~111• l'UhlA t.11nRAn1 , .,a ~-~ .i·-1:'l!"-,·-· -·· '!'~lod \111 ."'""" ' • 
; ~ 1'911.11~.\. "" f.-w .. 
· 11 :,~ ... , . 
·; · ·- ·- -H~i: 1 . .UU. . .D».ncl.auon ............ . 
. /Ju:: , t / .., l .. .. ........ 
•,', lf.t.id/Ao ol:A ... ,.ioieo •• .ldol1o ... ,. ...... .. 
'-J,, Mit 9!11W11~lt• pplln: . .).,2Jn49 .... .. .... . 
.,_ f"r \ I I ' 
i 3 3 2 O O ~ 
So\£E l\Tl.E & ESCROW 
f.'JA :: .. ·.: '..!j_,OR 
J. DAV111 :::,::,EIRO ~ 
i'lfCORO~?. BY 
II!!. 
'93 RPR 30 AM 10 35 
0 Boise Title & Escrow, Inc. 
000249 
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lllUIIBIT "A" 1539001051 
PARCEL J.1 
Co111111ancing at the quartet' co1·ner co11X11on to sections J3 and )4, 'fouri&hip t 
North, Jla.nQe l eu t, 801,11 l'ler 1dh,n, lld.a CQu11\y, Id11ho1 thenc-e 
8011th o • o~' bat 932. 9 teat, l:>e tn,;i on the the cecter l lne of '.20th StreP t: 
thenc• 
North B9' :ID' Wa.&t l 9'L O teet to the R&.,L POINT O!' BEG Tt-~INC; Lheuc11 
North e9·~0· West lOO Cei1t1 tnence 
North 0'06' West 39 (&et; thenc& 
South 89"20' 5.lat o distance of 100 !~et; thence 
South 0'06' El.&t 35 reat to tho REAL POTNT OP 8EGlN~J~O. 
ANO 
Com~oncino at the quarter corner common to Sectiona J) &nd 3~, To~nsh1p 4 
North, Ra.nga 2 Ea~t, Fooi.se t111ridlan, ACla county, 1tlaho1 th&nce 
0~rth 00"06' Ea~t 932.9 feet too 1>0int. ~Jng on the the cenre,l1ne or 10th 
e t.raet r lhenoe 
North Q~'2D' ~est 154.55 feet to an Iron pin, THB Rl::.AL l'O}~i' Of BEGINNING; 
thene& 
North 89'30' Wt>et 137.42 feet to an I.ran pin (fo,-aer-1y l:l7.~!, roe\\: thP.nc:~ 
S/\uth 00'06' 811•t 50,0 teat to an iron pin; tlie11ce 
South 89"20, Eaet lJ7,4S to on lron pin: then~a 
~orth 00'06' W~at ~.O te~t to an irOTI pln, ~Ht ~~L POt~T Of ft6CiINNrHG. 
~XCEPT DITCH ~NO ROAD RIGHT OF WAY. 
V>.'llC£L XI I 
A tr~ct ot lAnd •ltuat81:1 in tbe Northe~st l/4 of the aouthRa6f l/~ of 
Beet1on 33, '1'01o1n11hip 4 North, R,rnge 2 East, Boise t-11w ld.llln, lid.I Couuty, 
tdaho, ~ore particularly daBcribad a8 fo1101o111; beoinnlno at th~ East l/4 
corner of said Sect1ou 3); thence 
South 0'06' Eest alono the Ra•t line of •aid B~ction 33 a dl6t&nce Qf 635.~ 
feet1 thence 
Worth 89'20' ~est a distance or 192,00 feet to the RSI\~ POTNT Of a2aJ~NlNO; 
thence 
North 89'20' West 
south 0"06, Bdst, 
south 89"20' East 
Nort~ 0"06' We•t, 
11 dhtance 
a distanco 
a distance 
a oi&tance 
of 100.00 foat; thence 
of 62.5 feet: th~nc~ 
of 100.D0 fa•t; thenc& 
ot 62.~ teet to TilE agAL 
EXCEPT DITCH AND ROAD RIC.HTS Or WAY. 
POINT or BEGI»NINC. 
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• n1 w..i at1,$t.1• t to1w, 1~• U'10l (21)111»4'100 
HI NoN, Cot 11.oari I &wt. t:11111'1 OlOI 
<M111m,nco 
.,._.._,.u )<.J .. / ,:.3 Ir /ltl/o/ 
QUITCLAlM DEED 
•• • 
,oa '+"AIMI u.b'Jveo ltlCIIP.LLl • • CtMrlELI., 41111*4UlU _,,. ,um IIH,U"' 
J, Cl/11111.L, U ftll.lllllfl IWI, \IMO IOfl t.CIIWUO tin.I 41 IIUIMIUI Allll 'UPI 
- 11""'1 l.00111 CMll'lll.1., 411 MW.,.JO VON.UI 
.,. .. ..,.111 H24 ~. 1nr• ,i-.. 11W1~ .. ,. c., ,one 
............. ~ ..... 
~7106~lt 
'f1 /0/,'/JfL. 
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1:XHlBIT A 
PARCEL I 
COMMENCING AT THI: QUARTER CORNER OOMMON TO SECTIONS 33 AND 34, iOWNS!-fI P 4 
NORTH, RANGE 2 EAST, BOISE MERIDIAN, ADA COUNTY, IDAHO; THENCE 
SOUTH O OEGREES 06' EAST 832,8 FEET, BEING ON TI-if CENTER LINE OF 20TH 
STREEi; THENCE 
NORTH 89 DEGREES 20' WEST 192,0 FEET TO lHE REAL POINT OF aEGINNINGj THENCE 
NORTH 89 DEGREES 20' WEST 100 FEET: THENCE 
NORTH O DEGREES 06' WEST 35 FEET i THENCE 
SOUTH 89 DEGREES 20' EAST A DISTANCE OF 100 FEET; TliENCE 
sount O DEGREES 06' EAST 35 FEET TO THE REAL POINT OF BEGINNING. 
AND 
COIIUfNCING AT THE QUARTER CORNER COMMON TO SECTIONS 33 AND 34, TOIINSHIP 4 
NOllTH, RANGE 2 EAST, BOISE MERIDIAN, ADA COUNTY, IOAHOj THENCE 
SOVlll 00 DEGREES 08' EAST 932.9 FEET TO A POINT, BEING ON THE CENTERLINE OF 
20TH STREET; THENCE 
NORTH 89 DEGREES 20' WEST 164,65 FEET TO AN IRON PIN, THE REAL POINT OF 
BEGINNING; THfNCE 
NORTH 89 DEGREES 20' WEST 137,42 FEET TO AN IRON PIN (FORMERLY 137,45 
FEET I ; THENCE 
SOUTH 00 Dl:GREES 06' EAST 60,0 FEET TO AN IRON PINi THENCE 
80U111 89 DEGREES 20' EAST 137.45 FEET TO AN IRON PIN; THENCE 
NOlllil 00 DEGREES 06' WEST 60.0 FEET TO AN IRON PIN, THE REAL POINT OF 
BEGINNING, 
EXCEPT DITCH ANO ROAD RIGHT OF WAY. 
PARCEL II 
A TAACT OF LAIIO SITUATED IN THE NORTHEAST 1/4 OF THE SOUTHEAST 1/4 OF 
SECTION 33, TOWHSHIP 4 NORTH, RANGE 2 EAST, BOISE MERIDIAN, ADA COUNTY, 
IOAHO, MORE PARTICULARLY DESCRIBED AS FOLLOWS; BEGINNING AT THE EAST 1/4 
CORNER OF SAID SECTION 33, THENCE 
SOUTH O DEGREES OG' EAST ALOHG THE EAST LINE OF SAID SECTION 33 A DISTANCE 
OF 835.4 FEET; THENCE 
NORTH 89 DEGREES 20' WEST A DISTANCE OF 192,DO FEET TO THE REAL POINT OF 
BEGINNING; THENCE 
NORTH 89 DEQREES 20' WEST A DISTANCE Of 100,00 FEET; THENCE 
SOUTH O DEGRl:ES 06' EAST, A DISTANCE OF 62,5 FEET; THENCE 
SOUTH 89 DEGREES 20' EAST A DISTANCE Of 100.00 FEET; THENCE 
NORTH O DEGREES OS' WEST, A DISTANCE OF 62.5 FEET TO THE REAL POINT OF 
BEGINNING. 
EXCEPT DITCH AHO ROAD RIGHTS OF WAY. 
EHD OF LEGAL DE&CBIPTlON 
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MEMORANDUM OF CONTRACT 
NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN that the real property and improvements 
thereon known as 2002 N. 21st. Street, Boise, Ada County, Idaho, more 
particularly described as fo11ows: 
See Exhibit "A" attached he records of Ada County, Idaho; 
are subject to the terms and conditions of an unrecorded Real Estate 
Contract dated May 2. 1-, 1998. The parties to the contract are: 
NAOMI LOUISE CAMPBELL, AN UNMARRIED WOMAN,,, as 
"Vendor," and WILLIAM J, CAMPBELL, a single man, as 
"Purchaser." 
VENDOR: 
~·~~ 
NAOMI LOUISE CAMPBELL . 
PURCHASER: ~--a~- //. \vfL~T.ft&PB~ 
~~~ RECORDED· REQUEST Of 
ADA COUNTY REf9jDERJ irP ~ 
J, 8~Y~~-~G¾Ro° FEE lZ: DEPUTY 
1.998 JN -2 PM ~: Ii 5 9 8 0 5 J 4 7 
MEMORANDUM OF CONTRACT-P. l 
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STA TB 01' CALIFORNIA ) 
' • J ... 
CX>Ulm'OP~) 
011 chll UtJlr) day or May, 1991, betoro me, U'l6 Hd~rtlf~cd. • Noury PvbtiQ in 
and for ,_.id Str.e, per1oeaUy 1pi;ear&d N.aomi Loulre CaMpbli l, 1r1 uom1rrk!d wom,1, 
11::owi, °' idendlitd co ine 10 be the. penon wbcue nan>e lt ub~bod to the !oregoio,11 
IMU11mcr.t., and 1cl:11owledpd to me th.a they uewtld Ibo um., 
tN WITNBSS WHEREOP, I ba~ l:Me1u1to ,et my baixt and lffuicd my official ,taJ. 
the day a.nd ye,ar in lhi• oulifica.~ fir,t Allon! WriUt!A, 
S'TAT60PJPAHO ) 
) SIi, 
CXlWl'YOP AOA ) 
Oo lhh 1"1 dly of May, 199S, bcfo"' me., Ille uii6eniJAed, • Notary PubUo l.n 
and for u.ld sifcl" penor.ally 'P?C•rod William J. Campbell, a riq.k roui, blowa or 
idc:ntificd 10 rne to be tbc pert.on whou l'llmc 1, a11b1Clribcd to the foreg:olnc 
fiu1ru:mcat, and .teknow1cdged to a» 1h11 dtt eittc:,QtOd Ibo u.ir.c. 
tlal ,ea). 
MEMORANDUM; OFCONTilACr • r . 2 
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All-Purpose Acknowledgement 
Stataof CAL/F08NtA } . 
County of L.cas ANGELES 
.. 
On J4t,'t 22,. J~'i8. before me, bAQ)# J: fkNIJJ 
personafiy appeared· NA O&y ( L 0015 E. CAHfJ8£ LI.. 
~onally known to me • or • 0 proved to me on the basis of satisfactory evidence to b~ the person(s} 
Wh0$s name(s) is/are subscnbed to the within instrument and acknowlsdged 
to me that he/she/they executed the same In his/her/their authorized 
~-
,, capecltyOes), and that by his/her/their tignature(s) on the Instrument 
the person(s), or the entlty upon behalf of which the person{s) ~ed, 
executed the instrument. 
000255 
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EXHIBIT A 
PARCEL I 
COMMENCING AT THE QUARTER CORNER COMMON TO SECTIONS 33 ANO 34 1 TOWNSHIP 4 
NORTH, RANGE 2 Ei\ST 1 BOISE MERIDIAN, ADA COUNTY, IOAHOj THENCE 
SOUTH O DEGREES 06' EAST 932.9 FEET, BEING ON THE CENTER LINE OF 20TH 
STREET; THENCE 
NORTH 89 DEGREES 20' WEST 192.0 FEET TO THE REAL POINT OF BEGINNING; THENCE' 
NORTH 69 DEGREES 20' WEST 100 FEET; THENCE 
NOATH O DEGREES 08' WfST 35 FEET; THENCE . 
SOUTH 89 DEGREES 20' EAST A DISTANCE OF 100 FEETi THENCE 
SOUTH O DEGREES os•::EAST 35 FEET TO THE Rl:AL POINT OF BEGINNING. 
ANO 
COMMENClNG AT THE QUARTER CORNER COMMON TO SECTIONS 33 AND 34 1 TOWNSHIP 4 
NORTH, RANG£ 2 EAST, BOISE MERJOIAN, .ADA COUNTY, IDAHO; THEHCE : 
SOUTH 00 DEGREES 06' EAST 932.9 FEET.TO A POINT, BEING ON THE CENTERLINE OF 
20TH STREET; THENCE 
NORTH 89 DEGREES 20' WEST 154,55 FEET TO AN IRON PIN, THE REAL POINT OF 
BEGINNING; THENCE 
NORTH 89 DEGREES 20' WEST 137,42 FEET TO AN IRON PIN {FORMERLY 137.45 
FEET); THENCE . 
SOUTH 00 DEGREES 05' EAST 50,0 FEET TO AN IRON PIN; THENCE 
SOUTH.·89 DEGREES 20' EAST 137,45 FEET TO AN IRON PIN; THENCE 
NORTH 00 DEGREES 06' WfST 50.0 FEET TO AN IRON PIN, THE REAL POINT OF 
BEGINNING. 
, EXCEPT DITCH ANO ROAD RIGHT OF WAY. 
PARCEL II 
A TRACT OF LAND SITUATED lN THE NORTHEAST 1/4 OF THE SOUTHEAST 1/4 OF 
SECTION 33, TOWNSHIP 4 NORTif, RANGE 2 EAST, BOISE MERIDtAN, AOA COUNTY, 
IDAHO, MOAE PARTICULARLY DESCRIBED AS FOLLOWS; BEGINNING AT THE EAST 1/4 
CORNER OF SAID SECTION 33, THENCE 
SOUTH O DEGREES 06' EAST Al6NG THE EAST LlNE OF SAID SECTION 33 A DIS1ANCE 
Of 835.4 FEET; THENCE . 
NORTtt 89 DEGREES 20' WEST A DISTANCE OF.192,00 FEET TO THE REAL POINT OF 
BEGINNING; THENCE 
NORTH 89 DEGREES 20' WEST A DISTANCE Of 100.00 FEET; THENCE 
SOUTH O DEGREES 06' EAST, A DlSTANCE Of 62.5 FEET; THENCE 
SOUTH 89 DEGREES 20' EAST A DISTANCE OF 100,00 FEET; THENCE 
NORTH O OEGREES 06' WEST I A DISTANCE OF 62 .5 'FEET TO THE REAL POINT OF 
· BEGINNING. ' 
EXCEPT DITCH AND ROAD RIGHTS OF WAY, 
END Of LEGAL DESCRIPTIDH 
H 
ii 
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INBTRUMENT NUMBERED 296184 
Jrd January iii tlUI ,w.r oI our Lord 
- thoilllllld lliu hUlldNcl ud t'U'ty , bet11111n 
,/ 
EIJWARD F. SElllll:li:'I'' JH. and 1/lHOlNIA IIOM Sli:IllER'l'' hWlbancl and wifat 
of Stal• of Idaho 1 
lho pan:iu ot lhe lktt pari, and 
"f>Au;:. s. BOYD and W.BY M, IIOYD, bu.band and wits, 
Boise, I~hO; 
th• partho of t.huceolld part. 
WITNESBM'R, Tbt tho ,..{d port in of tho ant Jlllt. w and ln conoideral:illll of tu IIWll oI 
TEii and llo/100 1$10,00) 
in lumd ""'"">' ot ti.. Unitod l!tat.eo ol Amerko, & other valuable 
conaiderat.iona, 
to the11 in hud paid by tbs Mid J)llrt.iea of tlle wcoad pan, tbe ncelpt ~ la hereby uimowladpd, 
bii va pantad, barpined, 111d eold .lid by tlioroo _..1.r, do ll1ant. baqaln, ...U, _.,.,. an,t conllrm 11,rto tbe .aid part 1H 
their 
Counl)>ol 
A piece or parcel of land in the Northeaat Quarter or the South• 
eaat Quarter (NE¼ Bill of Section Thirty-three (J;l 1 Townah1p Four (4) North, llanga Two (21 Eaat or the lklin Meudia.n, pe.rt1• 
cularly deacribed ae tollowa: 
OOlll!leru:1ng at the Eaet /; 1:orner of Sact,ion fhirt)'•thr.e l)JI 
fown1bip Four (41 Worth, Range 'l'llo (2) lfa1t ot the Bai•• Her!dian; 
thence South on Section lino and the center Uno of 20t,h et:raet 
487,91 teat to a point; thence N, 89• 201 Woet )90 feat; thane• 
South 247,5 feet to tho rul pl&Oe of beginning and the Morthweat 
cornlfl' ot traot1 thence South 2~7,5 feat to tha Southw•et cor1141r 
at the tract• thence South 89" 20' Eaat 98 feet to an iron pin, 
the 8outheae6 corner of ••id tract; thane• Hi;rth 2~7,5 feat to an 
iron pin1 tba Nortbeaet corner of eaid tract: thenco lfor~b 89• 201 Weat 94 reet to the rea..l place of bagiM1ng 1 togothar with all ditohee and ditoh righte, wator and water r1ghte thereun~o belong• 
ing or in anywieu appertain1r,g, 
111.11,I,ll. Stam))I $2,?S Cancelled) 
(E,F,S, l/ll/50) 
1411111thw 'll'ltlt all 111d iWJiUlarthe t&!Wllenl&, henidi\allllbla Ind 1PJ1111'1.a-.ane. lllfr1'lat<> be!QQflll,s w illan,.... opl)llmlNlljl, thtmtnliln 
audNM1111io111,rnmaindorand,-lndm:t,reat.o,l..,.,.andpi'Oduth.,..t,andalleotato,rlibt.ilt.lealldl!IWtltlnudtoU.t~~, 
u ""'1 in law u iD eq_wtJ, of the aid pertiets al Iha l!ntput. 
and 
TO lfAVE II.ND TO HOLD, All and olngulsr 11M, abow =tlol>od Bild dlllCribed """"*"• ~ lrit.b Iba~ uato 
their 
their thair 
I 114b all4 ~I all and ~flrlpa.aa &lld o,ll'IOOl •h-, lall'ful(y claimlnir o.rto elalai tli&_., iball ud l1rill WA.Rl!.ANT alld b:ii I ti-~1a re ... ....- DltBEND. 
I 
I 000257 
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Subjsct tc all taxes and aaaeas•enta !or ths year l9SO, 
IN WI'l'NESS, WHE:aEOP, '.i'hl Mld parthus ol the f!rat put ba va llerwntoaot tllelr 
the clq IIDd '/&u llrlt abovo writtca. 
Blii>,od. ~ and dolivarecl lo the _,oo ol l Edwnrd f, S1ibs~, Jr, <IIILILI Virginia Hon Seibert (SW.) (IIW.) (BaA~) 
STA.TE OF IDABO, 
Cauify o/ Ada 1 }-
On tbll 11th Janu11.ry, 
la the 7llOf 19 50 , bofON lllf, Fred M, Taylor , a Nota,y Publio Ill and far 
I ptlllOll&1b> apj)elN)d 
EDWARD F, SSlliERT, JH, and VIROIHIA HOH SEIBERT, huaband and wile, 
imo,m to ma to bG I.he J)OrlQIIII wbaill D8ll1ll i, are 
t.hay 
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, I hove ......... 1.0 let my bud m,d 1fflll!d my ollicial oeal, the da7 and year Ill tl,11 ~ W abon 
,.,;u., •• 
(SEAL] 
STATE OF IDAHO, } sa, 
Coun\7 ol Ada, 
of Paul S, Boycl 
day o/ January 
r..H.?S. 
Pred M, Taylor, 
Hourr Pllblic in and for the State of Idaho, 
rollid ng at B!Jha, Ada County theroin, 
at 34 minultil put 9 o'clock A , 14., thi, 16 
, A.D.19 50 
Rocon!er. 
_ .... 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
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DIED or D1STRlOU?lON 
IY Pt~SONAL RtPI .ESCMfATtVC 
Tl'llt oeeo N•d• by Milli,• a, 10yd as pcr •~n•l 
r t preu nut.t.ve of th• ,HU~H o t Pavl s. 110yd 1.nd fll• ry 11. 
aoyd, decnu dl Guoior, tO IU(y , .aula •oyd Davie , Ctant•• · 
who .. •'dbuct , 111 l'#orth 8t.b strut. Cot\lt d ' Ahrta, I d• .ho 
un,, 
n~. Gra otor i 1 th, quallf.1• d p, r , onal 
r, praaant a ~l•• of , aid t1t1t11 fllad •• Ptobata Mv-.oer 
J• -JOOtS lo Mil (DW1tf , Jd.l.hor and 
lfflD&.\I, Oraot•• l e aotStlad to diat1lbvtt,n ot t.ha 
heralnafta~ ·o,,erlt».d 1 1 al prop, 1t1: 
t•nsro&J~ tor - • luabla conald, ratlon rt,tS•t d. Gttn tor 
ooft••i • aad cel ta••• ta G~-t11 lb.a !0Uovln9 d,aerl~d t eal 
prop, ~~y lo AGf Coutr, i~abo, 
#-A undivt~• • on• -h•l f (1/lJ , r, .. !.od, , 
iau·n .. • t lD proputy l aovft u 2000 Jt. 
Jht ltr.•t.. •o.lHi l_d.a bo IJHJ, aoo 
, pa ttJevl ..uly d••c..r lied u , ~u..,. , 
• pJ•e• or parc• l of laN la th• 
titortb•••t OO• rt• r of Ut:e Snt.b•••t 
O\IHUt ( NII v ,,.. ff 1/fJ of l • ~Uoa 
n1ru•nr1• CJJ). TOwll•••, rou, 14) 
tlOn.ll bot• Two 11.J s u t oe: Ui:• aohe 
"•rldiu. pen..111111,larly df-•ctlbed •• 
foUove , 
c - •oc-l•1 e r. t.1'• Can 1/4 c.onut of 
••etloo 11. N.Nm1b\p c ltOtt~ I.ant• 1 
la1t ot UI• aol •• Kc rldlaar t.h,oc• 
Jouth Oft l • ctlon Una ud UI• cut.r Hna 
ot 10th ttr••t 411 . tl fe,t to • point, 
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oeto OF DISTRIBUTION 
BY PERSONAL REPRESENTATIVE 
TMIS DEED Hade by Willia~ H. Boyd as personal 
r&9resentative of the est,teg of Paul S. Boyd and ~ary ~ -
Boyd, deceased, Grantot, ·o rirst Security Bank of Idaho, 
N. A., Trustee of the testamentary trust established under 
the Will of Pauls. Boyd dated August 29, 1qa4, Grantee, 
wbose address i~ P.O. Box 2618, Boise, Jdaho 837011 
WHERE.AS, Granter is the qualified ?erson~l 
representative of said estates filed as Pr~bate NWCle~ 
3P-10095 in Ada County, Idaho1 and 
WHEREAS, Grantee is ~nt~tled to distribution of the 
hereinafter described real property: 
THE~EFORE, for valuable considera~ion receiven, Granter 
conveys and releases to Grantee the !ollo~in9 described real 
pro~erty in Ada county, Idaho: 
An undivioed one-half (l/2) remainder 
interest in property known as 2000 N. 
21st street, Bois~, Idaho 83102, more 
particularly described as follows: 
A piece or parcel of land in the 
Northeast Quarter of the Southeast 
Quarter (NE 1/4 SE 1/4) of Section 
Thirty-Three (33), Tovn,hip rour (41 
North, Range Two (2) East of the Boise 
Meridian, particularly described as 
follovs: 
Commenci~g at the East 1/4 corner of 
section 33, Township 4 North, Range 2 
East of the Boise Meridian, thence 
South on section line and the centec line 
of 20th Street 487.91 feet to a point; 
thence 
N. 89 degrees 20 minutes West 390 feetr 
thence 
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--title of boiae 
WARRANTY DEED 
For Value Received Mary Paula Davis, an unmarried person 
the Grantor, hereby grants, bargains, sells, conveys and warranls unto 
tJ't f#~f:r:JiWi~'I- and Emil/'stegner-Schwartz, husband and wife 
~ ll.enja1rin Schw,srt2 
the grantee, whose cu1Tent address is 2000 N 21ST St., Boise, ID 83702 
the following described premises, to wit: 
See "Exhibit A" attached hereto 
Parcel Number: SQ633417210 
SUBIECT TO: Current General Taxes, a lien in the proecss of assessments, not yet due 
or payable. Easemen1s, restrictions, reservations, provisions of record, and assessments, if any. 
TO HAVE AND TO HOLi) the.said premises, with their appurtenances umo the said 
Gramee, their heirs and assigns forever. And the said Grantor does hereby covenaf\t to and wilh 
tile said Grantee, that it is lhe owi1er in fee simple of said premises, that said premises are free 
from all encumbrances and tha1 he will warrant and defend lhe same from all lawful claims 
wha1soe11er. 
Dmc:d this 26th day of May, 2006. 
STAT& OF Idaho 
COUNT\' OF Ada 
) ss. 
) 
On this 26th day of May, 2006, before me, the undersigned, a Notary Public, in and for said 
Staie, personally appeared Mary Paula Davis known 10 me. and/or identified 10 me on the basis 
ofsalisfac1ory evidence, lo be 1he person(s) whose namc(s) is/arc subscribed 10 the within 
iiislrumcnl and acknowledged 10 me that he/she/lhey executed the same. 
WITNESS MV HAND AND OFFICLALSEAL. 
~~~¥-
Residing at: Meridian 
My commission expires March 8, 20 l 2 
$14:\\.lln TiUt o( O.Uiic. Inc. File Numbt-rt ,04,iU 
Wm;antylxctl 
l'>ll< I of l 
.:i. 
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Exhibit A 
LEGAL DESCRIPTION 
Order No.: 306046 I 85 
A parcel of land in the Nonheast quaner of rhe Southeasr quarter of Section 33, Township 4 
North, Range 2 East ofU1e Boise Meridian, Ada County, Idaho, particularly described as follows: 
Commencing at the East quaner comer of Section 33, Township 4 North, Range 2 East of the 
Boise Meridian; thence 
South on section line and the center line of 2011, Street 487.91 feet to a point; thence 
Noni\ 89"20' West 390 feet; thence 
South 247.5 feet to lhe Real Place of Begiooiog and tl1e Northwest comer of tracl; tlmicc 
South 247.5 feet to the Southwest corner of the tract; thence 
South 89°20' East 98 feel to an iron pin, lhc Southeast comer of said tract; rhencc 
North 247.5 feet to an iron pin, the Northeast comer of said tract; thence 
Nonh 89°20' West 98 fce1 to the Real Place of Beginning. 
Sll.:wan l'nte Qflluise, ,nc:. Pile Nwnbcr: 60-l61 S:S 
W11T.af'll)'Dtod 
Pog<lofl 
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Thomas E. Dvorak (ID State Bar ID# 5043) 
GIVENS PURSLEY LLP 
60 I West Bannock Street 
Post Office Box 2720 
Boise, Idaho 83701-2720 
Telephone: 208-388-1200 
Facsimile: 208-388-1300 
632950 __ 1 (10493-1) 
Attorneys for Tom and Julie Manning 
OCT 1 If 2009 
J. DAVID NAVARRO, Cierk 
ByP. BOURNE 
CEPC1Y 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRJCT FOR THE 
ST A TE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA 
THOMAS CRELLIN MANNING and 
JULIE ANN MANNING, husband and 
wife, 
Case No. CV OC 0907350 
Plaintiffs, AFFIDAVIT OF JULIE ANN MANNING 
V. 
WILLIAM J. CAMPBELL, an unmarried 
individual, and NAOMI LOUISE 
CAMPBELL, an unmarried individual, 
Defendants. 
ST A TE OF IDAHO ) 
)ss. 
County of Ada ) 
COMES NOW, JULIE ANN MANNING, who, being first duly sworn, deposes, states 
and avers as follows: 
1. I make this affidavit based upon my personal knowledge and to the best of my 
infonnation and belief. 
2. My husband and I own that certain property described in that deed which is 
attached hereto as Exhibit '·A" (the "Manning Property"). 
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3. The property to the east of the property we own is occupied by William J. 
Campbell and used by him as a residence and as a business. 
4. Bill Campbell has, during the time I have been here, physically accessed his 
property by driving across a portion of our property, as more specifically shown in the 
photograph attached hereto as Exhibit "B." 
5. The original driveway on the Manning Property accessed a carport or garage that 
formerly existed on the east side of the Manning Property. Mr. Campbell provided a photograph 
of the same in response to the discovery requests in this case and a copy of that photograph is 
attached hereto as Exhibit "C." 
6. The prior owners of the Manning Property demolished the original residence on 
the Manning Property in 2006 and rebuilt the residence immediately thereafter. 
7. At the time that the current residence on the Manning Property was built by the 
Mannings' predecessor in interest, the carport or garage structure on the East side of the 
Manning Property was torn down and replaced with a detached garage on the Southwest corner 
of the Manning Property. 
8. The driveway is no longer necessary to run to the East side of the Manning 
Property, as the main driveway now sweeps in an arc to the Southwest portion of the Manning 
Property in order to access the new detached garage. The South portion of our yard located in 
front of our home would provide a useful and enjoyable place for our children to play but for the 
fact that Campbell is coming and going in his commercial truck on this portion of property so 
that it is essentially unusable by our children or us. 
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9. The prior owner of the Manning Property built a "spur" driveway arching to the 
East off of the new driveway for the purpose of connecting with the end of Campbell's existing 
drive\vay. 
I 0. Campbell drives an Isuzu NPR diesel commercial truck ("Truck") across this spur 
driveway and onto his property. Photographs of the Truck are attached as Exhibit "D.". 
According to the Isuzu website, this Truck weighs between seven and eight tons. This is the 
only vehicle I have seen him drive. On occasions he has used other portions of our driveway to 
do a three point turn with that Truck, i.e., has used more than just the Spur. On other occasions 
he has parked his plumbing truck on the Manning Property and left it, and I have seen him drive 
his truck back and forth across our property on multiple occasions for the sole purpose of 
accessing his mailbox, which he placed immediately in front of our property (and not in front of 
his own property). 
l l. Campbell's Truck bears the name, address and telephone numbers of his business, 
which is located at his residence, ie, 2002 N. 21 st Street in Boise, in a very large lettering on at 
least three sides of the Truck. See Exhibit "D." 
12. Without obtaining a permit from ACHD, Campbell chose to place a mail box in 
the unopened street right of way maintained by ACHD immediately in front of our property, 
rather than locate it in front of his own property. He has affixed his house number and t\VO "no 
trespassing and no hunting or fishing signs" to his mailbox in a manner so that persons 
approaching on 21 st Street believe that the mailbox is associated with the Manning Property and 
believe that there is no trespassing on the Manning Property (see photographs attached hereto as 
Exhibit "E"). This has caused confusion with our guests and invitees and with persons 
attempting to deliver mail and packages to us. 
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13. My husband and I would be willing to pay for the relocation of access as outlined 
in the Complaint that is filed on our behalf in this matter. Specifically, we would pay for 
asphalting of so much of the access as lies on our property or in the Ada County Highway 
District Right of Way. 
14. I have spoken with Larry Zurek of the Ada County Highway District. He 
informed me that it is a simple application process to use the unopened portion of the ACHD 
right of way to access Campbell's Property and improve the access to our own property, which is 
currently very narrow. A true and correct copy of the application is attached hereto as Exhibit 
"F". In the unlikely event that ACHD were to deny this application, we would be able to 
reconfigure access in one of the two alternative routes we have suggested in the Amended 
Complaint filed or to be filed in this matter without use of the currently unpaved portion of the 
ACHD right of way. 
15. Shortly before Halloween, 2008, I saw Bill Campbell place a chicken-coop style, 
wire material on his property partially surrounding the hole he created in his front yard, adjacent 
to the Manning Property. Since that time, I have witnessed Campbell rolling up and unrolling 
out again this wire material in a matter of minutes. 
16. We first saw the Manning Property in July, 2008 before we purchased it. At that 
time, we noticed a large mountain of dirt, an approximately 20' deep by 10' wide hole, and a 
very large metal tank in Campbell's front yard. He left these items undisturbed for more than a 
year. 
17. Bill Campbell has piled up, among other things, a variety of trash, trash bins, 
trailers, plastic piping, hoses, wire fencing, dead vegetation, fallen trees and branches, railroad 
ties, scattered bags of dirt, a mountain of dirt approximately seven feet high, and a hole 
approximately ten feet in diameter and 20 feet deep just beside the boundary of our property and 
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in some cases encroaching onto our property. Photographs of his property illustrate this and are 
atlachcd as Exhibit '"G." We desire to build a fence to gain relief from the nuisances that 
Campbell has chosen to create and maintain on his property and relocating his access would 
greatly enhance our ability to accomplish this goal. 
FURTHER YOUR AFFIANT SA VETH NAUGHT. 
fvi 
SUBSCRIBED AND SWORN to before me this t!f_ day of October, 2009 
<:Z[ n · ;) /JI J1/J 1 
_L/4 V1<i.-/11L.A' l0 k\a 1 \c~<b 
Notary Public for Idaho 1 
Residing at JJJ t? 1cLi.(£k,, Ada 
My commission expires _ 1 ..... l ..... 1-,/t'""'l .... t~3.,,,.._ ___ _ 
AFFIDAVIT OF JllUE ANN MAl\'NING - 5 
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
r1I 
l hereby certify that on this / Y' day of October, 2009, I caused to be served a true and 
com::ct copy of the foregoing document to the persons listed below the method indicated: 
Joseph L. Ellsworth 
Ellsworth, Kallas, Ta!boy & Defranco P.L.L.C. 
1031 E. Park Boulevard 
Boise, ID 83712 
Facsimile: 345-8945 
Attorney for Defendants William J. Campbell 
and Naomi Louise Campbell 
AFFIDAVIT OF JULIE ANN MANNING - 6 
Hand Deli very 
Facsimile 
_ Overnight Courier 
¥U.S. Mail 
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AIM COIM'Y MCOIIO(II J, OAYIO MAViMO 
IOI! IDll!O \I/Wit M:32 IN 
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I 
OIPIJtl U11 . ,, 
l!<i\11010- lfQl.lfll !If RI IIIIIIIIIIHIUIIIIIIIIII• Im 
Tilil o,. 18811'4831 
Ord<r No.: A0877J46 • fl-\/ jt/11 
WARRANTY DE E D 
FOR YALU£ R£C£1V~D. 
OuJarnlu ti, S<ibw1rn. and 6,lflll)' A. SltgiH.r-Schwartt . luubHd ud wlfe:, 
1hcl Or1n1or, doc::, hctcby aram, bArt,in sell ,nd convey ..-110 
1'bomu CrcHJa MH11ln1 • ad Julie Aaa M•nalaa. • •sb•Dd 1ad wire 
Whose currerH address Is 2000 N, 2111 Street, Boltt, 10 8)702 
the 0111n1cc, the followlnJ de1crlbod pmnl1cs, In Ada Cow,1y, Idaho, TO WIT: 
A piece Of p,ri;;cl or l1U1d In tbQ Nunhc:ht q'ldllcr uf chc So~ q~c.r orStc:tloft 31, 
Town,hlp 4 North, lunge 2 e,., oftbc Boltc Meridian, Ada COU1>1y, Idaho, ponlcula,ly 
dmribed .. fo llows: 
C.,mmenclna 11 tbe £111 quancr come, of Sctlion 33. Township 4 Nonh, lwla• 2 Em of !he 
Boiac Meridian: thc.nco 
South on 1eclion Uno ofld the ccn1er line of 20th St1<<1 40.91 feet IO a pol,.,_ 
North 89 dcirecs 20' W..,. 390 feel; theo« 
South 247.5 feet 10 the Real P1-ofBeilMIJ1I and tbeNortllwcs1-of1ne1; thence 
South 247.S fec110 the Southwc,o oomaof lhc 1fflt; lhcnce 
South 89d,grccs20' Ean98 r.., u,an 1...,p1n. Ill• Sou1hcas1eoma of Mid 1toct; lbmo< 
North 247.S feel to an iroa pin, the Nonhefflcomerofoid Inlet; thcocc 
Noah 89 dcan,<1 20' WCSI 98 f«t 10 the Ital Pt.cc of OegiMina, 
TOHAVEAN:DTONOt.001taidP'UMQ._,.tln~-.W-O,.-..lu••• 
IJSl'II'' bever. AM Ille 11.idar.co, ctoc:l huct,f ~ ....... lllill Clrnft. M Cl,Wo, II Ile t'lffltl 
le fee silnpk or u ;.f ,~-I; Os11 dicy In ft« ~ •• ~ £.Xan .... ••d• . ,. (Oll...,_c, it, 
uprmty ftlMis ...,._, Md~ ...._ b:lfcftd ot *-"1 ,_ ar..tt. Md 1111!jm. • al Wlliaa ,_.... 
rtwrval:ionl,tacmen1&,~pl(1)0(,qy. p1oceaiw~t0Wf&GIO~W ~tMcb"1iid .. ~ 
a-'! Wld ~Uilacioru. gc.,.a aus llldMrnn s:. ~ 1fric.,cioa ... tlllT.cy a:hirWflCI (it u,,) ro, ._ 
ClllnW fU' • ..tiidt •c llOIOllc ..t Pll)1lb&c.-, MO,.., wtw...,.. _,.,_. dw ._ o .. .,n.._ful 
<:la..m whal.iOC¥Clr WlilcMwa ._COUbl .,.,.... ftl ..... ....., ...._ ,llirflinl 
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' 
Dated: 10/09/2008 
Benjamin H. Schwartz 
~ 
"Emily A. Stegner-Schwartz 
State of ldaho) 
County of Ada) 
On this~ of October, 2008, before me, the undersigned, a notary pubUc, personally 
appeared, Benjamin H. Schwartz. Emily A. Stegner-Schwartz known to me or proven to me on 
the basis of satisfactory evidence to be the persons whose names are subscribed to the within 
instrument and acknowledged to me that they executed the same. 
~~ 
Notary Public 
Residing at: Boise 
My commission expires: 02/28/14 
(Seal) 
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DRIVEWAY APPROACH REQUEST 
ACHD CONSTRUCTION DEPARTMENT 
FAX# (208) 387-6289 OR E-MAIL TO permits@achd.ada.id.us 
DATE OF APPLICATION APPROX START DATE APPROX END DATE 
,:;(frEMf,f1E i I Z,o:::o=r h S ScNJ r,,,, VCf ,;1 (~L£ ;,HC{!TL "-j f\i::'bj<'. s-rnic-T {) ilti: 
OWNER: 
TC rv, + :f,.,A. L l e '" 1 f\ I'! N 1 ~ 0 
STREET NAME/ADDRESS 
2c0 C k) 
CITY 
DESCRIPTION OF APPROACH W/ATTACHED LAYOUT OF WORK AREA & TRAFFIC 
CONTROL PLAN 
~Lff -:.6 see A TrACHi={., Cf P-i (7kftM. 
CROSS STREET 
l'Jr;12:rtt 
CELL# 
CELL# 
UTILITY O COMMERCIAL O INDUSTRIAL O~SIDENTIAL)i~!'OTHER __ 
DATERECEIVED ____ -'RECEIVED BY _____ SIGNED ___________________ _ 
APPROVED 
APPROVED WITH AMENDMENTS 
DECLINED 
APPROVED DATE _________ _ 
DESCRIPTION OF AMENDMENTS/REASON FOR DECLINING 
COMMENTS and/ofMARS 
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MANNING ACCESS 
LOCATED IN THE SE 1 / 4 OF 
SECTION 33, T.4N., R.2£., 8.M., 
BOISE. ADA COUNTY, IOAHO 
2009 
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GIVENS PURSLEY LLP 
601 West Bannock Street 
Post Office Box 2720 
Boise, Idaho 83701-2720 
Telephone: 208-388-1200 
Facsimile: 208-388- 1300 
643011_1 (10493-1) 
Attorneys for Tom and Julie Manning 
OCT 1 4 200~ 
J. DAVID NAVARRO, Ch:,fK 
By P. EOURNE 
DEPUT'r 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT FOR THE 
ST A TE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA 
THOMAS CRELLIN MANNING and 
JULIE ANN MANNING, husband and 
wife, 
Plaintiffs, 
v. 
WILLIAM J. CAMPBELL, an unmarried 
individual, and NAOMI LOUISE 
CAMPBELL, an unmarried individual, 
Defendants. 
STATE OF IDAHO ) 
)ss. 
County of Ada ) 
Case No. CV OC 0907350 
AFFIDAVIT OF THOMAS E. DVORAK 
COMES NOW, THOMAS E. DVORAK, who, being first duly sworn, deposes, states 
and avers as follows: 
1. I am one of the attorneys for Plaintiffs Thomas and Julie Manning in the above-
entitled action. I make this affidavit based upon my personal knowledge and to the best of my 
infonnation and belief. 
000314 
AfflDAVIT Of THOMAS E. DVORAK-1 
2. Attached hereto as Exhibit "A" are true and correct copies of the Defendants' 
Response to Discovery in this matter received by my office, specifically Response to 
Interrogatory Nos. 5, 6 and 7. 
3. Attached hereto as Exhibit "B" is a true and correct copy of the 1952 Agreement 
was obtained as part of the Defendants' Response to Plaintiffs Request for Production of 
Documents. 
FURTHER YOUR AFFIANT SA YETH NAUG:T·. '.,/ 
-,~~ 
Thomas E. Dvorak 
SUBSCRIBED AND SWORN to before me this )4i!aay of October, 2009 
Notary Public for Iµaho 
Residing at 11'.tvud 1:o IJ\-c, ,Atlcilo · 
My commission expires_'/;._' J..,..._/+-13--.,.. _____ _ 
000315 
A:FflDAVIT OJ, THOMAS E. DVORAK - 2 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I hereby certify that on this //t't day of October, 2009, I caused to be served a true and 
correct copy of the foregoing document to the persons listed below the method indicated: 
Joseph L. Ellsworth 
Ellsworth, Kallas, Talboy & Defranco P.L.L.C. 
1031 E. Park Boulevard 
Boise, ID 83712 
Facsimile: 345-8945 
Attorney for Defendants William J. Campbell 
and Naomi Louise Campbell 
AFFIDAVIT OF THOMAS E. DVORAK - 3 
Hand Delivery 
Facsimile 
~ Overnight Courier 
Y U.S. Mail 
000316 
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EXHIBIT A 
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JOSEPH L. ELLSWORTH, ISB #3702 
ELLSWORTH, KALLAS, TALBOY & DEFRA.NCO P.L.L.C. 
1031 E. Park Blvd. 
Boise, ID 83712 
Phone: (208) 336-1843 
Fax: (208) 345-8945 
ATTORNEY FOR DEFENDANT WILLIAM J. CAMPBELL 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA 
THOMAS CRELLIN MANNING and ) 
JULIE ANN MANNING, husband and ) 
wife, ) 
) 
Plaintiff: ) 
) 
VS. ) 
) 
WILLIAM J. CAMPBELL, an unmarried ) 
Individual, and NAOMI LOUISE ) 
CAMPBELL, an unmarried individual, ) 
) 
Defendants. ) 
Case No.: CV OC 2009 0007350 
DEFICNDANTS' RESPONSE 
TO PLAINTIFFS' 
DISCOVERY REQUEST 
COMES NOW Wi11iam J. Campbell and Naomi Louise Campbell ("Campbell"), 
Defendants in the above-entitled action, by and through counsel, Joseph L. Ellsworth, and 
hereby provide the following Response to Plaintiff's First Set of Interrogatories, 
Requests for Production and Requests for Admissions to Defendant William .I. Campbell 
and Plaintiff's First Set of Interrogatories, Requests for Production and Requests.for 
Admissions to Defendant Naomi Louise Campbell. All responses contained herein are to 
be considered joint responses produced by both Defendants, unless otherwise indicated. 
Defendants respond as follows: 
RESPONSE TO DISCOVERY {)00318 
INTERROGATORIES 
INTERROGATORY NO. 1: State the name, address and telephone number of 
each and every person who has knowledge of the facts concerning this matter, and for 
each such person, state: 
a. His or her residence address and telephone number; 
b. His or her business address and telephone number; 
c. Whether you, your agents, insurers, representatives, and/or attorneys have 
spoken with said person, and, if so, whether any oral or written statement has been 
obtained from said person; 
d. Identify each and every document, writing, photograph or other item of 
tangible or documentary evidence obtained by you, your agents, insurers, representatives, 
and/or attorneys from said person or known to you, your agents, insurers, representatives 
and/or attorneys to be in possession of said person. 
ANSWER TO INTERROGATORY NO. I: 
William J. Campbell, 2002 N. 21st Street, Boise, ID 83702; (208) 387-3559. 
Business address and telephone number same as residence. 
Naomi Campbell, 5224 W. 123rd Place, Hawthorne, CA 90250: (3 l0) 643-6660. 
Emily Schwartz, address unknown at the present time. 
Defendants have not identified any other witnesses at this time other than Fire 
Marshall Senteno, whose address and phone number is included in Answer No. 2. 
Defendants identify the following documents at this time: 
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An Agreement recorded as Instrument No. 334924, records of Ada County, Idaho, 
governing the use of the driveway and access to Defendants' property since July of 1952. 
A print out of a 911 call from local law enforcement that provides a summary of 
the telephone call made by Plaintiff Julie Ann Manning on or about January 7, 2009. 
A note in a tin of cookies in the handwriting ofone of the Plaintiffs. 
An email correspondence between the Mannings and the Defendant William 
Campbell on the issue of the access and tire code. 
Defendants reserve the right to supplement this response as additional evidence is 
identified or becomes available. 
Any documents in the chain of title of the Plaintiffs or Defendants subject 
properties. These documents are recorded in the public record. 
Defendants object to the interrogatory to the extent that it calls for any work 
product or other document in the possession of legal counsel, if any, that are not 
identified herein. 
INTERROGATORY NO. 2: State the name, address and telephone number of 
each and every person whom you expect to call as an expert witness at the trial of this 
matter, and for each such person, state: 
a. The qualifications upon which you intend to rely to establish said person 
as an expert witness; 
b. The substance of the facts and opinions to which he or she is expected to 
testify; and 
c. Set forth specifically and in detail the underlying facts and data upon 
which expert's opinion and testimony is based. 
RESI>ONSE TO DISCOV EUY 000320 
ANSWER TO INTERROGATORY NO. 2: 
1. Mark Senteno, Fire Marshall 
Boise Fire Depaiiment 
333 N. Sailfish Pl 
Boise, ID 83 704 
(208) 3 70-6567 
• Qualifications: Fire Marshall for the Boise Fire Department 
• Substance of facts to which expected to testify: Relocating the 
Campbell driveway as proposed in Plaintiff's Complaint would 
render the Campbell easement and/or driveway noncompliant with 
fire code, and would no longer meet the minimum standards for 
emergency vehicle access, and therefore would not be allowed by 
the Fire Department. 
• Underlying facts and data upon which expert's opinion and 
testimony would be based: Knowledge, Experience and Training; 
Boise City Fire Code. 
INTERROGATORY NO. 3: Please describe each and every documentary, 
written or tangible item of evidence you expect to introduce or use, or may use at trial of 
the above-described matter. Please provide sufficient detail (e.g., date, author, subject 
matter, etc.) so each such item may be identified and distinguished from other items of 
documentary, written or tangible evidence produced or used in this case. 
RESPONSE TO INTERROGATORY NO. 3: That certain Agreement recorded 
as Instrument No. 334924 in the records of Ada County, Idaho. Each and every 
document in the chain of title of Plaintiffs' or Defendants' property. 911 call 
memorandum previously identified. Any correspondence or emails between the parties. 
INTERROGATORY NO. 4: Please descdbe all material statements, 
representations, communications and/or admissions which you attribute to the Plaintiffs, 
or their agent(s) or representative(s), in full, complete and material detail and state, for 
each such statement, representation, communication or admission: 
a. The substance thereof; 
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b. The identity of the person making the statement or admission; 
c. The date and/or place where said admission was made; and 
d. The identity of each and every person who heard, saw or observed each 
such statement or admission. 
RESPONSE TO INTERROGATORY NO. 4: A note of apology for their 
behavior placed with a tin of cookies upon Defendant William J. Campbell's doorstep, on 
or about January 14, 2009, after the police/trespassing incident. This note is attached to 
the Plaintiffs' Complaint and is more readily identified as the "Talking Points - Win Win 
Proposition" memorandum. 
The Defendant Bill Campbell will also testify as to his recollection of 
conversations with the Mannings from time to time since they moved in. 
INTERROGATORY NO. 5: Please identify \\1th specificity the factual basis for 
any access rights or other rights of use whatsoever you claim across the real property 
owned by the Mannings, commonly known as 2000 N. 21'1 Street, Boise, Idaho, and 
more specifically described in the Complaint filed herein ("Manning Property"), 
including without limitation, identification by instrument number of any recorded legal 
document that you believe provides for such access. 
ANSWER TO INTERROGATORY NO. 5: The factual basis for the right to use 
this driveway is set forth in a written agreement that was recorded in 1952 and has always 
governed the use of this driveway to the best of Defendants' knowledge. Defendant Bill 
Campbell has been residing at the residence for approximately 17 years and has used the 
driveway, in the same configuration, the entire time. The only modification to th1:: 
driveway occurred in 2008 when the Mannings' predecessor in interest, Emily Schwa1tz, 
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approached Bill and indicated that the asphalt driveway would be replaced with concrete 
and inlaid brick during the construction phase of the Manning house. Bill Campbell 
agreed to this improvement and the asphalt was replaced with 1,;oncretc and brick. The 
existing driveway that serves both properties was plainly evident to the Mannings when 
they bought their house. 
INTERROGATORY NO. 6: Please 1dentify and describe with specificity the 
precise scope and location of any right of access or other right of use you claim over, 
across or with respect to the Manning Property. 
ANSWER TO INTERROGATORY NO. 6: Please see the written legal 
description in the recorded easement of record. The right-of-way uses the approach from 
21 st Street of Boise City, Idaho, into the driveway and progresses to form entry in a 
northerly and southerly direction far enough to aJJow the CampbelJs to enter onto their 
premises that adjoin the premises of the Plaintiffs. The existing driveway has been in 
existence, to Defendants' knowledge, in the same configuration since 1952. 
INTERROGATORY NO. 7: Please identify any surveys or other legal 
descriptions that exist of any access right or other rights you claim across the Manning 
Property. 
ANSWER TO INTERROGATORY NO. 7: Please see the previous answers and 
description of the written easement and Instrument that describes the joint driveway. 
Defendants are unaware of any survey description of this easement in any other form. 
INTERROGATORY NO. 8: Please identify and describe with specificity the 
factual basis for your assertion in the Second Affirmative Defense in your Answer that 
"the driveway has existed in its current location for more than fifty years." 
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ANSWER TO INTERROGATORY NO. 8: The date of that certain Agreement 
recorded as Instrument No. 334924 in the records of Ada County, Idaho, is July 29, I 952, 
which is more than fifty years previous to the present date. The agreement identifies that 
the Mattsons paid the Boyds $112.50 in lawful money for the rights of ingress and egress 
over a joint driveway that existed at the end of North 21 st Street and which adjoins the 
property now belonging to the Plaintiffs on the east side. This is the same driveway that 
Bill Campbell has been using for approximately 17 years. 
INTERROGATORY NO. 9: Please identify and describe with specificity the 
factual basis for your assertion in the Second Affirmative Defense in your Answer that 
''the Plaintiffs' claims are barred under the equitable doctrines of waiver, latches and/or 
estoppel." 
ANSWER TO INTERROGATORY NO. 9: Defendants object to answering this 
interrogatory until such time as discovery is complete; however, reserving objection the 
Plaintiffs purchased this property with record and actual notice of the existing joint 
driveway and they have no legal basis to now complain of a right that has existed for over 
fifty years. The Plaintiffs staged a forcible takeover of the Campbell property with a 
fence building contractor and then called the police and tried to have Bill Campbell 
arrested for parking in his own driveway. 
INTERROGATORY NO. I 0: Please specify with particularity and itemize any 
and all "substantial damages to the rights of Campbell" that would allegedly result from 
relocation of the existing access as that phrase is used in Paragraph 10 of your Answer 
and 12(B)(6) Motion to Dismiss. 
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ANSWER TO INTERROGATORY NO. 10: Substantial damages to the rights of 
Campbell include, but are not limited to, the following: 
1. Relocating the driveway as proposed would render the driveway access 
noncompliant with fire code. 
2. Elimination of the majority portion, if not all, of Campbell's front yard, 
including the destruction of a fifty-plus-year-old Sycamore tree. 
3. The diminislunent of the value of Campbell's property and Campbell's 
enjoyment thereof. 
INTERROGATORY NO. 11: Please specify with particularity and itemize any 
and aJJ injury or obstruction to motor vehicle travel that you contend would result if 
Count 2 of the Complaint for Declaratory Judgment filed in this matter was decided in 
favor of the Mannings. 
ANSWER TO INTERROGATORY NO. 11: Based upon Plaintiffs' apparent 
theory of the case, the Defendants would be required to reroute motor vehicle traffic 
through the front yard. 
REQUESTS FOR PRODUCTION 
REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION NO. 1: Any and all documents and/or items of 
tangible evidence which you expect to introduce or use, or may use at trial of the above-
described matter. 
RESPONSE TO REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION NO. 1: Defendants will 
provide those documents previously identified except for those documents that are a 
matter of public record. 
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REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION NO. 2: Any and all documents, statements, 
reports, notes, diaries, or memoranda in any form whatsoever obtained by you, your 
attorneys or representatives, or anyone acting on your or their behalf: from any person 
believed by you or by your attorney to have knowledge of any of the events or 
happenings referred to in the pleadings in this case. 
RESPONSE TO REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION NO. 2: Objection. This 
request calls for work product. The Defendants will provide the statements they obtained, 
including the note and email previously identified. 
REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION NO. 3: Any and all documents and/or items of 
tangible evidence seen, reviewed, maintained or generated by any expert witness who 
will testify on behalf of Defendant, or any of them, at the trial of this matter, including, 
but not limited to all documents which reileet, document or otherwise describe facts 
known and/or opinions held by any such expert witness. 
RESPONSE TO REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION NO. 3: NIA 
REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION NO. 4: Please provide copies of any and all 
documents and/or items of tangible evidence which were referred to in your responses to, 
or contain information responsive to, any of Plaintiffs' First Set of Interrogatories served 
contemporaneously herewith. 
RESPONSE TO REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION NO. 4: See previous 
responses. 
REQUESTS FOR ADMISSION 
REQUEST FOR ADMISSION NO. I: Admit that the document entitled 
"Agreement" which was recorded in the real property records of Ada County, Idaho, on 
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.. 
August 9, 1952, as Instrument Number 334924, a true and correct copy of which is 
attached to the Complaint filed in this matter as exhibit "D" is the only written document 
of which you are aware that you believe confers a right of access upon you. 
RESPONSE TO REQUEST FOR ADMISSION NO. I: Defendants admit that 
the document entitled "Agreement" which was recorded in the real properly records of 
Ada County, Idaho, on August 9, I 952, as Instrument Number 334924, is the only written 
document of which Defendants are aware that Defendants believe confers a right of 
access upon Defendants. Defendants deny the Request to the extent that it calls for any 
Jega! conclusions as to any other theories of law that may apply. 
C;J ll, 
DATED this t,l day ofJuly, 2009. 
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VERIF[CA TION 
Bill Campbell, being first sworn upon oath does swear that I have read the 
foregoing Answers and Responses and they are true and correct to the best of my 
knowledge. 
g/-L 
Dated this _ day of July, 2009. 
Naomi Campbell, being first sworn upon oath does swear that [ have read the 
foregoing Answers and Responses and they are true and correct to the best of my 
knowledge. 
Dated this _ day of July, 2009. 
Naomi Campbell 
RESPONSE TO DISCOVERY 
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1:~y t•. sQUhlii;; 
De.PUT\' 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT FOR THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA 
THOMAS CRELLIN MANNING and 
JULIE ANN MANNING, husband and 
wife, 
Plaintiffs, 
V. 
WILLIAM J. CAMPBELL, an unmarried 
individual, and NAOMI LOUISE 
CAMPBELL, an unmarried individual, 
Defendants. 
Case No. CV OC 0907350 
MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT OF 
MOTION FOR SUMMARY 
JUDGMENT 
COME NOW Plaintiffs, Thomas Crellin Manning and Julie Ann Manning (hereinafter 
the ''Mannings"), by and through their attorneys of record, Givens Pursley LLP, and file this 
Memorandum in Support of Motion for Summary Judgment. 
I. INTRODUCTION 
In 1952, it apparently made sense for the then owners of the residences located at 2000 N 
21 st Street and 2002 N. 21 st Street in Boise, Idaho to use a joint driveway. In 2009, it no longer 
does. 
Many changes have occurred since the owners of the properties located at 2000 N 21 st St 
and 2002 N 21 st Street agreed in 1952 to use a joint driveway that is located on property that is 
00033;~ 
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currently owned by plaintiffs Tom and Julie Manning. When Defendant Bill Campbell 1 
purchased his property located at 2002 N. 21 st Street, it had already been divided and 
reconfigured so that it was an entirely different size and shape than the land that shared the joint 
driveway in 1952. Campbell began using the joint driveway for residential and business 
purposes, driving across it in an approximate seven-ton commercial truck that is currently his 
only means of transportation. In addition, Campbell chose to create a nuisance on his property 
and currently maintains it like a disheveled and hazardous junkyard. Campbell's property 
contains, among other things, piping, a collection of oil cans, dead vegetation, piles of lumber, 
multiple commercial trailers, old playground equipment, a metal tank that is more than ten feet 
tall, and a hole that is approximately 20 feet deep and ten feet in diameter.2 
In 2006, the predecessors in interest of the Mannings demolished the carport formerly 
located on the east side of the Mannings' property and served by the joint driveway and then 
built a new garage on the southwest side of the Mannings' property. This garage is not served by 
a majority of the joint driveway. 
The Mannings desire to gam the use and enjoyment of their property that is now 
primarily serving as a driveway for their neighbor, Campbell. The Mannings also desire to 
protect themselves from Campbell's seven-ton truck that is constantly traversing their property 
and to build a fence to shield themselves from Campbell's unsightly and hazardous nuisance. 
However, the current configuration of the joint driveway prevents them from fulfilling these 
reasonable desires. 
1 William J. Campbell resides upon the property and his mother Naomi Louise Campbell actually owns the property. 
Both are referred to herein collectively as "Campbell." 
2 After over a year ofremaining above ground, Mr. Campbell evidently rented a tractor and buried the tank in one 
day's wonh of work. 
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Fortunately, this situation can be easily remedied because there is sufficient room to 
provide separate driveways: one for the Mannings and one for Campbell, using an existing Ada 
County Highway District right-of-way and a small portion of the Mannings' property. The 
parties have not been able to work out any agreements on these points and indeed tensions have 
escalated. It is critical, then, for the Court to enable this simple and reasonable solution that 
would provide separate driveways for the parties. 
II. STATEMENT OF UNDISPUTED FACTS 
The Mannings reside in Boise, Idaho, at certain real property which is located at 2000 N 
21st St., Boise, Idaho 83 702 (hereinafter the "Manning Property"). The real property abutting 
the Manning Property immediately east of the Manning Property is owned by one Naomi Louise 
Campbell (the "Campbell Property").3 
The Campbell Property is occupied by Defendant William J. Campbell (hereinafter "Bill 
Campbell").4 Bill Campbell claims an interest in the Campbell Property by virtue of a 
Memorandum of Contract recorded in the real property records of Ada County, Idaho, on June 2, 
1998, as Instrument No. 98053417.5 Bill Campbell has been physically accessing the Campbell 
Property by driving across the Manning driveway to reach his property.6 
Defendant Bill Campbell claims as the sole factual basis for any access rights or other 
rights of use across the Manning Property as follows: 
The factual basis for the right to use this driveway is set forth in a 
written agreement that was recorded in 1952 and it has always 
governed the use of the driveway to the best of Defendants' 
knowledge. Defendant Bill Campbell has been residing at the 
residence for approximately 17 years and has used the driveway, in 
the same configuration, the entire time. The only modification of 
3 See Affidavit of Gregory C. Carter ("Carter Aff.") at paragraph 7. 
4 See Affidavit of Julie Manning ("Manning Aff.") at paragraph 2. 
5 See Exhibit ·'D" to the Carter Aff. 
6 See Manning Aff. at paragraph 3. 
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the driveway occurred in 2008 when the Mannings' predecessor in 
interest, Emily Schwartz, approached Bill and indicated that the 
asphalt driveway would be replaced with concrete and inlaid brick 
during the construction phase of the Manning House. Bill 
Campbell agreed to this improvement and the asphalt was replaced 
with concrete and brick. The existing driveway that serves both 
properties was plainly evident to the Mannings when they bought 
their house.7 
A true and correct copy of the "Agreement" referred to by Mr. Campbell is the document 
that was recorded in the real property records of Ada County, Idaho, on August 9, 1952, as 
Instrument No. 334924 (the "1952 Agreement"). That document states, in pertinent part: 
That Paul S. Boyd and Mary M. Boyd in consideration of $112.50, 
lawful money of the United States, to them in hand paid by Frank 
N. Mattison and Ida Grace Mattison, do hereby grant unto Frank 
N. Mattison and Ida Grace Mattison, for all ordinary purposes a 
right to use the driveway jointly with Paul S. Boyd and Mary M. 
Boyd, the same including all rights of ingress and egress over the 
same, the said drive-way running and leading from the end of 
North 21 st Street of the City of Boise, Idaho, in a northerly and 
southerly direction, far enough to allow the said second parties 
herein to enter upon their premises which adjoin the premises of 
the first parties on the East side of said premises. 
The parties shall be entitled to use the driveway in common, and 
the expenses of constructing and maintenance of said driveway 
shall always be equally borne by the parties hereto. Should the 
land hereby subject to his [sic, "this"] right of way ever cease to be 
used as a driveway, then in such a case, the full right and title shall 
revert to the present owners or their successors in title.8 
The Agreement does not include a legal description of the boundaries of the access 
afforded, nor does it specifically describe the scope of and rights with respect to such access, 
other than to say that the drive-way "running and leading from the end of North 21 st Street of the 
City of Boise, Idaho, in a northerly and southerly direction, far enough to allow" entry onto the 
property on the East side of the Mannings' property. 
7 See Defendants Response to Plaintiffs Discovery Request attached to the Affidavit of Thomas E. Dvorak (''Dvorak 
Aff."), Interrogatory No.5. 
8 See Dvorak Aff. 
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The legal description in the 1952 Agreement for the property of Paul S. Boyd and Mary 
M. Boyd corresponds with the legal description of the Manning Property.9 However, with 
respect to the property owned by the Manisons (the predecessor in interest of Campbell) in the 
1952 Agreement, said property does not correspond with the property that is currently owned by 
Naomi Campbell and occupied by her son, Bill Campbell. 10 The following diagrams graphically 
depicts what property was the subject of the 1952 Agreement versus the property that is now 
owned by Cambell; 
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Further, the testimony in the record is that moving the access to either of the alternative 
locations specified by the Amended Complaint (copies of those surveys are included with this 
brief on pages 15 and 16) would effectively be neutral from an entitlement/zoning perspective. 11 
III. SUMMARY JUDGMENT STANDARD 
"Summary judgment is proper 'if the pleadings, depositions, and admissions on file, 
together with the affidavits, if any, show there is no genuine issue as to any material fact and if 
the moving party is entitled to a judgment as a matter of law."' Gibson v. Ada County, 142 Idaho 
746, 752, 133 P.3d 1211, 1217 (2006) (citations omitted). See also, I.R.C.P. Rule 56(c). A party 
11 See Affidavit of Scott Beecham (hereinafter "Beecham Aff."). 
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opposing a motion for summary judgment must set forth specific facts showing there is a 
"genuine issue" about a "material fact." Tuttle v. Sudena lndust., Inc .. 125 Idaho 145, 150, 868 
P.2d 473, 478 (1994). Indeed, a "non-moving party must submit more than just conclusory 
assertions that an issue of material fact exists to withstand summary judgment. A mere scintilla 
of evidence or only slight doubt as to the facts is not sufficient to create a genuine issue of 
material fact for the purposes of summary judgment." Finholt v. Cresto, 143 Idaho 894, 155 
P.3d 695, 697-98 (2007)(citing Jenkins v. Boise Cascade Corp., 141 Idaho 233, 238, 108 P.3d 
380, 385 (2005)). 
Further, with respect to the applicable summary judgment standard in this case, it should 
be noted that no jury has been requested in this matter. Consequently, 
[ w]hen an action will be tried before the court without a jury, the 
trial court as the trier of fact is entitled to arrive at the most 
probable inferences based upon the undisputed evidence properly 
before it and grant the summary judgment despite the possibility of 
conflicting inferences. Id. (citing Brown v. Perkins, 129 Idaho 189, 
191, 923 P.2d 434, 436 (1996); Loomis v. Hailey, 119 Idaho 434, 
437, 807 P.2d 1272, 1275 (1991)). The test for reviewing the 
inferences drawn by the trial court is whether the record reasonably 
supports the inferences. Id. ( citing Walker v. Hollinger, 132 Idaho 
172, 176, 968 P.2d 661, 665 (1998); Riverside Development Co. v. 
Ritchie, 103 Idaho 515, 518-19, 650 P.2d 657, 660-61 (1982)). 
lntermountain Forest Management, Inc. v. Louisiana Pacific Corp., 136 ldaho 233, 31 P.3d 921 
(2001). 
IV. ARGUMENT 
Plaintiffs seek summary judgment on both Count 1 and Count 2 of their Complaint. As 
to Count 1, Plaintiffs seek judgment that, at most, Defendants have a revocable license to use the 
existing driveway and that Plaintiffs may revoke the same when they choose. Pursuant to Count 
1, Plaintiffs seek a judgment setting forth a legal description and the scope of any right or access 
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that Defendants have, so that Plaintiffs may on Count 2 proceed to demonstrate that the moving 
of said access can be done without obstructing motor vehicle travel or otherwise injuring any 
person or persons using or interested in such access. 
A. Summary Judgment On Count 1 is Appropriate 
1. Campbell Merely Has a Revocable License, or An Easement that is 
Terminable Upon Owner of Servient Estate Ceasing to Use Driveway. 
An easement is "a right of use, falling short of ownership, and usually for a stated 
purpose." Idaho Code Section 50-1301(1) (providing definitions for purposes of "Plats and 
Vacations" of real property). In other words, an easement is a right to use the land of another 
for a specific purpose, short of ownership, that is not inconsistent with the general use of the 
property by the owner of that other land. Thomas v. Campbell, 107 Idaho 398, 404, n. 2, 690 
P.2d 333, 339, n. 2 (1984)(noting that Black's Law Dictionary, 5th Edition, 1979, defines 
easement as a "right of use over the property of another"). See also McKay v. Boise Project 
Board of Control, 141 Idaho 463, 111 P .3d 148 (2005)("it is well established in this jurisdiction 
that an easement is the right to use the land of another for a specific purpose."). A license to real 
property, on the other hand, is an interest in land or the possession of another which (a) entitles 
the owner of the interest to a use of the land, and (b) arises from the consent of the one whose 
interest in the land use is affected thereby, and ( c) is not incident to an estate in the land, and ( d) 
is not an easement. 12 
The following test for whether a written instrument conveys a license or an easement has 
been expressed: 
Whether an instrument purporting to convey the right to use the 
property of another conveys an easement or a license "depends 
upon the intent of the parties as interpreted from the language used 
12 Shultz v. Atkins, 97 Idaho 770, 775, 554 P.2d 948, 953 (l 976)(quoting Restatement of Property, Sections 512, 513 
(1994)). 
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and to the extent the rules of evidence permit from the surrounding 
circumstances, viewed in the light of applicable rules of law, 
and of intent." 
Cooper v. Boise Church of Christ of Boise, Idaho, Inc., 96 Idaho 45, 524 P.2d 173 (1974) 
(quoting Restatement of Property, Sections 512,513 (1994)). 
The law is clear that with respect to a license, "absent estoppel, permission to use the land 
of another can be revoked at any time, no matter how long the permitted use has continued." Id. 
at 48, 524 P.2d at 176. Even with respect to an easement, it has been held that an easement may 
be expressly subject to termination by the servient owner upon the occurrence of a specified 
event or contingency. Markstein v. Countryside I, L.L.C., 77 P.3d 389 (Wyo. 2003). 
In the present case, the 1952 Agreement indicates that the parties intended to create a 
license for several reasons. First, the 1952 Agreement does not use the word easement. Instead, 
the 1952 Agreement merely confers a right of use, i.e., "a right to use the driveway jointly." 
Moreover, the extent of the right is limited; the 1952 Agreement confers simply a joint right to 
use so much of said driveway as is "far enough to allow [Campbell] to enter upon [his] 
premises," and does not provide a definitive description of the access. Further, by its own terms, 
the joint right to use discontinues at a distinct point in time: when "the land hereby subject to 
[t]his right of way ever cease to be used as a driveway." 
There is no longer a need on the part of the owner of the Manning Property to maintain 
the driveway on the east side of the property. The prior owner of the Manning Property 
completely rebuilt the residence on the property in 2006 and 2007 .13 As part of that 
reconstruction, the existing carport or garage on the east side of the Manning Property, which 
was formerly accessed by the driveway, was demolished and a new detached garage was built on 
11 See Manning AfL 
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the southwest corner of the property. 14 Thus, the driveway is no longer necessary, and 
Campbell's use of the Manning Property as a driveway is inconsistent with the Mannings' use of 
their own property. Further, Campbell drives a commercial size, heavy plumbing truck across 
this driveway and parks it at his residence. 15 It is not fair to require the Mannings to continue to 
pay for one half of the maintenance of the driveway in perpetuity when Campbell is the one 
putting all the wear on it. 
The original 1952 Agreement clearly shows the parties' intent that if the driveway ceased 
to be used as a joint driveway, the 1952 Agreement would cease. In fact, Campbell's use of the 
Mannings' property as a driveway for himself in effect excludes the Mannings from using the 
property they own and pay taxes for: the Mannings cannot landscape it, they cannot park on it, 
and their children cannot safely play on it. Because the driveway is no longer needed as a joint 
driveway in the vicinity of the eastern border of the Manning Property, termination of any right 
to use on the part of Campbell is appropriate. 
The Mannings seek a declaration of this court that (a) the 1952 Agreement merely 
constitutes a license that terminates upon the parties ceasing to use the driveway as a joint 
driveway, or (b) that in the event the Court were to find that said 1952 Agreement constitutes an 
easement, it is subject to a condition of defeasance. Further, in the event of a ruling on either (a) 
or (b ), the Mannings seek a declaration that the change in configuration of the Manning Property 
has indeed resulted in the driveway "ceasing to be used as a driveway" and that said license or 
easement is terminable upon notice by the Mannings. 
14 Manning Aff. 
15 See Affidavit of Campbell submitted in support of Campbell's Motion for Summary Judgment. 
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2. If Campbell Has An Easement, the Court Must Declare Its Scope and 
Boundaries 
Idaho law requires that a judgment which determines an easement in real property must 
describe the interest with such certainty that rights and liabilities are clearly fixed. Bethel v. Van 
Stone, 120 Idaho 522,528,817 P.2d 188, 194 (Ct. App. 1991)(remanding case so that entire 
length of easement could be surveyed and allowing additional evidence be taken to determine the 
precise location of the easement on the respective properties involved in this action). It has been 
held that a judgment determining the existence of an easement across the land of another must 
set forth the location, width and length of the easement in order that conflicts between 
landowners may be avoided. Bedke v. Pickett Ranch & Sheep Co., 143 Idaho 36, 137 P.3d 423 
(2006). In the case of Sinnett v. Were/us, 83 Idaho 514,365 P.2d 952 (1961), a case involving 
joint use of a driveway was actually remanded with directions to "modify a judgment by setting 
forth therein with precision and particularity, the origin, course and dimension, on the ground, 
the area affected by the easement established, with the right to take further testimony in this 
respect if deemed necessary." Id. at 522, 365 P.2d at 956. 
In terms of interpreting what use is allowed by the language of an express easement, if 
the provisions of the easement are clearly expressed, they will be construed and applied against 
the servient estate. However, if there is some ambiguity in the restriction, i.e., if the restriction is 
capable of two possible meanings, the court will pick the meaning that is least restrictive of the 
servient estate's use of its land. 16 
In order to confer certainty about whatever rights of use Campbell has, the Court should 
rule on three areas: (a) require a legal description of the access right; (b) determine what property 
16 Thomas v. Campbell, l 07 Idaho 398, 404, 690 P.2d 333, 339 (1984). 
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constitutes the benefited estate; (c) describe what use may be made of the easement, and (d) 
describe specifically what maintenance obligation the owner of the Campbell Property has. 
i. Campbell Should be Given a Specific Time Limit to Come 
Forward with a Proposed Legal Description. 
As noted previously, Idaho appellate courts in remanding cases have made it clear that 
once a dispute goes to court over the scope of an easement, it is error for the Court not to declare 
the legal description of any alleged easement. Presumably, this same principle would apply to a 
license. Therefore, it is incumbent upon Campbell to come forward with what he claims to be 
the legal description of his right to access. If the Court does not require that Campbell do so in 
the context of the usual deadlines for summary judgment, the Court should at least set a schedule 
for Campbell to come forward with such a proposed description. Any such description must be 
consistent with the language of the 1952 Agreement pursuant to which access is claimed, 
e.g.,"far enough to allow [Campbell] to enter upon [his] premises." 
ii. The Court Should Declare the Dominant or Benefited Estate as 
Limited to A Single Residence. 
It has been stated that "[t]he general rule is that the use of an easement may not be 
enlarged to the injury of the servient estate. 'An easement, of course, can be enlarged even to the 
extent that the servient land is injured, but the right to the enlarged use must also be established 
by prescription, ... or by agreement with the servient landowner."' Village Condominium Ass 'n 
v. Idaho Power Co., 121 Idaho 986, 829 P.2d 1335 (quoting Merrill v. Penrod, 109 Idaho 46, 52, 
704 P.2d 950, 956 (Ct.App.1985)). In the Village Condominium case, a reference on recorded 
plat maps to utility easements serving a condominium development, combined with the fact that 
the existing utility transformers were underground at that time did not allow the power company 
to place above ground transformers. Specifically, the court held '"the use to which a right of way 
is devoted or for which it is created, determines the character of title with which the holder is 
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invested" and that "placing the transformers above ground" was an "unauthorized expansion of 
an underground easement into an above ground easement." 
In the present case, there is no allegation of prescription having occurred. Indeed, the 
character of the use is clearly permissive, because all use is claimed under the 1952 Agreement. 
However, that 1952 Agreement does not include all of the property that is currently owned by 
Campbell, and even includes property that is not owned by Campbell. Accordingly, Plaintiffs 
seek a ruling that access under the easement is limited to that access which is reasonably 
necessary to a single residence located on that portion of the current Campbell Property that was 
legally described in the 1952 Agreement. That access should not include a commercial vehicle 
such as a plumbing truck. 
In Christensen v. City of Pocatello, 142 Idaho 132, 124 P.3d 1008 (2005), the Idaho 
Supreme Court rejected out of hand that the scope of the dominant estate could be expanded 
beyond the property that was originally comprising the dominant estate at the time of the 
granting of the easement. The Court adopted the Restatement (Third) of Property, saying that 
·'[ u ]nless the terms of the servitude ... provide otherwise, an appurtenant easement or profit may 
not be used for the benefit of property other than the dominant estate." Id. at 136, 124 P.3d. at 
1012 (citing Third Restatement). The court went on to note that "where one seeks to use an 
easement appurtenant to an identified dominant estate to serve a parcel other than the dominant 
estate, it is impermissible as a matter of law and the factual inquiry regarding increasing use is 
not conducted." Id. 
m. The Mannings are Entitled to a Decree Limiting Parking, 
Turning, and Signage. 
Campbell has used the right of way not only for ingress and egress but to park a vehicle 
and also to do three point turns into a portion of the Manning driveway that is not part of the spur 
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driveway that accesses the Campbell Property .17 Campbell has also placed his mailbox and 
signage on his mailbox in a manner that confuses guests and invitees of the Mannings. 
Mannings are entitled to a declaration of this Court that Campbell may only use any easement for 
ingress and egress and that those rights do not include ( a) the right to park upon or otherwise stop 
or turn a vehicle around on the Manning Property, or (b) the right to place any signage or 
mailbox on or in front of the Manning Property; or (c) the right to place any signage or a mailbox 
at any other location or manner that creates confusion as to whose property the signage and 
mailbox refers. 
iv. Campbell should be Held to have the Exclusive Maintenance 
Obligation. 
Under the terms of the document, Campbell is required to pay one half of the cost of 
maintaining the driveway. Because of the changed circumstances, i.e., that joint use of the 
driveway no longer occurs, Mannings are entitled to a ruling of the Court that Campbell be 
required to maintain that portion of the driveway that exclusively serves his residence at his own 
expense. 
B. The Mannings Have a Right to Move Access Under Idaho Code Section 55-
313. 
Fundamentally, the Mannings do not desire to cut Campbell off from accessing his residence. 
They do desire, however, to move his access to a location over the Manning Property that will 
minimize and avoid the conflict over his use of that access. To that end, the Mannings seek a 
declaration of the Court allowing them to move that access in accordance with Idaho law. 
Specifically, Idaho Code Section 55-313, provides as: 
Where, for motor vehicle travel, any access which is less than a 
public dedication, has heretofore been or may hereafter be, 
constructed across private lands, the person or persons owning or 
17 See Manning Aff. 
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controlling the private lands shall have the right at their own 
expense to change such access to any other part of the private 
lands, but such change must be made in such a manner as not to 
obstruct motor vehicle travel, or to otherwise injure any person or 
persons using or interested in such access. 
In the present case, the Mannings have proposed two alternative routes of access across their 
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The Mannings have offered to pay for the relocation of said access, at least to the extent it 
involves rerouting the access on their property or upon Ada County Highway District property. 
Defendant Bill Campbell has not produced any survey or other precise legal description 
of exactly the dimensions of the driveway he claims to have the right to use. 19 If Campbell fails 
to do so, this fact alone should be grounds for summary judgment against him on any claim that 
he would be danrnged by moving access. Furthermore, by its own terms the 1952 Agreement 
grants Campbell a right "far enough to allow [Campbell] to enter upon [his] premises". Either of 
19 See Defendants' Response to Plaintiffs' Discovery Request, Answer to Interrogatory Nos. 6 and 7, a true and 
correct copy of which is attached as Exhibit "A" to the Dvorak Aff. 
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the Mannings' proposed alternative routes of access satisfy their obligations under the 1952 
Agreement. 
Campbell has not indicated any substantial damage that is cognizable at law from the 
moving of said access. Campbell has argued that the access across the Manning Property must 
somehow get him to the point that he desires to access his own property. However, this is not 
required under the language of Idaho Code Section 55-313. The Mannings contend that all 
Campbell is entitled to under that statute is a right to access his property. He is not "injured" 
when he has to move the access point on his own property. If someone can still access their 
property, they should not be heard to argue they have been "injured." However, even if the 
Court considers what steps must be taken on the Campbell Property to accommodate a new 
access point are cognizable as "injury" under the statute, this is just a matter of detem1ining what 
the reasonable cost of relocating such access would be. 
Campbell claims that he would be injured by relocating his access because doing so 
would disturb a 50 year old sycamore tree in his front yard, an underground storage tank, and his 
fencing. In fact, either of the two new access driveways that the Mannings propose in their 
Amended Complaint would not disturb the sycamore tree at all. Campbell only recently buried 
his storage tank and any increased cost due to unburying this unpermitted storage tank must be 
laid quarely at Campbell's feet. Therefoe, Campbell would not be damaged in any legal or 
reasonable sense by moving a tank that should not be there in the first place. Finally, Campbell's 
flimsy, chicken coop-style wire fencing is also unpermitted, and he rolled it out only last year 
shortly before Halloween, 2008, presumably to prevent trick-or-treaters from falling into the 
large and deep hole that existed on his property until a day before this brief was filed. Since 
then, Campbell has upon several occasions rolled and unrolled his flimsy, wire fencing at will in 
000348 
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a matter of minutes. It is difficult to understand how he would be damaged by rolling it up one 
more time, and any possible damage would be so de minimus that it would not rise to the level of 
'·injury" under Idaho Code Section 55-313. Moreover, the Mannings would prefer to build, at 
their own cost, a secure wooden fence, for which they have already obtained a permit, and which 
would protect them from hazards on Campbell's property. 
Campbell in support of a motion for judgment on the pleadings has attempted to offer 
evidence to prove that moving such access impairs the value of his property. This is simply not 
the case. In fact, it is likely that providing a dedicated driveway, instead of a shared driveway, to 
Campbell's property would increase its value. Further, Defendant provides evidence that is not 
admissible in the form it is offered. 20 The Mannings have put admissible evidence in the record 
through the affidavit testimony of a professional land planning expert on entitlement and zoning 
issues in Boise City. Specifically, the testimony in the record is that moving the access to either 
of the alternative locations is essentially neutral from the perspective of affecting the ability of 
the owner of the Campbell Property to obtain or maintain approval for their existing or proposed 
uses of their property. 21 Accordingly, the Mannings should be entitled to relief in the form of an 
order (a) entitling them to choose between the two accesses by means of their preference 
provided for in their Amended Complaint; (b) allowing them to implement whichever one they 
deem appropriate under the circumstances; ( c) providing that Campbell must cooperate in good 
faith in any efforts to move his access, up to and including executing any docwnentation that 
may be reasonably necessary in this regard, e.g., ACHD forms and applications; and (d) 
decreeing and limiting the costs they should have to pay to those costs incurred in moving the 
access, but not to include any costs incurred for work on the Campbell Property. 
20 Plaintiffs will be filing a motion to strike in this respect. 
21 Affidavit of Scott Beechum (Beechum Aff.). 
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CONCLUSION 
Plaintiffs pray for entry of summary judgment as set forth in the foregoing. 
DATED this~ of October, 2009. 
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT FOR THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA 
THOMAS CRELLIN MANNING and 
JULIE ANJ\ MANNING, husband and 
wife, 
Plaintiffs, 
v. 
WILLIAM J. CAMPBELL, an unmaITied 
individual, and NAOMI LOUISE 
CAMPBELL, an unmarried individual, 
Defendants. 
Case No. CV OC 0907350 
.JOINT NOTICE OF CONTINUED 
HEARING 
PLEASE TAKE NOTICE that the hearing previously scheduled for October 26, 2009, at 
3 :30 p.m. has been VACATED and RESET. The parties will bring on their cross motions for 
summary judgment for hearing before the Honorable Ronald J. Wilper on Monday, November 
30, 2009, at 3 :00 p.m., or as soon thereafter as counsel may be heard. 
DATED this 19~ay of October, 2009 
JOINT MOTION FOR CONTINUED HEARING - I 
GIVENS PURSLEY LLP 
'I11Tmas::rivorak 
Counsel for Plaintiffs Thomas Crellin Manning 
and Julie Ann Manning 
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Ellsworth, Kallas, Talboy & Defranco P.L.L.C. 
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Telephone: 208-388-1200 
Facsimile: 208-388-\300 
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT FOR THE 
ST A TE OF lDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA 
THOMAS CRELLIN MANNING and 
JULIE ANN MANNING, husband and 
wife, 
P!ai ntiffs, 
v. 
WILLIAM J. CAMPBELL, an unmarried 
individual, and NAOMI LOUISE 
CAMPBELL, an unmarried individual, 
Defendants. 
Case No. CV OC 0907350 
NOTICE OF HEARING 
PLEASE TAKE NOTICE lhat on the 30th day of November, 2009, at the hour of3 :00 
p.m., or as soon thereafter as counsel may be heard, before the Honorable Ronald J. Wilper, 
District Judge for the above entitled Court at the Ada County Courthouse located at 200 Wesl 
Front Street, Boise, Idaho Plaintiffs will call up for hearing their Motion for Leave to Amend 
Complaint. 
DA TED this P rf day of October, 2009. 
Nono: OF HEAIUNG -1 
GIVENS PURSLEY LLP 
4t:W 
Thomas E. Dvorak 
Attorneys for Plaintiffs 
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I hereby certify that on this Jf ~ay of October, 2009, I caused to be served a true and 
conect copy of the foregoing document to the persons listed below the method indicated: 
Joseph L. Ellsworth 
Ellsworth, Kallas, Talboy & Defranco P.L.L.C. 
1031 E. Park Boulevard 
Boise, ID 83712 
Facsimile: 345-8945 
Attorney for Defendants William J. Campbell 
and Naomi Louise Campbell 
,Hand Delivery 
)<Facsimile 
_ Overnight Courier 
U.S.Mail 
Ack( 
Thomas E. Dvorak 
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JOSEPH L. ELLSWORTH, ISB #3702 
28 
ELLSWORTH, KALLAS, TALBOY & DEFRANCO P.L.L.C. 
I 031 E. Park Blvd. 
J. DAVID NAVARRO, Clerk 
By CARLY LATIMORE 
DEPUTY 
Boise, ID 83712 
Phone: (208) 336-1843 
Fax: (208) 345-8945 
ATTORNEY FOR DEFENDANTS 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA 
THOMAS CRELLIN MANNING and ) 
JULIE ANN MANNING, husband and ) 
wife, ) 
) 
Plaintiff, ) 
) 
VS. ) 
) 
WILLIAM J. CAMPBELL, an unmarried ) 
Individual, and NAOMI LOUISE ) 
CAMPBELL, an unmarried individual, ) 
) 
Defendants. ) 
_______________ ) 
Case No.: CV OC 2009 00'07350 
DEFENDANTS' MOTION TO 
STRIKE AFFIDAVITS OF 
ATTORNEYS AND GIVEN'S 
PURSLEY EMPLOYEES 
COMES NOW William J. Campbell and Naomi Louise Campbell ("Campbell"), 
Defendants in the above-entitled action, by and through counsel, Joseph L. Ellsw01th, and 
hereby move the court to Strike the affidavit of GIVENS PURSLEY PARALEGAL 
ERICK NELSON, the opinion letter of GIVENS PURSEL YA TTORNEY FRANK LEE 
and the affidavit of FRANK LEE'S agent or employee, SCOTT BEACHAM. These 
affidavits are completely inappropriate for this court's consideration in a case where the 
attorneys and the witnesses are the same law firm, GIVENS PURSLEY. The Idaho 
Rules of Professional Conduct prohibit any lawyer from acting as a witness in a case, 
MOTION FOR 00{)357 
JUDGMENT ON THE PLEADINGS 
except under those limited circumstances outlined in IRPC 3.7. None of those exceptions 
apply here. 
IRPC 3. 7 is designed to protect the court and the opposing party. According to the 
comments, the rule is designed "to protect the tribunal" and "the tribunal has proper 
objection when the trier of fact may be confused or misled by a lawyer serving as both an 
advocate and a witness." See comments to Professional Rules of Conduct. There is no 
exception here because Mr. Dvorak has utilized the services of another attorney in the 
same firm, Mr. Lee, a paralegal in same firm, and an employed agent of the law firm. 
Although the rules contemplate some situations where former counsel may testify in a 
case in which another partner is acting as an advocate, the rules only allow this if there is 
no conflict of interest. 
GIVENS PURSLEY has an ongoing conflict of interest. They are acting as 
attorneys, material and expert fact witnesses in pending litigation. 
Givens Pursley has taken it upon themselves to offer expert opinions on what they 
believe to be an ultimate issue of fact in the case: to wit: whether or not a relocation of a 
recorded easement would constitute a detriment to the defendants' property value. They 
have taken this position in an effort to influence the court in a case of dubious merit. 
Obviously, the prejudice to the defendants at this point is significant. Defendants 
have no access to these witnesses. Affidavits and evidence are now before the court. 
GIVENS PURLSEY LLP is the attorney of record in this case. GIVENS PURSLEY 
LLP is also the expert witness in the case. They cannot serve in both roles. 
The court has a duty to strike the affidavits and material before the court and to 
disqualify Givens Pursley from acting further as counsel in this matter. The firm has no 
MOTION FOR 
JUDGMENT ON THE PLEADINGS 000358 
inserted themselves as material expert witnesses in this case. This cannot be undone and 
there is no other remedy than to disqualify the law firm. The court should also enter an 
order that the attorney/client and work product privileges are now waived with regard any 
materials in the possession of GIVENS PURSLEY law finn. 
Oral argument is requested. 
Dated this 1 flf,A._ day of October, 2009. 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I hereby certify that on this c:9 1? day of October, 2009, I served a true and 
correct copy of the within and foregoing document by the method indicated below and 
addressed to the following: 
Thomas E. Dvorak 
Givens Pursley LLP 
PO Box 2720 
Boise ID 83701 
MOTION FOR 
JUDGMENT ON THE PLEADINGS 
t//US Mail 
__ Hand Delivery 
Facsimile: 
Molly Reed: Legal Assi&lant ~ 
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JOSEPH L. ELLSWORTH, ISB #3702 
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2 8 2009 
ELLSWORTH, KALLAS, TALBOY & DEFRANCO P.L.L.C. 
1031 E. Park Blvd. 
J. DAVID NAVARRO, Clerk 
By CARLY LATIMORE 
DEPUTY 
Boise, ID 83712 
Phone: (208) 336-1843 
Fax: (208) 345-8945 
ATTORNEY FOR DEFENDANTS 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA 
THOMAS CRELLIN MANNING and ) 
JULIE ANN MANNING, husband and ) 
wife, ) 
) 
Plaintiff: ) 
) 
VS. ) 
) 
WILLIAM J. CAMPBELL, an unmarried ) 
Individual, and NAOMI LOUISE ) 
CAMPBELL, an unmarried individual, ) 
) 
Defendants. ) 
Case No.: CV OC 2009 0007350 
NOTICE OF HEARING 
TO: THOMAS E. DVORAK, attorney ofrecord for Thomas Crellin Manning 
and Julie Ann Manning 
PLEASE TAKE NOTICE that the Defendants, by and through attorney of 
record, will call on for hearing the Motion to Strike Affidavits of Attorneys and Givens 
Pursley Employees, and also the Motion to Amend Scheduling Order, on Monday, 
November 30, 2009 at 3:00 p.m., at the Ada County Courthouse, 200 West Front Street, 
Boise, Idaho, in front of the Honorable Judge Ronald J. Wilper. 
,4'/{t"'<-DATED this~ day of October, 2009. 
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I hereby certify that on this ___ day of October, 2009, I served a true and 
correct copy of the within and foregoing document by the method indicated below and 
addressed to the following: 
Thomas E. Dvorak 
Givens Pursley LLP 
PO Box 2720 
Boise ID 83701 
NOTICE O.F HEARING 
;/US Mail 
~- Hand Delivery 
Facsimile: 
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Thomas E. Dvorak (ID State Bar ID# 5043) 
GIVENS PURSLEY LLP 
601 West Bannock Street 
Post Office Box 2720 
Boise, Idaho 83701-2720 
Telephone: 208-388-1200 
Facsimile: 208-388-1300 
705830_1 (10493-1) 
Attorneys for Tom and Julie Manning 
j• ;::;,,.-.. 1c. NAVARRO. 
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT FOR THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA 
THOMAS CRELLIN MANNING and 
JULIE ANN MANNING, husband and 
wife, 
Plaintiffs, 
V. 
WILLIAM J. CAMPBELL, an unmarried 
individual, and NAOMI LOUISE 
CAMPBELL, an unmarried individual, 
Defendants. 
Case No. CV OC 0907350 
MOTION TO STRIKE PORTIONS 
OF AFFIDAVIT OF BILL 
CAMPBELL IN SUPPORT OF 
JUDGMENT ON THE PLEADINGS 
COME NOW Plaintiffs, Thomas Crellin Manning and Julie Ann Manning, by and 
through their attorneys of record, Givens Pursley LLP, and hereby move to strike certain portions 
of the Affidavit of Bill Campbell pursuant to I.R.C.P. 12 and 56. The specific portions of the 
affidavit which are objectionable are identified in the Memorandum in Support of Motion to 
Strike filed contemporaneously herewith. In addition, this motion is made and based upon the 
000362 
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pleadings and documents previously filed and lodged herein and as may be filed and lodged 
hereinafter. 
/L: DATED this / Le day of November, 2009. 
GIVENS PURSLEY LLP 
= ~> 
_Jfl.,·Jhomas E. Dvorak 
c(j Attorneys for Plaintiffs 
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I hereby certify that on this / ~y of November, 2009, I caused to be served a true and 
correct copy of the foregoing document to the persons listed below the method indicated: 
Joseph L. Ellsworth 
Ellsworth, Kallas, Talboy & Defranco P .L.L.C. 
1031 E. Park Boulevard 
Boise, ID 83712 
Facsimile: 345-8945 
Attorney for Defendants William J. Campbell 
and Naomi Louise Campbell 
Hand Delivery 
~acsimile 
_,_ Overnight Courier 
U.S. Mail 
rThomas E:nvorak: 
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Thomas E. Dvorak (ID State Bar ID# 5043) 
GIVENS PURSLEY LLP 
601 West Bannock Street 
Post Office Box 2720 
Boise, Idaho 83701-2720 
Telephone: 208-388-1200 
Facsimile: 208-388-1300 
705833_1 (10493-1) 
Attorneys for Tom and Julie Manning 
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT FOR THE 
ST A TE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA 
THOMAS CRELLIN MANNING and 
JULIE ANN MANNING, husband and 
wife, 
Plaintiffs, 
V. 
WILLIAM J. CAMPBELL, an unmarried 
individual, and NAOMI LOUISE 
CAMPBELL, an unmarried individual, 
Defendants. 
Case No. CV OC 0907350 
MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT OF 
MOTION TO STRIKE 
COME NOW Plaintiffs, Thomas Crellin Manning and Julie Ann Manning, by and 
through their attorneys of record, Givens Pursley LLP, and hereby submit this Memorandum in 
Support of Motion to Strike. 
OBJECTIONABLE PORTIONS OF AFFIDAVIT 
12. To the best of my knowledge, this common driveway has been in 
existence since 1952 when the easement agreement was executed. 
13. There is no way to relocate the existing driveway without 
substantial property damage and diminution to the value of my property. . . . The 
Boise City Fire Department has also informed me that any such relocation would 
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not comply with the fire code as the tum would be too tight for equipment to 
reach my property in the event of an emergency. 
This Affidavit was submitted in the context of a motion for judgment on the pleadings. 
Under I.R.C.P. 12(c), when a motion for judgment on the pleadings is made and '·matters outside 
the pleadings are presented to and not excluded by the court, the motion shall be treated as one 
for summary judgment and disposed of as provided in Rule 56, and all parties shall be given 
reasonable opportunity to present all material made pertinent in such a motion by Rule 56." 
Under Rule 56, specifically Rule 56(e): 
Supporting and opposing affidavits shall be made on personal 
knowledge, shall set forth such facts as would be admissible in 
evidence, and shall show affirmatively that the affiant is competent 
to testify to the matters stated therein. 
LR.C.P. 56(e). An affidavit which does not set forth facts admissible in evidence, but simply 
states the affiant's conclusions and opinions as to the significance of evidence presented is 
insufficient under this rule. Yribra v. Fitzpatrick, 87 Idaho 366,393 P.2d 588 (1964). See also, 
Matthews v. New York L(fe Insurance Co., 92 Idaho 372, 443 P.2d 456 (l 968)(an affidavit not 
made upon the affiant's personal knowledge but representing merely the affiant's conclusion is 
inadmissible to show absence of a genuine issue of material fact). In the case of Sammis . v 
Magnatek, Inc., the court made it clear that hearsay statements within an affidavit are not 
admissible on summary judgment. See Sammis v. Magnatek, Inc., 130 Idaho 342,941 P.2d 314 
(l 997)(holding that statements about alleged corporate transfers of a motor division of a 
manufacturer of a component of a heater were not relied upon by an electrical engineer expert 
witness and therefore were inadmissible hearsay). 
Further, Mr. Campbell's testimony about the location of the alleged easement is not 
competent testimony under Idaho law to describe the location of the easement as it is not from a 
licensed surveyor. See, e.g., Beuthel v. Van Stone, 120 Idaho 522, 87 P .2d 188 ( Ct. App. 
000366 
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1991 )(remanding case with instructions that the entire length of the easement be surveyed so the 
judgment can contain a precise location of the course and location of the easement); Phillips 
Industries, Inc. v. Firkins, 121 Idaho 693, 827 P.2d 706 (Ct. App. 1992)(same). 
II.~ .. DATED this __ lY_.:,_. _day of November, 2009. 
GIVENS PURSLEY LLP 
. ~,,A,_,;:fi: mas . Dvorak U Attorneys for Plaintiffs 
l\lEMORANDUi\l IN SUPPORT OF MOTION TOSTRIKE-3 
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
1 hereby certify that on this /l, ¾ay of November, 2009, 1 caused to be served a true and 
correct copy of the foregoing document to the persons listed below the method indicated: 
Joseph L. Ellsworth 
Ellsworth, Kallas, Talboy & Defranco P.L.L.C. 
1031 E. Park Boulevard 
Boise, ID 83712 
Facsimile: 345-8945 
Attorney for Defendants William J Campbell 
and Naomi Louise Campbell 
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, Hand Delivery 
YFacsimile 
--r- Overnight Courier 
U.S. Mail 
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GIVENS PURSLEY LLP 
601 West Bannock Street 
Post Office Box 2720 
Boise, Idaho 83701-2720 
Telephone: 208-388-1200 
Facsimile: 208-388-1300 
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Attorneys for Tom and Julie Manning 
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT FOR THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA 
THOMAS CRELLIN MANNING and 
JULIE ANN MANNING, husband and 
wife, 
Plaintiffs, 
v. 
WILLIAM J. CAMPBELL, an unmarried 
individual, and NAOMI LOUISE 
CAMPBELL, an unmarried individual, 
Defendants. 
Case No. CV OC 0907350 
PLAINTIFFS'RESPONSEIN 
OPPOSITION TO DEFENDANTS' 
MOTION TO STRIKE AFFIDAVITS 
OF ATTORNEYS AND GIVENS 
PURSLEY EMPLOYEES 
COME NOW Plaintiffs, Thomas Crellin Manning and Julie Ann Manning, by and 
through their attorneys of record, Givens Pursley LLP, and hereby submit this Response in 
Opposition to Defendants' Motion to Strike Affidavits of Attorneys and Givens Pursley 
Employees. 
ARGUMENT 
Defendants have moved to strike the affidavits of Givens Pursley paralegal Eric Nelson, 
the "opinion letter of Givens Pursley attorney Frank Lee and the Affidavit of Frank Lee's agent 
-
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or employee Scott Beecham." The motion to strike misapprehends the applicable ethical and 
evidentiary rules and should be denied. 
Idaho Rule of Professional Conduct 3.7 provides: 
(a) A lawyer shall not act as an advocate at a trial in which the 
lawyer is likely to be a necessary witness unless: (1) the 
testimony relates to an uncontested issue; (2) the testimony 
relates to the unique nature and value of legal services 
rendered in the case; (3) disqualification of the lawyer would 
work a substantial hardship on the client. 
(b) A lawyer may act as an advocate in a trial in which another 
lawyer in a lawyer's firm is likely to be called as a witness 
unless precluded by doing so by Rule 1. 7 or Rule 1.9 [ conflict 
of interest rules]. 
The comments to that rule go on to provide that: 
Because the tribunal is not likely to be misled when a lawyer acts 
as an advocate in a trial in which another lawyer in a lawyer's firm 
will testify as a necessary witness paragraph (b) permits the lawyer 
to do so except in situations involving a conflict of interest. 
In the case at hand, the challenge is to three potential persons who may serve as expert 
witnesses, only one of whom is a partner at Givens Pursley LLP, that is Mr. Frank Lee. Mr. Lee 
has not offered an affidavit in this litigation. However, Scott Beecham did offer an affidavit in 
this litigation and has been retained as an expert witness by the Plaintiffs with respect to 
entitlement issues of Defendants" property. Mr. Beecham is not an attorney, nor is he an 
employee or otherwise affiliated with the Givens Pursley law firm. In his affidavit, Mr. 
Beecham states that his '·experience and training qualifies me as an expert on the land use 
entitlement of land within Boise, Idaho.'" He also states that he had summarized an e-mail 
prepared by attorney Frank Lee, a copy of which was attached to his Affidavit as Exhibit··£'' and 
that he agrees with those conclusions and has relied upon them, but that he '"did not solely rely 
upon Mr. Lee's opinion in reaching my opinion here. I also relied upon my own independent 
000370 
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investigation as set out above." In order for "expert testimony to be admissible, the party 
offering the evidence must show the expert is a qualified expert in the field, the evidence would 
be of assistance to the trier of fact, experts in the particular field would reasonably rely upon the 
same type of facts relied upon by the expert in forming his opinion, and the probative value of 
the testimony is not substantially outweighed by its prejudicial effect." Ryan v. Beisner, 123 
Idaho 42, 844 P.2d 24 (Ct. App. 1992). Idaho Rule of Evidence 703 provides: 
IRE 703. 
The facts or data in the particular case upon which an expert bases 
an opinion or inference may be those perceived by or made known 
to the expert at or before the hearing. If of a type reasonably relied 
upon by experts in the particular field in forming opinions or 
inferences upon the subject, the facts or data need not be 
admissible in evidence in order for the opinion or inference to be 
admitted. Facts or data that are otheiwise inadmissible shall not be 
disclosed to the jury by the proponent of the opinion or inference 
unless the court determines that their probative value in assisting 
the jury to evaluate the expert's opinion substantially outweighs 
their prejudicial effect. 
At the present time, the hearsay e-mail of Frank Lee that was relied upon by Scott 
Beecham is simply a basis for Mr. Beecham's testimony. The counsel for Plaintiffs does not 
have any intention of offering Mr. Lee as a witness at trial at the present time, but if indeed Mr. 
Lee were to become a witness, or to be called as a witness by the opposing party, the express 
language of Rule 3. 7 does not require disqualification of the firm under the circumstances. 
Certainly no disqualification of the firm can be imputed by having an expert witness, who is not 
an employee of or affiliated with the firm or otheiwise an agent of the firm and even a non-
lawyer testify as an expert witness as to his opinion. Even if the Defendants call Mr. Lee as a 
witness at trial, this does not work a disqualification of the firm. See, e.g., Meyer v. Iowa klold. 
Tooling Co., 141 F. Supp.2d 973 (N.D. Iowa 200l)(under Iowa law, attorneys in firm 
representing employer in employee's disability discrimination case could not be disqualified 
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based on employee's intent to call as a witness an attorney who was a former member of the 
firm); Cunningham v. Sams, 588 S.E.2d 484 (N.C. Ct. App. 2003)(although disqualification of 
attorney was proper as attorney was a material and necessary witness, attorney's law firm should 
not have been disqualified from representing client at trial). 
With respect to Mr. Eric Nelson, Mr. Nelson's testimony as a witness is potentially 
relevant on two points. First, Mr. Nelson has constructed the chain of title for the property by 
reviewing the relevant property records and offered an affidavit to this effect. Further, in putting 
the chain together, Mr. Nelson recalled an incident where a lack of access claim had been made 
by a prior owner of the property to a title insurance company that Mr. Nelson was employed by 
at the time. His testimony in this regard may be relevant, too. Nothing under Rule 3.7 requires 
disqualification of the attorney or firm representing the client where a non-attorney employee of 
the firm has information that makes him a material witness. For example, in the case of Hagood 
v. Summerville, 607 S.E.2d 707 (S.C. 2005), the court held that the rule of professional conduct 
governing "lawyer as witness" did not prohibit an individual who was employed full-time as a 
professional investigator and accident reconstruction expert by the attorney for the plaintiff from 
testifying in a personal injury case handled by that attorney in which there existed no conflict of 
interest between the attorney's employee and the plaintiff. There, the court said ·'jurors are not 
likely to be confused by a lawyer's employee testifying as a witness for a client while the lawyer 
serves as the client's advocate. Jurors should readily perceive the distinction, particularly since 
the opposing party may emphasize the fact of the witness's employment." The risk of confusion 
and of misapprehending the respective party's roles is especially minimal in this case, which is 
fundamentally a quiet title case, and will be tried by a judge not a jury. Therefore, the risk of the 
Court being confused is completely mitigated. 
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Accordingly, the motion to strike is completely without merit and basis and should be 
denied. 
GIVENS PURSLEY LLP 
, ,,.. Thomas : vorak 
C/f,.c,,- --{/ Attorneys for Plaintiffs 
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
'A-
I hereby certify that on this /6, /day of November, 2009, I caused to be served a true and 
correct copy of the foregoing document to the persons listed below the method indicated: 
Joseph L. Ellsworth 
Ellsworth, Kallas, Talboy & Defranco P.L.L.C. 
I 031 E. Park Boulevard 
Boise, 1D 83712 
Facsimile: 345-8945 
Attorney for Defendants William J Campbell 
and Naomi Louise Campbell 
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Hand Delivery 
Facsimile 
Overnight Courier 
U.S. Mail 
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Thomas E. Dvorak liD State Bar ID# 5043) 
GIVENS PURSLEY LLP 
601 West Bannock Street 
Post Office Box 2720 
Boise, Idaho 83701-2720 
Telephone: 208-388-1200 
Facsimile: 208-388-1300 
705862_\ (10493-1) 
Attorneys for Tom and Julie Manning 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT FOR THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA 
THOMAS CRELLIN MANNING and 
JULIE ANN MANNING, husband and 
wife, 
Plaintiffs, 
V. 
WILLIAM J. CAMPBELL, an unmarried 
individual, and NAOMI LOUISE 
CAMPBELL, an unmarried individual, 
Defendants. 
Case No. CV OC 0907350 
RESPONSE MEMORANDUM IN 
OPPOSITION TO MOTION FOR 
JUDGMENT ON THE PLEADINGS 
COME NOW Plaintiffs, Thomas Crellin Manning and Julie Ann Manning, by and 
through their attorneys of record, Givens Pursley LLP, and hereby submit this Response 
Memorandum in Opposition to Motion for Judgment on the Pleadings. 
STANDARD OF REVIEW 
Under I.R.C.P. 12(c), when a motion for judgment on the pleadings is made and "matters 
outside the pleadings are presented to and not excluded by the court, the motion shall be treated 
as one for summary judgment and disposed of as provided in Rule 56, and all parties shall be 
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given reasonable opportunity to present all material made pertinent in such a motion by Rule 
56."' 
ARGUMENT 
The position of Defendants William J. and Naomi Louise Campbell (hereinafter 
--campbell") is that the 1952 Agreement is '·concisely drafted, unambiguous and clear in scope," 
that the agreement defines the current location of the driveway as a perpetual easement, and that 
there is no right to move the driveway. With all due respect, the 1952 Agreement (a) does not 
delineate the location of the driveway, (b) was written to benefit a different parcel of property 
than the current one owned by the Campbells, and (c) contains language that can be interpreted 
as unambiguously creating only a mere license. 
In response to the Motion for Judgment on the Pleadings, the Mannings incorporate by 
reference and restate all pleadings and other documentation that were submitted in support of 
their Motion for Summary Judgment. 
Further, an action to quiet title or for declaratory judgment is an appropriate action to 
declare the respective rights of competeing claimants to the same piece of property. See e.g., LC. 
§ 6-401. Leiviston Lime Co. v. Barney, 87 Idaho 462, 394 P.2d 323 (l 964)(Every estate or 
interest known to law in real property, whether legal or equitable, may be determined in action to 
quiet title); Dickerson v. Brewster, 1965, 88 Idaho 330, 399 P.2d 407 (l 965)("Action to quiet 
title" is one in which plaintiff asserts his own estate and declares generally that defendant claims 
some estate in land, without defining it, and avers that claim is without foundation, and calls on 
defendant to set forth nature of his claim, so that it may be determined by decree); Schneider v. 
Howe, 133 P.3d 1232, 142 Idaho 767 (2006)(In declaratory judgment cases that determine the 
existence of an easement, Supreme Court does not hesitate to remand cases because of an 
inadequacy in the district court's description of the easement in the judgment). 
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Whether the 1952 Agreement creates merely a license or whether it actually creates an 
easement, the following issues remain to be determined between the parties as potentially 
competing claims to the same real property: (a) the precise location and boundaries of the access 
afforded; (b) the terms and manner of use of the access; and ( c) the terms under which the access 
can be moved to another proposed location. The citation to case law regarding easements that is 
quoted by the Campbells to support their argument in this regard has a good discussion of how 
the scope of an easement cannot be expanded to the injury of the servient estate. The issue of the 
location of the boundaries of the easement and the allowed specific manner of use and terms of 
access bear exactly on this point. In fact, it is reversible error, as pointed out in the Manning's 
Swnmary Judgment briefing in this matter, for a court, once an issue of whether an easement has 
been raised, not to issue a decision setting forth the character as well as the width and length of 
an easement Beckstead v. Price, 146 ldaho 57, 190 P.3d 876 (2008). The rationale for this 
requirement is to avoid future conflicts. See e.g .. Palmer v. Fitzpatrick, 97 Idaho 925, 557 P.2d 
209 (l 976)C· A judgment which affects an interest in real property must describe the interests 
with such certainty that rights and liabilities are clearly fixed"); Devine v. Cuff, 111 Idaho 476, 
725 P.2d 181 (Ct. App. l 986)(noting that district judge had observed a survey of easement was 
necessary to ·'avoid future conflicts and uncertainty"). This same reason applies to the need for 
the court to specifically delinate what rights of use are associated with this license or easement in 
this case. To leave it at "reasonable" use simply invites future controversy between the parties. 
Therefore, it borders on irrational to say that there exists no cognizable quiet title or declaratory 
judgment claim in the present case. 
The testimony of Bill Campbell on the point of the location of the driveway is 
incompetent to establish the location. Mr. Campbell is not a surveyor and cannot testify as to 
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how the driveway is legally described in a manner that would be cognizable in the real property 
records. 
Later in their brief, Campbell acknowledges the need for a surveyed legal description of 
their claimed easement, but insists that this is something the Mannings should pay for. On the 
contrary, as the party claiming the easement, it only makes sense that Campbell should be 
required to come forward and pay for the same. It is not part of the Mannings' case in chief to 
prove the existence and description of this easement. The party who has the burden on this issue 
and stands to gain from proof on this issue should bear the responsibility for and pay the costs of 
proving the same. Cf Devine v. Cuff, 111 Idaho 476, 725 P.2d 181 (Ct. App.1986)(noting that 
district judge had ordered party who had obtained easement to pay for a survey of the same). 
In conclusion, the motion for judgment on the pleadings is not well taken and offers no 
basis for the court merely to enter judgment in Campbell's favor. Manning asks that the Motion 
be denied. 
DATED this 
-) 
I /'\ I (o day of November, 2009. 
GIVENS PURSLEY LLP 
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
·~-I hereby certify that on this /~- day of November, 2009, I caused to be served a true and 
correct copy of the foregoing document to the persons listed below the method indicated: 
Joseph L. Ellsworth 
Ellsworth, Kallas, Talboy & Defranco P.L.L.C. 
103 I E. Park Boulevard 
Boise, ID 83712 
Facsimile: 345-8945 
Attorney for Defendants William J. Campbell 
and Naomi Louise Campbell 
){and Delivery 
Y Facsimile 
t Overnight Courier 
U.S. Mail 
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f\ 
Thomas E. Dvorak (ID Slate Bar ID/I 5043) 
GIVENS PURSLEY LLP 
601 West Bannock Street 
Post Office Box 2720 
Boise, Idaho 83701 -2720 
Telephone: 208-388-1200 
Facsimile: 208-388-1300 
712608_1 (10493-1) 
Attorneys for Tom and Julie Manning 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT FOR THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR 
THOMAS CRELLIN MANNING and 
JULIE ANN MANNING, husband and 
wife, 
Plaintiffs, 
v. 
WILLIAM J. CAMPBELL, an unmarried 
individual, and NAOMI LOUISE 
CAMPBELL, an unmarried individual, 
Defendants. 
COUNTY OF ADA 
Case No. CV QC 0907350 
NOTICE OF HEARING 
PLEASE TAKE NOTICE that on the 30th day of November, 2009, at the hour of3:00 
p.m., or as soon thereafter as counsel may be heard, before the Honorable Ronald J. Wilpcr, 
District Judge for the above entitled Court at the Ada County Courthouse located at 200 West 
Front Street, Boise, Idaho Plaintiffs will call up for hearing their Motion to Strike Portions of 
Affidavit of Bill Campbell in Support of Judgment on the Pleadings. 
DATED this /17? day of November, 2009. 
Nonn; OF MEARING - I 
GIVENS PURSLEY LLP 
.b~ 
Thomas E. Dvorak 
Attorneys for Plaintiff'i 000380 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I hereby certify that on this ( 1!!1ay of November, 2009, I caused to be served a true and 
correct copy of the foregoing document to the persons listed below the method indicated: 
Joseph L. Ellsworth 
Ellsworth, Kallas, Talboy & Defranco P.L.L.C. 
l 031 E. Park Boulevard 
Boise, ID 83712 
facsimile: 345-8945 
Attorney for Defendants William J Campbell 
and Naomi Louise Campbell 
_ I-I and Delivery 
~Facsimile 
__ Overnight Courier 
U.S. Mail 
Thomas E. Dvorak 
N<rnn: OF IIF,\HI\G - :! 
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Thomas E. Dvorak (ID State Bar ID# 5043) 
GIVENS PURSLEY LLP 
601 West Bannock Street 
Post Office Box 2720 
Boise, Idaho 83701-2720 
Telephone: 208-388-1200 
Facsimile: 208-388-1300 
632951_1 
Attorneys for Tom and Julie Manning 
A.M ____ FI_.U. .~ qq?) 
DECO 3 2009 
J. QAVID NAVARRO. Cii!rk 
i;>y l.,AMlii!a 
l:lliPUTY 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT FOR THE 
ST A TE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA 
THOMAS CRELLIN MANNING and 
JULIE ANN MANNING, husband and 
wife, 
Plaintiffs, 
V. 
WILLIAM J. CAMPBELL, an unmarried 
individual, and NAOMI LOUISE 
CAMPBELL, an unmarried individual, 
Defendants. 
Case No. CV OC 0907350 
AMENDED COMPLAINT FOR 
DECLARATORY JUDGMENT AND 
QUIET TITLE 
COME NOW Plaintiffs Thomas Crellin Manning and Julie Ann Manning (the 
"Mannings"), by and through their attorneys of record, Givens Pursley LLP, and for cause of 
action against the above-named Defendants, plead, allege and aver as follows: 
PARTIES AND JURISDICTION 
1. The Plaintiffs Mannings are husband and wife and reside in Ada County, Idaho. 
2. The Defendant William J. Campbell is an unmarried individual who resides in 
Ada County, Idaho. 
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3. The Defendant Naomi Louise Campbell 1s an individual who resides m Los 
Angeles County, California. 
4. Jurisdiction and venue in this matter is proper before this Court. 
COMMON ALLEGATIONS 
5. On Tuesday, October 14, 2008, the Mannings closed on their purchase of the 
home located at 2000 N 21 st St, Boise, Idaho 83 702, and a true and correct copy of the deed they 
received to their property, which also contains a legal description of their property is attached 
hereto as Exhibit "A" (the ··Manning Property"). 
6. The real property abutting the Manning Property and immediately to the cast of 
the Manning Property is owed by one Naomi Louise Campbell, as documented in a certain 
Quitclaim Deed recorded as instrument number 97106812 in the records of Ada County, Idaho 
on December 23, 1997, which contains a description of that real property, a true and correct copy 
of which is attached hereto as Exhibit "B'' (the '·Campbell Property"). 
7. Defendant Naomi Louise Campbell does not reside upon lhe Campbell Property, 
but upon information and belief resides in Hawthorne, California. 
8. The Campbell Property is occupied by Defendant William J. Cambell (hereinafter 
·'Bill Campbclr'). 
9. Bill Campbell claims an interest in the Campbell Property by virtue of a 
Memorandum of Contract recorded in the real property records on June 2, 1998, as instrument 
number 98053417, a true and correct copy of which is attached hereto as Exhibit ··c:· 
10. The physical access to the Campbell Property is taken across the Manning 
Property and utilizes a portion of the Manning Driveway. 
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11. A document titled "Agreement" was recorded in the real property records of Ada 
County, Idaho, on August 9, 2952, as instrument number 334924, a true and correct copy of 
which is attached hereto as Exhibit "D" between the predecessors in interest of the Manning 
Property and the Campbell Property and purports to address a license or right on behalf of the 
owner of the Campbell Property to use an existing drive-way across the Manning Property 
("Driveway Agreement"). 
12. The Driveway Agreement itself provides only for "a right to use the drive-way 
jointly ... the same including all rights of ingress and egress over the same, that said drive-way 
nmning and leading from the end of the North 21 st Street of the City of Boise, Idaho, in a 
northerly and southerly direction, far enough to allow the second parties herein to enkr upon 
their premises which adjoin the premises of the first parties on the east side of said premises." 
13. On Wednesday, October 15, 2008, the Mannings had their first introduction to 
their neighbor, Bill Campbell when Campbell repeatedly walked into the Mannings' driveway 
and shots arrows with a compound bow from the Mannings' property onto his own property. 
14. On or about Monday, October 27, 2008, Done-Rite Tree Company spent 
approximately eight hours cutting dmvn approximately 14 large trees in the neighborhood 
immediately surrounding the Mannings' home, at homes located on 21 st and 20th streets. 
15. Bill Campbell caused most or all of these trees delivered to his property that 
afternoon and evening. Campbell then began cutting these trees with an electric chainsaw and 
has continued this activity on a regular basis from that date forward. 
16. Currently, lumber and the cut up firewood from those trees covers a majority of 
his property along with unused sinks, pipes, toilets, multiple large-sized trailers, a motorcycle, 
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dilapidated playground equipment, numerous ladders, hoses, oil cans and an approximately 
20-foot-tall metal tank. 
17. Campbell also has dug an approximately 20-foot-deep by 10-foot-diameter hole in 
front of his house adjacent to the Mannings' property that has been there since at least July, 
2008. 
18. The Mannings desire to either have the access to the Campbell Property (a) 
terminated or (b) relocated so that the access to the Campbell Property traverses the minimum 
portion possible of the Manning Property. 
19. The Mannings have three children, ages three, six and nine who like to play in the 
front yard of their home. 
20. As currently configured, the driveway covers a large portion of the front yard, 
substantially more than the minimum area necessary for Campbell to gain access to his property. 
The Manning's desire to terminate or relocate Bill Campbell's access was precipitated: 
A. Safety reason: the Mannings have three children, ages three, six 
and nine who like to play in the front yard of their home. As currently 
configured, the driveway covers a large portion of the front yard, substantially 
more than necessary for Campbell to gain access to his property. The Mannings 
would like to reduce the access area so that their children can play in the front 
yard without fear of being hit by Campbell's vehicle, a UPS-sized plumbing 
truck. 
B. Improve and Change the use of the Mannings' property: It no 
longer makes sense for the Mannings to have a long driveway across their 
property as due to significant remodeling, the Mannings' garage is now on the 
west side of the Manning Property, and they desire to use their property for 
different purposes. 
C. Nuisance Reasons: The Mannings desire to shield themselves from 
the eyesore that Campbell maintains on his property by shifting Campbell's 
access towards the street and building a fence across a portion of the common 
property boundary. 
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.. 
21. Consequently, the dual use of the access driveway for both the Mannings and 
Campbell is unnecessary and undesirable from the Mannings' perspective. 
22. On or about the weekend of December 27-28, 2008, Tom Manning approached 
Bill Campbell to discuss relocating the access across the Mannings' property by shifting this 
access closer towards the public street. 
23. On or about January 5, 2009, a surveyor from the Idaho Survey Group came to 
the Mannings' home, at their request, to mark the property boundary between the Campbell 
Property and the Manning Property in preparation to build a fence. 
24. On or about January 7, 2009, Butte Fence Company began setting posts for a 
fence to run along the boundary between the Manning Property and Campbell Property, 
incorporating a relocation access to Campbell Property, by shifting his tum-in point 
approximately 18 feet southward, towards the public street. 
25. After seeing the fence builders, Bill Campbell parked his UPS-sized plumbing 
truck across the boundary line between the Manning Property and the Campbell Property. 
26. Julie Manning asked Bill Campbell to move his truck, and Bill Campbell refused. 
27. The conversation escalated and, fearing for her safety and desiring for Bill 
Campbell to remove his truck from the Mannings' property, Julie Manning called the police. 
28. Upon arrival, the police advised Mrs. Manning to obtain a court order to enforce 
her rights against Bill Campbell. 
29. The Mannings then asked the fence builders to cease work on the disputed portion 
of the fence until further notice. 
30. On or about Saturday January 10, 2009, Tom and Julie Manning knocked on 
Campbell's door for the purpose of discussing the driveway and fences issues. 
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31. Bill Campbell responded by flashing his porch lights on and oft~ but he did not 
answer the door. 
,,,., 
.) ""· On or about Sunday, February 22, 2009, Tom Manning approached Bill Campbell 
to discuss the fence and access relocation with Bill Campbell in the Mannings' front yard. 
33. Bill Campbell responded by yelling profanities at Tom in front of the Mannings' 
three small children, then aged three, six and eight. 
34. Tom returned inside his home and retrieved a talking points memorandum to give 
to Bill Campbell, a true and correct copy of which is attached hereto as Exhibit '·E." 
35. Bill Campbell refused to accept this memorandum and told Tom Manning he 
could put it under Bill Campbell's doormat. 
36. Tom Manning did so. 
37. On Wednesday, February 25, 2009, Julie Manning approached Bill Campbell 
while he was in his front yard and attempted to discuss the driveway issue. 
38. Bill Campbell stated there was no way he would allow the access to be relocated. 
39. Bill Campbell also informed Julie of his long term plans to build an additional 
house on his property that would also need to use Julie's driveway for access. 
40. On Thursday, February 26, 2009, Bill Campbell planted an approximately ten foot 
tall evergreen tree on his property directly in the path of where the Mannings and Bill Campbell 
had discussed relocating the access. 
41. Monday, March 30, 2009, Bill Campbell spent approximately four hours laying 
railroad ties in a box arrangement and filling in the box with dirt in the path of where the 
Mannings and Bill Campbell had discussed relocating the access. 
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COUNT 1 
Quiet Title 
42. The foregoing paragraphs are incorporated herein by this reference and restated as 
if set forth in full. 
43. Defendants claim an interest in the Manning Property adverse to the Mannings in 
accordance with Idaho Code Section 6-401, et. seq. 
44. Pursuant to Idaho Code Section 6-401, et. seq., the Mannings are entitled to a 
decree quieting title and decreeing and declaring that any rights of Defendants and any persons 
claiming an interest in the Campbell Property pursuant to the Driveway Agreement or otherwise 
to use the Manning Property for any purpose are at most in the nature of a license to use the 
driveway for access and that said license is terminable and revocable by Mannings at any time. 
45. In the alternative and in the event that Defendants successfully contest the 
Manning's position that the Driveway Agreement confers only a revocable license at most, and 
the Court indeed finds that the Campbell Property does have an access right, then the Manning 
seek that this Court enter an appropriate order or judgment: 
a. setting forth the exact boundaries and description of Campbell's right, if 
any, to use the Manning Property, 
b. requiring Campbell to undertake at his own expense and produce a 
surveyed description defining and describing the boundaries; and 
c. otherwise describing the limitations of such right, including a limitation on 
the scope of such right (a) to only the access necessary to take motor 
vehicle access to and from a single residence only; and (b) not to park 
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upon or otherwise stop or tum a vehicle around upon the Manning 
Property. 
46. In the event or a failure to produce such surveyed description by Campbell, the 
Mannings are entitled to a judgment quieting title to their property as against any and all right, 
interest and title of Campbell. 
COUNT2 
Declaratory Judgment 
47. The foregoing paragraphs are incorporated herein by this reference and restated as 
if set forth in full. 
48. The relief sought in Count 2, is sought in the alternative and in the event the Court 
indeed finds that the Campbell Property does have an access right. 
49. The parties to this case are persons interested under a written contract or other 
writings or persons whose rights, status or other legal relations are affected by a statute and who 
desire to have a question or questions arising under the same determined by this Court in 
accordance with Idaho Code Section 10-1202. 
50. The determination of such questions will terminate a controversy and remove an 
uncertainty between the parties in accordance with Idaho Code Section 10-1205. 
51. Idaho Code Section 55-313 provides: 
Where, for motor vehicle travel, any access which is less than a 
public dedication, has heretofore been or may hereafter be, 
constructed across private lands, the person or persons owning or 
controlling the private lands shall have the right at their own 
expense to change such access to any other part of the private 
lands, but such change must be made in such a manner as not to 
obstruct motor vehicle travel, or to otherwise injure any person or 
persons using or interested in such access. 
52. The Mannings are entitled to a declaratory judgment decreeing and declaring that: 
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a. Idaho Code Section 5 5-3 13 allows the Mannings to relocate the access of 
Campbell (assuming that Campbell is determined to have a legal right to 
access in accordance with Count 1 above) at the Mannings' option to one 
of the two locations that are graphically depicted and legally described on 
Exhibits "F" and "G" hereto; 
b. changing such access to the location described on Exhibits "F" or "G" and 
installing a fence with a gate does not materially injure or otherwise 
impact any license or easement that Defendant has pursuant to the 
Driveway Agreement or otherwise; 
c. the relocation of said access is in accordance with Idaho Cod~ Section 55-
313; 
d. Defendants shall not interfere with the Mannings' efforts to change said 
access and Defendants shall reasonably cooperate with such efforts 
including signing any documentation that third parties such as the Ada 
County Highway District may require; 
e. once the access is so relocated, Campbell shall have no right, and shall be 
permanently enjoined from, going upon any other portion of the Manning 
Property or from using the Manning Property for any other purpose other 
than vehicular access consistent and within the scope of access to a single 
family residence; and 
f. a copy of the judgment entered in this case may be recorded in the real 
property records of Ada County, Idaho, as proof that the access agreement 
has been amended in conformance therewith. 
ATTORNEYS' FEES 
Based upon the actions of Campbell, the Mannings have been forced to retain the 
services of Givens Pursley LLP to prosecute this action. A reasonable fee for prosecuting this 
action pursuant to Idaho Code Section 12-120(3) is $5,000 in the event of a judgment by default 
or in such other and further amount that this Court may deem appropriate at the appropriate time 
in the proceedings. 
PRAYER FOR RELIEF 
WHEREFORE, the Plaintiffs pray that this Court enter the following relief: 
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1. For judgment in favor of Plaintiffs and against Defendants on all counts of 
Plaintiffs' Complaint as Prayed for in each Count; 
2. For an award of Plaintiffs' costs and attorneys' fees in the amount prayed for 
above;and 
3. For such ot4d further relief as this Court may deem just in the premises. 
DATED this J day of December, 2009. 
GIVEN4.LEY LLP 
~~ 
Thomas E. Dvorak 
Attorneys for Plaintiffs 
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CERT::;tATE OF SERVICE 
I hereby certify that on this~ day of December, 2009, I caused to be served a true and 
correct copy of the foregoing document to the persons listed below the method indicated: 
Joseph L. Ellsworth 
Ellsworth, Kallas, Talboy & Defranco P.L.L.C. 
1031 E. Park Boulevard 
Boise, ID 83712 
Facsimile: 345-8945 
Attorney for Defendants William J Campbell 
and Naomi Louise Campbell 
¥Hand Delivery 
' Facsimile 
Overnight Courier 
U.S. Mail 
Thomas E. Dvorak 
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EXHIBIT "A" 
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WARRANTY DEE:0 
FOR VALUE RECEIVED, 
10SJ14031 
Benjamin H. Scbwarn- and E:mily A. Stegner-Sehwarlz, husband and wife, 
the Grancor, does hereby grant, bargain sell and convey unto 
Thomas Crellin Man11ing and Julie Ann Maniung, husband ;iad wife 
whose cUIIent address is 2000 N. 21st S1ree1, Boise, ID 83702 
rhe Grantee, cbe following described premises, in Ada County, lduho, TO WIT: 
A piece or parcel of laud in rhe Northeast qu.o.rter of the Sou~t quaner of Section 33. 
Township 4 Nonh, Range 2 East of the Boise Meridian, Ada County, Idaho, panicularly 
described as follows: 
Commencing at the East quaner comer of Section 33, Township 4 Nonh, Range 2 East of the 
Boise Meridian; thenco 
SoUih on section fine and the center line of 20th Su-eet 487.91 feet lo a point; thence 
Norlh 89 degrees 20' West 390 feet; thence 
South 247.5 fec1 to !he Real Place of Beginning and <he Northwes1 comer of tncc; thence 
South 247.5 feet 10 the Southwest comer of the tract; lheoce 
South 89 degree3 20' East 98 Feet to an iron pin, the Southeast comer of said trac~ 1heru:e 
Nonh 247.5 feet lO an iron pin, lhe Northeast comer of said 1rt1c1; thence 
North 89 degrees 20' West 9g feel to the Real Place of Beginning. 
TO HA VE AND TO HOLO Ille said premises, with their app,.lf!e1W1ce.-1 unlo !he said Grao1ee, iis heU'l a.ad 
assig,u forever. iUld 1he said Grantor does llcretiy covenao1 m and wirh I.he said Grantee, 1na1 Granror is the OWI\CT 
· in fet: simple ohaid prcmi~es; that they are free from all aicumbra.occ, EXCEPT rhosc to which lh.is convr:yar,cc, is 
~pres.sly made $Ubject and !hose made, suffered or done by the Grantee; e.nd subjecl (0 ;i.ll e,r.isring palcnL 
rcsciva1i0113, CMcmenti, rigli1(s) of way, protce1ivc covenants, ;roning Oftlinllllces, and applicabla bllilding coJcs. 
law$ and iat;ularion~ gcnC1'aJ ll!l'es and =smorus, in<:luding irriguion e.nd 111ilily m-c-ssments (if any) for 1hio 
curcenr year, which asc oot due and payable, iUld lhlll Gra.iuor will wamm1 aod defend lhc same from all lawful 
clai= whai.soc:Y,r. Wh~never the conlcxt so requires, I.he singular numb.:, includes the plural. · 
000394 
Dated: 10/09/2008 
-'Benjamin li.&;h~artz 
-~ Emily A. Stegner-Schwartz 
Slate ofldaho) 
County of Ada) 
On this ~ of October, 2008, before me, the undersigned, a notary public, personally 
appeare~ Benjamin H. Schwartz, Emily A- Stegner-Schwartz known to me or proven to me on 
1he basis of satisfactory evidence to be the persons whose names are subscribed to the within 
instrument and acknowledged to me that they ei<.ecuted the same. 
~ 
Notary Public 
Residing at: Boise 
My commission expires: 02/28/14 
{Seal) 
000395 
EXHIBIT "B" 
000396 
PIONEER Tm..E COMPANY 
OF J\0A COtJNTY 
ir.21 West Slate Street I Boise, Jd~ho 8J701 
(208) 3J6-6700 
i!88 North Cole Road I Boise. Idaho 83704 
(W!l) 377-1700 
P-Iii34D 
000397 
i!Xl!UIT A 
i'AACil!L I 
CO/.t.!Ette:IHG AT iHE QUAI\TEll COIWEfl G-OMMON TO SECTIONS 33 AAO 34, T0111lSHIP 4 
NORTH, RANGE 2. cAST, BOISE l&EJIID IAN, AOA COUlflY, IOAHO; THEtlCE 
aount O Dl;GREl:3 06' EASr 932' .9 FEET, !>EINli DH TilE GENTER LitllE OF 20Trf 
STRfET; TifENGI: 
NORTii 59 DEGREES 20' 'I/EST 1S2.0 FEET TO THE REAL PO!tllT OF BEGilllmlG; r.tErlCE 
NO.RTH S9 DEGREES 20' WEST 100 FEET; THENCE 
NORTN O OE£8EES OG' WEST 35 FEET; THENCE 
SOOTH 69 DEGl'IEES 20' EAST A DISTANCE OF 100 FEET; THEIICE 
SOUlll O DEGREES 06' EAST 35 FEET TO THE REAL POINT OF ElEGWNIJIG. 
ANO 
COMMENCillG AT THE QUAATEA CORNER COMIAOli TO SECTIOIIS 33 ANO 34, TOO?isHI? 4 
NORTH, f!ANGE 2 EAST, BOISE Ml::RlOIAN, AOA COI.MTY, tDAHO; THENCE 
SOUlli 00 OE<lflEES 08' EAST !¼32.a FEl:T TO A POINT, BEING ON THE CErffERLINi: OF 
20TII STREET; THENCE 
NORTH~ DEGREES 20' WEST 1S4,55 FEET TO AN !ROH PIK, THE REAL POINT OF 
BEGIIUIING; Tl!alC:E 
NOIHll 69 ll'EO!IEES 20' WEST f37, 42 FE!:T TO AN rROtt PIN ( FOIWERt V 137 .45 
FEET) i THENCc 
SOUTII 00 Dl:GREES 05 • l"AllT 50. 0 FEET TO AN IRON !'Ill; THE/ICE 
SOUTII 89 OcGREES 20' EAST 137 ,45 FEET TO AA IRON PIN; lllENGE 
NOH'Ol 00 Of.GREES Oli • WEST 50. Q FEET TO AN IRON PIN, THE REAL ?OHiT OF 
IISlINNING. 
EXCEPT DITCH ANO RCWl RIGHT OF 'IIAY. 
il'MIClil. Il'. 
A TRACT OF I.ArlO SITUA.TEO tN TiiE NORTHEAST 1/4 OF THE SOUTilEAST 1/4 OF 
SECTION 33, TO\'INSHIP 4 MOllnt, RANGE 2 EAST, 80ISE !.!ERIDIAN, AOA GOONTY, 
IOAt!O, MORE PAIITICtll.Allt Y D€SCR18ED AS FOLLOWS; liEGINNiffG AT THE EAST ff 4 
CORIIIBI Of SAID SECTION 33, THENCE 
SOUTH O DEGIU:es 06' EAST ALONG TI\E EAST LU~ OF SAlO SECTION 33 A IHSTA.~CE 
OF !135. 4 FEET; TttalCE 
NORlll !IS DEGREES 20' WEST A DISTA/lGE OF 192.00 FEET TO TflE REAL POINT OF 
SEGIHNlNO; TIIENCE 
UORTH BS DEGREES 20' \'iEST A DISTAtlCE Of 100.00 FEET; TIIBU 
SOUTH G OEG.RE!:S 06' E'AST, A DISTANCE Of S2.5 FEET; THENCE 
SOUlll as DEGREES 20' EAST A DISTAUCE OF rno.oo FEET; THE!lGI; 
rlORTH O DEGREES 08' WEST, A DISTANCE OF 62.5 FEET TO IBE RE'At POINT Of 
ilEGUlHINO. 
EXCEPT IUiCK ANO ROAO RIGHTS: Of WAY. 
eNO OF LEGAL i>ESCBii'TIOlt 
000398 
EXHIBIT "C" 
000399 
